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·1·· · · · · · · · ··(Tuesday, December 10, 2013)
·2·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·*··*··*
·3·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··The Planning Commission is now called
·4··to order.··We thank you for everyone showing up at today's
·5··meeting.··It looks like it will be a long one.··Corp Counsel
·6··would like to run over a few things before we get started.
·7·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··Okay.··We usually start our meetings, we
·8··allow to have public testimony.··On behalf of the agenda today
·9··at 1:00, we have a contested case.··So what I want to do is
10··just try to clear up some confusion as to, basically, what the
11··rights and duties are of the Board and of the public.
12·· · · ··As far as -- because we have it on the agenda,
13··everybody has a right to testify according to the Sunshine Law.
14··However, once we start the contested case, it becomes a private
15··matter.··And Chapter 92 has an exception for contested cases.
16··But we will be taking testimony on any and all matters on the
17··agenda.··It is just that we have to advise the Board and the
18··public that any testimony regarding the contested case, unless
19··it's taken under oath and is part of the record of the
20··contested case, is not to be taken into account in your
21··decision-making.··So if you are here to testify on that matter,
22··we will hear you, but we won't be asking you questions and we
23··won't be integrating that testimony into the contested case.
24·· · · ··The contested case, we'll be taking testimony under
25··oath, the lawyers will be having opportunity for
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·1··cross-examination.··And you, as the hearing's officer, or a
·2··hearing's officer will determine the credibility and the weight
·3··of all of that and its evidence.··So that being said, we'll
·4··start the day.
·5·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Okay.··Good morning, everyone.
·6··Public testimony will be taken at the start of our meeting,
·7··except for the contested case under Chapter 92, which we just
·8··ran through.
·9·· · · ··If you wish to testify at this time, because you won't
10··be able to testify when an agenda item comes before us, step up
11··to the mic.··You have three minutes to give your testimony.
12··Please identify yourself.··And any person testifying at this
13··time will not be allowed to testify again when the agenda item
14··comes before the Commission unless new or additional
15··information is offered.··Please be advised that applications
16··for the Community Plan Amendment, State District Boundary
17··Reclassification, Change in Zoning, and Conditional Permits
18··require the approval of the Maui County Council.··In order to
19··be notified of future agendas of the Maui County Council,
20··please notify the Office of Council Services or by mail.
21·· · · ··Right now, we're open for public testimony.··Does
22··anybody wish to testify at this time on an agenda item?··Please
23··identify yourself.
24·· · · ··KARL HASZ:··Thank you.··Good morning.··My name is Karl
25··Hasz.··I split time between Paia and San Francisco.··In San
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·1··Francisco, I'm also a commissioner for the planning department.
·2··I've served for ten years on the historic preservation
·3··commission.··I'm currently president of that commission.··I
·4··also -- my main business is construction and design of
·5··restaurants.··I've built over 40 restaurants in San Francisco
·6··and in the wine country.··And, basically -- I'll start off with
·7··a couple items.··One is the cost of this restaurant.··The cost
·8··that was submitted honestly wouldn't even cover the materials
·9··to build that project, let alone the labor.··I have the wages
10··for San Francisco, Hawaii and Los Angeles I'd like to submit
11··too to the Commissioners to show that wages on all the wage
12··sides are all within about 10 percent of each other all in
13··these three areas.
14·· · · ··And I have a 4,000 square foot restaurant currently
15··going on, where the restaurant in question of Rock & Brews is
16··5700 square feet.··The 4,000 square foot restaurant we have
17··going on is $800,000 to build that, just for the interior.··The
18··structure is already there.··The 5700 square foot restaurant is
19··for structure and interior.··So I just -- my first blush is
20··that this is a $1.3 million, $1.4 million project, the Rock &
21··Brews.
22·· · · ··The next item I'd like to submit is a couple pages from
23··the guidelines, as well as behind that, I have two pages of
24··highlighted sheets, specifically for setbacks.··The building
25··currently being built for Rock & Brews does not meet the design
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·1··guidelines.··There is a front setback of almost seven feet.
·2··Specifically in the guidelines, it states that there is to be
·3··no setback, buildings are to be built up to sidewalk line.··And
·4··then secondly, there's a side yard setback.··The only
·5··exclusions for side yard setbacks are walkways going back to
·6··parking lots and one other exclusion.··There's an eight-foot
·7··setback, as well as a walkway at the Rock & Blues location.··So
·8··that also does not meet the guidelines.··And I highlighted a
·9··couple sections there from the plans.··Sorry, it's kind of a
10··weak presentation because I have limited time with the plans.
11·· · · ··And then lastly, in San Francisco, we have pretty heavy
12··restrictions on -- in our neighborhood districts on formula
13··retail.··We actually have a study coming out showing the
14··negative affects of formula retail on small neighborhoods and
15··the affect it has on local businesses.··And keeping Maui
16··businesses going, I would say it's a priority in Paia.··And you
17··can see that they're thriving.··We'd like to keep it that way
18··in Paia.··And we actually have a study coming out in San
19··Francisco talking about the negative affect.··I'll forward it
20··to each and everyone of you as soon as it comes out.··I think
21··it's the end of January that's due.··Thank you very much.
22·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Does anyone else wish to testify at
23··this time?··Step up to the mic.··Identify yourself.··You have
24··three minutes.
25·· · · ··TODD LAWSON:··Good morning.··My name is Todd Lawson.
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·1··I'm here to testify in favor of the changes in the zoning for
·2··the Maui Research and Technology Park.··I guess a lot of people
·3··are here for that testimony.··I thought maybe we signed up and
·4··were going in that order.··I think that's what people were
·5··thinking.
·6·· · · ··Anyway, I've been on Maui for over 20 years.··And I've
·7··been up in the Maui Research and Technology Park for over 20
·8··years -- or right around the same time I came.··I've been in
·9··technology for quite some time.··I've seen a lot of good plans
10··on the island and a lot of not so good plans.··I've looked at
11··this plan for the rezoning of the Maui Research and Technology
12··Park, and I think it's really what we need to grow business up
13··there.··It's not really about just changing the zoning here,
14··it's actually putting together an environment that would foster
15··some growth and growing clean technology jobs for the island.
16·· · · ··So I just want to put my support in for that.··I think
17··it's needed.··We've gone through a lot of changes up there at
18··the tech park in the 20 years that I've been there.··I think
19··this is something that's going to help grow that community a
20··lot.··And it's well thought out.··And it's a live/work-type
21··community.··So those are very popular now in other communities
22··in the rest of the country.··So I think this is a very well
23··thought out plan, and it's deserving of your attention and
24··approval.··Thank you.
25·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, any questions for the
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·1··testifier?
·2·· · · ··Seeing none, thank you.
·3·· · · ··Okay, let's go down the road.··Next, we have Jim Likes.
·4··Would you like to testify at this time?
·5·· · · ··JIM LIKES:··Yes.··My name is Jim Likes.··I'm a
·6··homeowner at 1712 Hihimanu Street.··And that's in Kihei, in
·7··close proximity to the proposed development.··First off, I'd
·8··like to state I do not oppose the growth plan, per se.
·9··However, there are several major issues that need to be
10··addressed prior to approval.··The number one issue is safety.
11··The number of private vehicles, including trucks, has more than
12··quadrupled since 2008, without what appears to be any regard to
13··safety and roadway emergency access.··An example is during
14··morning and late afternoon, vehicle travel, and it's at very
15··high speeds.··This is typical for people coming to work late
16··and trying to get off early.··The Lipoa Parkway is right now an
17··accident waiting to happen.··The current owners of the main
18··road, Lipoa Parkway, have no idea of the hazards that are being
19··created and appear to have no experience in traffic control and
20··safety.
21·· · · ··The number two issue is that the Lipoa Parkway road
22··right-of-way from the intersection of Piilani Highway and Lipoa
23··Street is owned and controlled by a private limited liability
24··corporation, incorporated in the state of Delaware.··The
25··corporation treats access to this roadway essentially like a
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·1··toll road, but there is a major difference.··They discriminate
·2··on who they charge for its usage.··They would make you believe
·3··they are strictly charging for the maintenance, and this is
·4··extremely doubtful.··These tolls have been increasing,
·5··especially with new projects that have been built since 2008,
·6··and those currently under construction.··You can imagine what
·7··these tolls will be with this proposed project.··Will this
·8··developer step up to pay for this?
·9·· · · ··My last statement is that there's a role for
10··developers, and not at the expense of bystanders.··Please do
11··not approve this project without the county being the sole
12··owner of the road and responsible for the safety and
13··maintenance.··And that needs to be done exclusive of this new
14··project.··But, however, an amendment of the existing new
15··proposal warrants the changes in ownership and the issues of
16··safety and fairness.··Thank you.
17·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, any questions for the
18··testifier?
19·· · · ··Seeing none, thank you very much.
20·· · · ··Next, we have Bill Blietz.
21·· · · ··BILL BLIETZ:··Good morning, gentlemen.··I'm sorry, but
22··I got my Dodger hat on.··I got from San Francisco.··You might
23··not like this.··I won't apologize to him, like I won't
24··apologize to you folks about standing up for my family.··Mark
25··Blietz is my son and Michael Blietz is my son.··My two
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·1··granddaughters live here and my daughter-in-law, my wife.··And
·2··I've been here for more that 36 years now.··They've been
·3··portrayed as the Johnny-come-lately's from the mainland.··It's
·4··not true.
·5·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Please identify yourself.
·6·· · · ··BILL BLIETZ:··Bill Blietz.
·7·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Okay, thank you.
·8·· · · ··BILL BLIETZ:··About the appeal, the one this afternoon.
·9··Oh, and by the way, I would object to this because he
10··didn't -- he was not sworn in, so you can't take this.
11·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··We covered that already.
12·· · · ··BILL BLIETZ:··Okay.··But I just want to let you know
13··that 36 years we've been here, growing orchids.··We've gone all
14··over the world with orchids, my son.··We're not
15··Johnny-come-lately.··I just want to let you know because of the
16··humility of my son.··He's not going to tell you this, but I'm
17··going to tell you this because I'm as proud being a Dodger fan
18··as I am being a Blietz fan, because my family here has
19··portrayed everything that they're supposed to do in the
20··business.··Like I said, we've been in business for 35 years
21··here.··We've gone all over the world with orchids.··We've taken
22··Maui names all over the world.··We've made orchids.··We've
23··given seminars.··We've attended seminars.··We've judged
24··orchids.··We've done everything we can do with orchids.··So my
25··son is not a Johnny-come-lately, and neither is my
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·1··daughter-in-law.··She came here in the '90s.
·2·· · · ··So I just want you to know that there's more background
·3··to these folks than some people are trying to portray them in
·4··the newspaper articles.··It's just not true.··Thank you.
·5·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, any questions for the
·6··testifier?
·7·· · · ··Thank you very much.
·8·· · · ··BILL BLIETZ:··Promise me one thing, don't get old.
·9·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Next, we've got Garrett -10·· · · ··GARRETT MARRERO:··Marrero.
11·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··"Marrero."
12·· · · ··GARRETT MARRERO:··Close enough.
13·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Okay.
14·· · · ··GARRETT MARRERO:··My name is Garrett Marrero.··I'm the
15··owner and founder of Maui Brewing Company.··I'm here to testify
16··on behalf of the number one -- item agenda number one, and in
17··support of.
18·· · · ··We purchased a little over five and a quarter acres in
19··the R&T Park over the past year and a half or so, and are
20··currently in construction of our new production brewery.··Right
21··now, we have about 65 employees.··We export to 11 states, four
22··countries.··We're Hawaii's largest craft brewery.··By building
23··in the R&T Park, we will double our business next year, meaning
24··grow our exports over 100 percent, as well as hire an
25··additional 40 employees.··We're in support of the agenda here
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·1··because it's one of the things that we were really planning on
·2··happening when we bought the original lot.··So working with
·3··Steve and learning what the park was really about and where it
·4··was going to be moving was one of the big factors in us making
·5··a decision to move there.
·6·· · · ··It's a community -- live/work-type community that is
·7··planned there.··And we felt that a brew pub makes a natural fit
·8··there, both for an employment base, as well as for food and
·9··retail.··I think it's a good mixed-use area.··For us, with the
10··number of employees we have, it's often hard to attract and
11··retain employees.··So we felt that being in a live/work-type
12··community may help us do that because it would be access to
13··labor that would live close to work, also reducing the amount
14··of traffic that might be going up and down Lipoa Parkway.
15·· · · ··We're installing four EV chargers as part of our
16··current construction, with a plan for an additional four next
17··year, trying to promote the use of electric vehicles in the
18··park.··I think -- let me look at my notes here real quick.
19·· · · ··One of the other things, talking about our
20··sustainability, was obviously the park.··The technology site
21··had been big on photovoltaic and the development of other types
22··of renewable energy.··That's something we want to continue to
23··promote.··And by growing the community in that direction, I
24··think the residents, as well as the employees, in the area will
25··kind of follow suit with that.··And I think that's it.
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·1·· · · ··We do own right off of Lipoa Parkway.··Actually, our
·2··address is 605 Lipoa Parkway.··We do see with our construction
·3··project, obviously there's traffic there.··But to date, we
·4··haven't really seen any issues to be concerned about with
·5··traffic management in the area, and plenty of roadway to expand
·6··up in that area.
·7·· · · ··So, again, Garrett Marrero of Maui Brewing, in support
·8··of.··If you have any questions.
·9·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, any questions for the
10··testifier?
11·· · · ··Seeing none.··Thank you very much.
12·· · · ··GARRETT MARRERO:··Thank you.
13·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Next we've Jeanne Skog.
14·· · · ··JEANNE SKOG:··Good morning.··I'm Jeanne Skog.··I'm
15··president and CEO of the Maui Economic Development Board.
16··Thank you for allowing me testimony today on Item Number One.
17·· · · ··MED's mission to is diversify the economy.··And since
18··our creation in 1982, we were focused on the development of a
19··place to attract and create a locust for technology activity on
20··Maui, so much so that we spearheaded the effort to develop the
21··R&T Park.··We were the managing company until it opened.··We
22··are no longer a partner in the park.··But because it's such an
23··important cornerstone if our efforts to diversify the economy,
24··we remain in close contact with the R&T Park and where they're
25··headed as we plan our outreach to new companies or existing
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·1··companies that want to come into the park.··I just want to
·2··highlight a couple things.
·3·· · · ··The Maui R&T Park is highlighted in the update of the
·4··General Plan that has just been completed.··So we're really
·5··pleased to see that there's community support for the R&T Park
·6··going forward.··Today the park has an existing substantial and
·7··growing employment base of about 400 workers, who earn an
·8··average of $70,000 a year.··Through our numerous STEM education
·9··and workforce activities and offerings, MED brings hundreds of
10··students and teachers into the park every year.··The park has
11··served as kind of a living laboratory for workforce development
12··and workforce in our future.··The numerous technology companies
13··and projects there have readily served as hosts for job
14··shadowing, mentoring, competitions, and internships.··Students
15··come away from spending time there with a tremendous sense of
16··hope and a real progress being made to create other kinds of
17··choices for their future.··So we continue to pursue the support
18··of the development of the park.
19·· · · ··We think the plan which we have been apprised of is
20··solid, it is doing what we need to have done there, which is
21··create a since of community; not just as a place to work, but a
22··place that has amenities to support your lifestyle up there.
23··So the Maui Economic Development Board has passed a resolution
24··in support of the update of the General -- the Master Plan of
25··the park.··Thank you.
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·1·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, any questions for
·2··Jeanne?
·3·· · · ··Thank you very much.
·4·· · · ··Next we have David Darling.
·5·· · · ··DAVID DARLING:··Good morning.··Thank you for allowing
·6··me to testify.··I'm here to support the motion to dismiss the
·7··contested case at 1:00 p.m. this afternoon.··I've lived in -·8·· · · ··MR. HALL:··Objection.··That's not what the testimony
·9··will be about.
10·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Continue.
11·· · · ··You're out of order.
12·· · · ··MR. HALL:··Thank you.
13·· · · ··DAVID DARLING:··Lived on Maui permanently for 43 years,
14··but came here many times before that when I was in high school
15··and college before I settled here.··My son, who was born here,
16··finally gets to come home and have a job, although it's on
17··Oahu.··But the project in Paia will create local jobs.··As the
18··gentleman said, his in-laws and son, long-time Maui residents,
19··not just newcomers.
20·· · · ··It's renovating an existing restaurant that was very
21··decrepit and old.··The parking infrastructure was already
22··there.··To compare it to San Francisco, I think is a little bit
23··extreme.··I really think the project is going to come in under
24··budget, and I think it got a very thorough review by the
25··Planning Department.··Mrs. Wade and the Planning Department
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·1··people thoroughly reviewed it previously; granted all the
·2··necessary permits; archeologists were on-site.··Unforeseen
·3··problems were discovered, which have been corrected, and it's
·4··scheduled to open mid-January.··So at this late date to say it
·5··needs to go for further review over cost issues and permitting
·6··issues, I think it's an asset to the Paia community.··They're
·7··upgrading the bathrooms to ADA standards.··It's going to be a
·8··business that will support Paia Town Center, restaurants in
·9··kind of one area, rather than scattered all over the island.
10··So I'm in support that the restaurant is allowed to open and
11··continue to function and to be built out.··Thank you very much.
12·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Thank you.
13·· · · ··Our next testifier is Kaleb Wilstead.
14·· · · ··KALEB WILSTEAD:··Hello.··Aloha.··My name is Kaleb
15··Wilstead.··How are you folks doing?··Good.··I'm here in support
16··of agenda number one, the changing of the R&T Park.··Our
17··school -- I'm here as a representative of Kihei Charter High
18··School.··I'm a student there.··A junior, to be exact.
19·· · · ··We, so far as a high school, are situated in an
20··industrial area, and this is a danger to us.··Every day when we
21··get out of school, we have to watch our for cars and trucks
22··incoming.··And being able to change this is an opportunity to
23··change this into a small town.··This creates more opportunity
24··for us, a safer environment.··And overall, we'll have bigger
25··facilities for -- Kihei Charter is a public school, so we
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·1··accept everyone.··And the only thing holding us back is the
·2··fire restriction, the fire safety personnel restriction.··And
·3··so we will be able to accept more students into our high school
·4··as well, creating more opportunities as well for those
·5··students.
·6·· · · ··Other than that, I support it.··I hope you folks have a
·7··nice day.··Thank you.
·8·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, any questions for the
·9··testifier?
10·· · · ··KALEB WILSTEAD:··Oh, that's right.
11·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Thank you very much.
12·· · · ··Conner Jones.
13·· · · ··CONNER JONES:··Hi, my name is Conner Jones.··I'm 15
14··years old, born and raised on Maui.··I think it's still early
15··enough to say good morning.
16·· · · ··I've been going to Kihei Charter School since halfway
17··through sixth grade, so it's safe to say that I know a lot that
18··goes on with the school.··I'd also like to testify in support
19··of this motion, my argument being that to move to this kind of
20··location not only would it provide a safer and a more stable
21··environment in a small-town aspect, but it would also -- as it
22··stands, we're just a building.··We don't have a big field to
23··have sports or any kind of experience.··And we have to take our
24··vans and drive places.··So that takes away from the learning
25··experience.··It takes away from our time.··Also, there's the
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·1··gas cost.
·2·· · · ··So if we were to have more space, if we were closer to
·3··the sidewalk, have more field, we could facilitate more needs.
·4··Our science would have an easier time conducting experiments
·5··out in the field.··We'd have more sports.··We'd be able to
·6··communicate with the other schools in more than just our normal
·7··aspects.··We'd actually have Maui-wide and state-wide sports.
·8·· · · ··Overall, I think it's a really great plan, to be
·9··honest.··Coming from directly as a student, I know that
10··sometimes it can be a little inhibiting to be in a building all
11··day.··It would be nice to have the space needed.··That's all
12··I've got.
13·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, any questions for the
14··testifier?
15·· · · ··Commissioner Wakida.
16·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Not a question, Conner, but I
17··want to thank you for testifying.··We don't really get many
18··young people.··I really appreciate you coming forward this
19··morning.
20·· · · ··CONNER JONES:··No problem.··Thank you.
21·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Thank you very much.
22·· · · ··Our next testifier, Gene Zarro.
23·· · · ··GENE ZARRO:··I took notes.··Hi, my name is Gene Zarro.
24··And I'm here to testify in support of agenda item number one,
25··the proposed or requested changes to the Maui Research and Tech
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·1··Park.··I am the CEO of South Maui Learning Ohana, which is a
·2··property owner up at the Maui Research and Tech Park.··I'm also
·3··a founder and board member of Kihei Charter School.
·4·· · · ··It's very important to us that we get these changes
·5··requested approved.··We put an RFP out.··South Maui Learning
·6··Ohana has put an RFP out for our architect.··We hope to have
·7··that architect hired by -- right after New Year's.··That's the
·8··deadline.··And then we need to start designing.··It would be
·9··really helpful if I knew the parameters with which we can
10··design.
11·· · · ··Now, the important thing is -- it's been a long time
12··coming for Kihei Charter School to have its own facilities.··We
13··currently pay $50,000 a month in lease rent for our two
14··campuses.··And we have secured the financing from USDA to go
15··ahead and build two campuses; a high school campus and an
16··elementary campus.··So we're talking today about the high
17··school campus.··And it would be really good -- the high school
18··is currently existing in a month-to-month lease situation of
19··21,000 square feet up at the Kihei Commercial Center.··A little
20··stability would go a long way in our long-range planning, so we
21··are going to build.
22·· · · ··In order to build and have Kihei Charter School here in
23··the next decade, this has to be a sustainable building.··And by
24··sustainable, I mean economically sustainable.··I need to use as
25··much of the property as possible.··The setbacks coming up to
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·1··the curb create a nice area where we can put all the unused
·2··space behind the building where we can -- for lack of a better
·3··word -- corral the students and keep our eyes on them and all
·4··that, as opposed to having space all around.··So it's really
·5··important if you could give us the opportunity to build to the
·6··new standards.··It would go a long way in the sustainability of
·7··South Maui Learning Ohana and Kihei Charter School.
·8·· · · ··So we are already mauka of the highway.··We have 250,
·9··approximately, high school students.··We hope to increase our
10··enrollment a little bit because we do have a waiting list, and
11··the community is in strong support of what we do.··So we look
12··forward to your positive voting later today, if that happens.
13··Thank you.
14·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, any questions for the
15··testifier?
16·· · · ··Seeing none.··Thank you very much.
17·· · · ··GENE ZARRO:··Thank you.
18·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Does anyone else wish to testify at
19··this time?··Again, I'm reminding you this is about agenda items
20··coming up, you won't be able to testify at that time.··And if
21··you do testify, you won't be ale to testify when an agenda item
22··does come up.
23·· · · ··Seeing no one, public testimony is closed.··And we're
24··moving on to our first agenda item.
25·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Good morning, Commissioners.··Happy
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·1··holidays, everybody.··Our first public hearing item, we're on
·2··Item B(1) of our agenda.··First item is Maui R&T Partners,
·3··requesting land use changes for the R&T Park; Community Plan
·4··Amendment; Change in Zoning -- quite a list of things in there.
·5··So our staff planner this morning is Mr. Kurt Wollenhaupt, then
·6··there will be a presentation by the applicant themselves.
·7·· · · ··Take it away, Kurt.
·8·· · · ··MR. WOLLENHAUPT:··Good morning members of the Maui
·9··Planning Commission.··It's a pleasure to be here with you today
10··on a project that really has the potential to change the face
11··of Maui, both in this generation and the next generation.
12·· · · ··I know there's a lot of talk that goes on about trying
13··to keep the Maui people who we're born here on Maui.··And this
14··project, while it's had a great beginning, I guess one could
15··say it's kind of in its adolescence now.··And we're looking
16··into how it can mature into the future as well as successful
17··adults, if you will, that will provide opportunities for people
18··to come here, for jobs in a smart-growth-oriented method of
19··development.··So there's lots of new ideas and creativity, in a
20··sense, of this project in reviewing it that it does appear to
21··have.··Today we're going to be looking at -- and there's a lot
22··of moving parts to this.··We're going to be looking at a Change
23··in Zoning and a new Community Plan Amendment.
24·· · · ··Just to give you some background.··The final
25··Environmental Impact Statement -- which you were all handed out
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·1··in disc, which came in four volumes -- it was approved by the
·2··State Land Use Commission on April 19th, 2013, by unanimous
·3··vote.··Consequent to that, the applicant then was required to
·4··go to the State Land Use Commission for a District Boundary
·5··Amendment to take lands that were mostly in the Agricultural
·6··State District and move them into Urban.
·7·· · · ··The Department, with the able help of Chris Hart &
·8··Partners and the applicant, of course, shepherded this project
·9··to the State Land Use Commission.··And the details are in the
10··report.··But the Land Use Commission granted two petitions,
11··which were consolidated; the original petition for the Park,
12··A84-585, and then the petition to add land, A10-787, by
13··unanimous vote on October 17th of this year.··Consequent to
14··that, they approved the form of the final decisions and orders
15··for both of these dockets by unanimous vote on November 22nd,
16··2013.··So both of these decisions and orders with those
17··conditions are noted as Exhibits 1 and 2 in the report.
18·· · · ··As indicated, the ultimate goal of the applicant is to
19··create a sustainable, walkable Kihei community where people can
20··live, they can work, they can recreate.··The research park -21··and you're going to be hearing about this today -- is hoping to
22··use the principles of new urbanism and smart growth to
23··transform the current single-use, large-lot research and
24··technology campus into an integrated and vibrant mixed-use
25··community.··During the State Land Use Commission hearings, some
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·1··of the commissioners asked if there was such projects in
·2··Hawaii.··There have been attempts, but probably nothing on this
·3··scale.··So this is an opportunity to really create something
·4··new and vibrant for the entire County of Maui.
·5·· · · ··The applicant has an extensive PowerPoint presentation
·6··that's going to go into the details of both the Community Plan
·7··Amendment and in the Change in Zoning.··The proposed new Change
·8··in Zoning will require an entire new Zoning Code, 19.33A, which
·9··has been handed to you in hard copy and also was e-mailed to
10··you.··This is an enormous diversion change from the way the
11··Zoning Code is operating now.··It's based on Form Based Codes.
12··We have eminent authority from -- counsel up here is going to
13··talk about why Form Based Codes can work in Maui.··And this
14··will be all part of the presentation.
15·· · · ··In light of the long presentation, I'd like the
16··indulgence of the Commission to have Jennifer Maydan, with
17··Chris Hart, introduce the members of her team, and Mr. Steve
18··Perkins, of the Maui Research Park, and have the presentation
19··for this project.
20·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Okay.
21·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Good morning, Chair and Commissioners.
22··I'm Jen Maydan with Chris Hart & Partners.
23·· · · ··First, I'd like to just introduce our project team.
24··With me, representing the applicant, is the project
25··coordinator, Steve Perkins.··Here also is John Beutler, with
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·1··Calthorpe Associates, the projects master planner.··Also here
·2··today is Darren Unemori, with Unemori Engineering.··Tom
·3··Holiday, with the Hallstrom Group.··He completed the market
·4··assessment, economic impact assessment and affordable housing
·5··assessment for the project.··Hong Li with Parsons Brinckerhoff,
·6··our traffic engineer.··And Tom Nance, with Tom Nance Water
·7··Resource Engineering.··He completed the groundwater assessment
·8··for the project.
·9·· · · ··We're here today to present to your commission the
10··Master Plan Update for the Maui Research and Technology Park.
11··This is a large project, as Kurt mentioned, with many facets.
12··So our presentation is going to be a little bit over an hour.
13··But we hope to provide you with an understanding of the
14··comprehensive master planning process and environmental review
15··process that the project has undergone to ensure that it is a
16··sustainable smart-growth project and that appropriate
17··mitigation measures will be implemented to mitigate project
18··impact.
19·· · · ··First, Steve Perkins will provide an overview of the
20··park history and existing conditions, and then John Beutler
21··will provide an overview of the Master Plan Update.··And then I
22··will go into impacts and proposed mitigation, environmental
23··review and entitled process, changes to Title 19, compliance
24··with Maui County General Plan and compliance with the Change in
25··Zoning criteria.··But first, I will provide just a very brief
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·1··project location orientation before giving the presentation to
·2··Steve.
·3·· · · ··So the project is located in South Maui, mauka Piilani
·4··Highway.··It is accessed off of Piilani Highway and Lipoa
·5··Parkway.··In this aerial, you can see the existing development
·6··at the park, as well as the project boundary for the Master
·7··Plan Update.
·8·· · · ··Surrounding land uses include to the west, or makai,
·9··the Elleair Golf Club, the Hokulani Golf Villas.··And across
10··the highway; Piilani Shopping Center, Kihei Elementary School,
11··and South Maui Regional Park.··To the south is Keokea Gulch,
12··the county's wastewater treatment facility and agricultural
13··lands.··To the east, or mauka, is Haleakala Ranch land.··And to
14··the north is Waipuilani Gulch, the proposed Kihei High School,
15··and more ranch lands.
16·· · · ··Now I'll hand it off to Steve to go over the history
17··and existing conditions at the park.
18·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Good morning Mr. Chair, members of the
19··Commission.··Thank you.··I'm Steve Perkins.··I'm the manager of
20··the Maui Research and Technology Park.··I'm going on my sixth
21··year in that position.··Prior to that, I was with Maui Economic
22··Development Board, assigned to business attraction, retention
23··and expansion, also in the R&T Park.··So I've been there -24··going into my 14th year.
25·· · · ··A little bit about the park.··Concept dates from the
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·1··mid 1980s, it was a community effort to examine ways to
·2··diversify Maui's economy.··It's my understanding that prior to
·3··the park coming into existence, that there was -- many of you
·4··were here, I was not.··But it's my understanding there was a
·5··very significant United Airlines strike that put a real crimp
·6··in the arrivals of visitors in some key periods of the year.
·7··And members of the community, the government, and business
·8··leaders came together to evaluate ways that they could add
·9··economic diversification.··Out of that, among other things,
10··including the Maui Economic Development Board, came the R&T
11··Park.··And the development was fully entitled by the mid 1980s.
12··And it was a true -- I guess the new buzz word for it is PPP; a
13··public-private partnership, where we had the government, the
14··private sector involved as well in the development of the land,
15··and also -- you know, the various community leaders involved.
16·· · · ··In the government end of things, the county was also
17··very heavily involved in it.··We also had the State of Hawaii.
18··And the park partners donated the land underneath the Maui
19··Research and Technology Center to the state to build that in
20··the late '80s.··Over the -- and the first buildings came up
21··around that time as well.··Over that period of time,
22··incrementally, we've grown to where we're over 24 companies,
23··have over 400 people working in the park, and an estimated $120
24··million to $150 million a year.
25·· · · ··We've got about five buildings total now, with 180,000
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·1··square feet.··Under construction, the Maui Brewing Company that
·2··Garrett talked about earlier.··And there's two more on the way.
·3··A 165-bed skilled nursing facility is hoped for and -- as well
·4··as the Kihei Charter School, which will be open within the next
·5··couple of years.
·6·· · · ··Even with all these exciting things -- and there are
·7··some truly exciting things that happen in the R&T Park.··We
·8··have some type of technologies that happen and are studied and
·9··take place on Maui that are unique to here.··We have one of the
10··top five locations in the world for viewing the night sky.··We
11··were selected from around the world for a location for viewing
12··the sun.··And we also have a lot of very specialized expertise
13··in space situational awareness, high performance computing, and
14··data aggregation and integration, with the Pacific Disaster
15··Center and other very sophisticated information technology
16··projects.
17·· · · ··One of the most current projects that's come on board
18··that we're excited about is the joint information technology
19··center, which is a very large data center where they do pilot
20··demonstration testing for military and Veterans affairs related
21··information technology projects.··One of the interesting things
22··that they're working on is a lifetime electronic healthcare
23··record for Veterans.··So even with all these things, we have
24··some challenges.··And we talked a little bit about this on the
25··site visit, but I'd like to revisit it for the Commissioners
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·1··that weren't able to join us on that.··And it has to do with
·2··the size of the lots.
·3·· · · ··We have huge lot sizes currently in the R&T Park.
·4··They're currently two-acre minimum lot size.··The front
·5··setbacks on our lots, we have to have 60 feet of setback from
·6··the front lot; 40 feet on all sides.··And with this huge lot,
·7··we're only allowed to have 35 percent lot coverage.··So it's
·8··very intensive to have to build a building on this much land.
·9··It also means that we have to string our infrastructure out
10··even longer.··So if you have bigger lots and larger frontages,
11··it means that you have longer sewer lines, power lines,
12··waterlines, roadways.··Roadways are extremely expensive, wide
13··roadways and long roadways.··I mean, we're talking with all
14··that infrastructure in there, $2,000 or $3,000 a lineal foot to
15··put in these type of things.··So it makes it very expensive.
16·· · · ··We have a confusing ordinance.··We met recently with
17··the current Division of Planning that has to interpret our
18··Zoning Code 19.33, and they have a real hard time with it
19··because it's so confusing to them.··So we have that challenge
20··as well.··This park's been about -- over the veers, you know,
21··it's been about diversification, diversification of the
22··economy.
23·· · · ··Garrett Marrero from Maui Brewing talked earlier about
24··his facility.··The current increment, it's approved for
25··manufacturing.··People say, what's Maui Brewing doing in the
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·1··research and technology park?··But when you think about it,
·2··when we go back to the original mission of the park, it's about
·3··diversification.··I'd be willing to bet he's probably the
·4··number two exporter on the island with the number of states and
·5··countries that he exports to.··And that's independent of the
·6··visitor industry.··And there's nothing wrong with visitor
·7··industry or ag, but it's good to have diversification.
·8·· · · ··One of the other issues we have is that almost
·9··everybody has to drive to work.··There's very little housing in
10··close proximity.··The housing that is in proximity is primarily
11··targeted at offshore buyers, resort-type buyers, retirees.
12··There's few on-site amenities.··And construction is expensive.
13··And this is passed through to our buyers and tenants.
14·· · · ··So several years ago, we knew that the park wasn't
15··living up to what we felt was its potential, so we undertook an
16··effort to study was what working elsewhere.··So we studied
17··other employment centers around the country, and we researched
18··those best practices, including visiting five states and over
19··50 employment centers and tech parks and looking at what works
20··and what doesn't.··What we learned is that there's a clear and
21··continuing trend toward mixed use and employment centers like
22··our park.··Housing and amenities in close proximity within
23··walking and biking distance to knowledge industry employment is
24··clearly the way things are heading with tech parks and
25··employment centers.··And the group that most closely represents
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·1··our types of development is the Association of University
·2··Research Parks calls us a community of innovation.··And they
·3··call us out to be close in competitiveness in science and
·4··technology.
·5·· · · ··We've been at this for a few years.··We had to do a few
·6··things.··We had to publish a 1600-page EIS.··That took over a
·7··year to put together.··It look a long period of time for us to
·8··gather the plan, and so forth.··But over that time -- you know,
·9··we're ahead of some other folks when we started this.··And
10··we're heading in this direction.··But since then, we -- one is
11··the Research Triangle Park and -- among others, including Johns
12··Hopkins University and the University of Virginia are heading
13··in this mixed-use direction, where you have your housing and
14··amenities for your knowledge industry work force in close
15··proximity.
16·· · · ··Okay.··So how does this fit in here?··And so we looked
17··at what these best practices were.··We looked at the way the
18··market is heading.··We also looked at general trends in
19··development and planning.··We looked at the Kihei Community
20··Association's development guidelines and, at the time, the
21··Draft Maui Island Plan.··And, you know, it trends
22··internationally as well.
23·· · · ··We know that younger people aren't getting driver's
24··licenses at the rate they once did; that there's more interest
25··in more of an urban type of lifestyle versus living in the
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·1··suburbs or having your typical side load type of development,
·2··where you work here, you live there, and you shop over here,
·3··and you drive to all three.··And what we did about it was is we
·4··went out and we requested proposals for design services.··And
·5··we looked at the leaders in this field.··We received several
·6··proposals back.··And we evaluated things.··And we clearly came
·7··up with a conclusion that it was best for us to hire Calthorpe
·8··Associates.··And they were selected and retained in the R&T
·9··Master Plan.··And they have experience in employment center
10··master planning around the globe.
11·· · · ··And with that, I'd like to turn this over to John
12··Beutler to walk you through the details of our plan and why
13··we're doing it.··Thank you.
14·· · · ··MR. BEUTLER:··While she's getting the PowerPoint, I'll
15··just introduce myself.··I'm John Beutler with Calthorpe
16··Associates.··And as Steve mentioned, we're known for our newest
17··urban style development and for some of the current smart
18··growth thinking.··I've been with the firm for 13 years.··It's
19··gone by very quickly, but it's been very interesting all the
20··time.··So we were hired as the master planners for the park.
21··And I'll run through some of the reasoning behind why we did
22··the things we did, and then also some of the design itself.
23·· · · ··So the original issues for the park, as we understood
24··it, were the economic diversification.··Other goals and needs,
25··which are -- you know, the park is old now.··Environmental
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·1··stewardship is very important, probably more important to
·2··people now than it even used to be.··Commercial viability is a
·3··concern for, let's say, the businesses that want to come into
·4··the park.··If they can't afford to be there, then the park is
·5··not going to be successful.··And then also, the changing
·6··employment, location and format trends that Steve mentioned as
·7··well, which I'll talk about.
·8·· · · ··I think a lot of it originates right here, which is a
·9··university campus.··The idea of technology and like where does
10··all the learning come from and the thinking, people looked at
11··this and they said, well -- designers, I mean.··You know, back
12··in the '80s and everything and prior, back to the '50s.··And
13··people said, well, you know, look at this; it's got greenery;
14··it's got big setbacks; it's of a sylvan environment; people are
15··happy walking around here, so this must be a way to create
16··technology and research and innovation.··So what we ended up
17··doing as a society, we copied this all over the US and it's
18··been copied all over the world.··And so we ended up with
19··buildings that are in technology parks, sort of just employment
20··parks in general.··They're isolated.··They're behind large
21··green spaces.
22·· · · ··And, you know, it depends on your point of view.··A lot
23··these could be very attractive.··People like looking at the
24··green, and things like that.··But it doesn't really accomplish,
25··unfortunately, the goals of what these parks were specifically
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·1··because it isolates people.··And so you end up with what I'd
·2··like to think of it as it actually has some comparisons to this
·3··place here, which is not really what we're going for.··But it's
·4··a quiet place.··It's green.··It's beautiful.··It's nice to take
·5··a walk.··And maybe if you're a poet, this is a place you really
·6··come to innovate.
·7·· · · ··But when actually a lot of the economic theory now -·8··and one of my professors when I was in school had a lot of
·9··theory about the networks and the way that innovation happens
10··and people making connections.··It's not what we were thinking
11··with this kind of sylvan environment.··This here, what we
12··missed, was not the greenery.··It's the important thing.··And
13··the important thing is all the people here and the moving
14··around.··When you get on a university campus, people don't just
15··go and sit in one building.··They're going around.··They're
16··talking to professors.··The professors are talking, they're
17··giving lectures.··It's all about these connections and
18··networks.
19·· · · ··These are a couple of maps of LinkedIn networks.··The
20··top one is wide, the bottom one is smaller, a less impressive
21··one.··But these are the idea that innovation and progress
22··happens through the connections between people.··So currently
23··now, a lot of businesses are understanding things like that, so
24··they're picking it up.
25·· · · ··And as this article in the Journal that's by Richard
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·1··Florida, the Wall Street Journal, says the mixed-use and
·2··walkable places are becoming the preferred locations.··That's
·3··because businesses are understanding this too, that that's
·4··where you make those connections.··If everybody is in their own
·5··little building in a park-like atmosphere somewhere, they don't
·6··necessarily get out and talk to each other, they don't randomly
·7··meet people at the corner cafe.··These kinds of things.
·8·· · · ··So Twitter in San Francisco, right in the heart of the
·9··city.··This article shows a guy from Tumblr.··A lot of these
10··new technology companies and start-ups are really gravitating
11··toward the urban environments now.
12·· · · ··An example of Google.··They're building a campus.··When
13··you're a big company, you can have your own area cornered off
14··to yourself.··But even they're trying to do it inside a campus.
15··They're saying they want to create chance encounters, look at
16··social networks, have face-to-face interactions, and have
17··casuals collisions of their workforce.··So the thing is if
18··you're a giant company with unlimited resources, you can do
19··that inside a campus.··But if you're a small company, you're a
20··start-up, which is what we're trying to do, we understand what
21··the ideas of the park is, is to generate new companies and to
22··help companies expand.··And those companies can't isolate
23··themselves.··They need to be within a place.
24·· · · ··It's also even in other areas, like residential value.
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·1··trendy, or people are recognizing the value of it.··And it's
·2··actually getting capitalized into home values.
·3·· · · ··So the affect on urban design, it's a really good time
·4··for my firm because -- like I said, I've been at this for 13
·5··years, but Peter Halpin has been talking about it for 30 years,
·6··or something.··And he started out really in the environmental
·7··side of things, just seeing the effect of sprawl on places and
·8··the pollution that comes from it.··But then you have the
·9··social, economic and environmental things to think about.
10··Well, now the economic side is really coming toward the social
11··and environmental issues.··So it's a really good time for us.
12··So the current businesses are interested in these urban
13··environments.··And it's an opportunity for us, as urban
14··designers, to create better things for other things for people
15··to be in and better things environmentally as well.
16·· · · ··So these are our four principles of urban design, of
17··which -- I'll just talk about how these will come into factor
18··in some ways for design of employment areas.
19·· · · ··Diversity:··Diversity of uses.··Diversity of building
20··types.··Human scales.··So building for people, not just
21··automobiles and automobile transportation.··Conservation and
22··restoration.··A lot of this is legally mandated right now,
23··which we're very happy with.··But, you know, what to do for the
24··environment to make it better with development.··And
25··connectivity.··So connecting small places to the region, not
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·1··thinking only in isolation for one small area.··So diversity.
·2··Thinking about that.
·3·· · · ··One of the things that we think is important here is
·4··thinking about the lifestyle filled with businesses.··At the
·5··top, you can see it's kind of small.··But here's a person, say,
·6··starting out on their own.··They need maybe an apartment.
·7··They're single.··They need a small place.··Maybe that person
·8··gets married.··The couple maybe gets a small house.··But they
·9··don't have any kids, so they get an affordable place.··Their
10··family grows.··They need a bigger house.··Then their children
11··grow up and move off into their own houses.··And then the
12··couple gets older, and then they need a smaller place again.
13··So it's the same people, but they need different housing
14··options over time.··And if those things are isolated -- so you
15··have the old people area here for assisted stuff, and then you
16··have very small student apartments here.··And, you know,
17··they're all isolated.··You have to change your neighborhoods.
18··You have to change your whole life just to change your housing.
19··If we have a more integrated thing, then people have
20··opportunities to change things around without disrupting their
21··whole lives.
22·· · · ··The same thing for businesses.··And in businesses, it
23··may actually just be an opportunity -- maybe people make their
24··family choices based on if they have an extra bedroom.··But
25··businesses, if they can't afford to expand, then they may not
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·1··expand.··If they can't afford to start up, then they may not
·2··start up.··So we look at this here.··Someone may start a
·3··business in their own house.··Then they get a few employees.
·4··They need a bigger space.··Finally, they get actually pretty
·5··big size.··Then they have a really clever employee over here
·6··who goes off and starts their own business in their house.
·7··Then they get really big, but then they split off into three
·8··different companies.··So this variety of building typologies is
·9··really important, we think, for creation and the further growth
10··and changes in business over time.
11·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··If you could just down a little bit
12··for our stenographer.··Thank you.
13·· · · ··MR. BEUTLER:··Okay.··So this relates directly to one of
14··the issues that Steve mentioned in the park, which is the
15··two-acre minimum lot size.··So if you're a start-up and you
16··have two employees, you don't need two acres.··You probably
17··can't afford two acres unless you have some very rich backers.
18·· · · ··Human scale.··So this comes to getting people out and
19··about, meeting people, the urbanness that we're talking about
20··that businesses are interested in now.··So this is all about
21··the built environment.··If you have fast large streets, people
22··don't feel safe.··And they aren't safe.··Walking there, it's
23··not pleasant.··They don't want to be there.··This comes down to
24··mixing uses within short areas so people can walk or bike.
25·· · · ··Building relations to the street.··If every building is
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·1··behind a 60-foot deep parking lot or even on a 60-foot green
·2··space, there's no real interaction with the street.··And people
·3··actually -- say, it's in the middle of the night, they may not
·4··even feel safe there because there's no kind of enclosure.
·5·· · · ··There are plenty of human-scale places on Maui already.
·6··These are all over the place.··And the thing is that they tend
·7··to be older.··We, as a society worldwide, we've stopped
·8··building a lot of these kinds of things.··Regardless of how
·9··much we like them, the places we do like are older places,
10··which is strange.··So fortunately, I think the thinking is
11··coming around to now in how do we make those in new places, how
12··do we creat places that we like.··Human scale.
13·· · · ··A focus on all modes.··This is an example of a design
14··guideline.··Here you see -- for a tech park.··This is in
15··California.··But you see over here, the walkways are meant to
16··be these meandering walkways, sidewalks broadly meandering.
17··And the street, of course, is straight as an arrow.··Because
18··the street in this -- what this is really saying is a street is
19··for getting places, and no one would walk anywhere unless
20··they're on a vacation, or something like that.
21·· · · ··So the way it would be is like this, if you put it in
22··three dimensions.··And so, of course, all these people are just
23··having a beautiful time and the trees here.··But if we actually
24··think about transportation by foot as a legitimate way to get
25··around, then we should think about maybe that the sidewalks are
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·1··straight.··And the streets, maybe they can have a beautiful
·2··drive through the country side.··That kind of thing.··Because
·3··there's been an idea that walking is not a real form of
·4··transportation.··And we need to turn that around and say that's
·5··actually a really good way to get around.··It's healthy, it
·6··doesn't pollute, and you might just meet your neighbors.
·7·· · · ··Conservation and restoration.··One of the other core
·8··principles.
·9·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··If you don't mind, let's take a
10··little break right now.··We can come back in ten minutes.
11··Everybody reconvene at 15 after.··Thank you.
12·· · · ··(Recess taken.)
13·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Planning is now called back to order.
14·· · · ··Please continue.··And if you can, please don't go too
15··fast.
16·· · · ··MR. BEUTLER:··Okay.··I apologize for my velocity.··My
17··verbosity, I suppose.··So I will try to slow down.··I have a
18··lot to cover, but I'll just say a few things with each slide.
19·· · · ··So here we're talking about the four principles.··And
20··among those is conservation and restoration.··The idea that a
21··green buffer is not a cure-all, but just adding space between
22··buildings doesn't necessarily make a better place.··It can
23··actually divide a place.··So we try to have useable open space
24··and open space that preserves important natural features.··No
25··one would say that this street needs a setback to be a
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·1··beautiful street.
·2·· · · ··Connectivity.··This has to do with the relationships of
·3··the local to the regional level.··So we would think about a mix
·4··of jobs and housing.··If all the jobs are in one place and the
·5··housing in another, you get horrible commute patterns, like the
·6··top two graphics here.··On the bottom, if there's a mix, then
·7··you get people working in their neighborhood, ideally.··Also,
·8··if people are commuting, then they're going in opposite
·9··directions, so you get traffic on both sides of the street at
10··all times of the day, so it's more efficient use.
11·· · · ··Some examples of these things.··A nice one that's very
12··urban is University Park in Cambridge, Massachusetts.··I just
13··want to point out, it's a smaller one.··But it has 2.3 million
14··square feet of building, but they have quite a wide variety of
15··uses.··They have office.··They a hotel and conference center,
16··which is a good business amenity.··Retail and restaurants and
17··housing.··This is the plan for it.··It looks quite a bit like a
18··city.··You know, it's an urban area.··You got small blocks,
19··walkability.··Some public spaces.··Here's an aerial view.
20·· · · ··This is a planned one in California, North First
21··Campus.··You can see that people are thinking of these things
22··now, trying to combine -- in their text here -- the collegial
23··setting.··So we're still thinking about the college campuses,
24··but now also with this network of informal spaces, places for
25··collaboration.··So combining some of these ideas.
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·1·· · · ··This is one of our projects in California, Bay Meadows.
·2··It's got a mix here.··So this is employment.··Larger employment
·3··here.··Commercial here.··And then some residential here,
·4··including multifamily, single-family housing as well here.
·5··Here's what it looks like from the air.··There's been a little
·6··more development over here since this was taken.··But
·7··obviously, some large employment spaces here.··Everything is
·8··centered on high quality public open space and good
·9··streetscapes.··Here's the park in the middle.··No one is out
10··here today, but you will often see people out here sunning
11··themselves, having their lunch in the grass.
12·· · · ··So this is the employment, directly across the street
13··from the retail.··Easy access.··People can do their shopping at
14··lunch.··They can drop off their dry-cleaning.··And then people
15··who live nearby can support the restaurants at night.··So you
16··get an area that's vital all the time.
17·· · · ··This is Stapleton.··It's another one of our projects.
18··A large one with a great deal of housing variety,
19··single-family, multifamily.··Then the public spaces that cause
20··everything to hang together.··And then some employment.··So
21··this is one -- an office building with two floors above a main
22··street.··So there are restaurants and shops all along here.
23··And this is what it looks like from the air.··You get -- the
24··parking lots here are all shared parking.··Some of this is
25··reserved underneath these things.··There's a grocery store at
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·1··the top.··Apartment buildings here.··So what we're trying to do
·2··is choose some synergies between these different buildings; the
·3··office, the residential, and the larger retail.
·4·· · · ··This is another building there.··It comes right to the
·5··street.··What we see in an aerial view of this one is a close
·6··proximity of houses here and an office building.··And, of
·7··course, it looks kind of raw.··It's brand new.··But over
·8··time -- and even if Colorado, they'll have beautiful trees
·9··along these streets.··It softens everything.··And these
10··proximities of use will come in handy for people.··In Hawaii,
11··of course, you'd end up with gorgeous vegetation and everything
12··that gets softened up and made more beautiful.
13·· · · ··The context of this project -- so this is in Kihei.
14··This is a shopping center.··So this has some of the problems
15··that I was talking about with the separation of uses and not
16··human-scale uses.··This is on Piilani Highway.··Obviously, not
17··walkable.··Really not safe.··Unpleasant to walk on.··Maybe
18··illegal, I'm not sure.··You can bike here.
19·· · · ··And this is the park itself.··Concerns for us are the
20··park's isolation with the golf course, which is attractive, but
21··it isolates the park from the rest of the city.··At the same
22··time, what you've got here is -- as Steve mentioned -- a lot of
23··existing businesses.··This is a great asset for Kihei and for
24··Maui.··And what we want to do is really try to build on that to
25··try to make -- take what's already there and make it a better
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·1··thing.
·2·· · · ··Some of the streets within there.··You can see things
·3··like this, these large turn radii.··For us, it's problematic.
·4··It causes cars to drive faster.··Some of these are beautiful,
·5··but it's a dividing type of green spaces.··And then some of the
·6··surrounding area.··So this is the kind of things that we were
·7··looking at in starting to develop our plan.··Here's a map
·8··showing the slopes and some of the natural features, possible
·9··connections and views.··We also looked very closely at the KCA
10··Guidelines.··And we're very fortunate that they really believe
11··in the same things that we, as a firm, believe in, which a lot
12··of the things are listed here.
13·· · · ··So then we get to the Conceptual Master Plan.··So
14··here's how we try to put it together with all these ideas.··So
15··this is the employment core, in the dark purple here; so the
16··area that we're trying to preserve and enhance.··In order to
17··maintain the park's goals of employment diversification, as
18··well as having just a large variety of spaces available, if a
19··large employer came in, we want to be able to accommodate them.
20··So there are large areas of industry expansion in both these
21··directions.
22·· · · ··And then really this is the place, quote/unquote place
23··that we're interested in having it, the mixed-use center here,
24··as close as we can get it to the employment core.··And then on
25··the top and bottom of that is some residential of different
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·1··varieties.··And these are what brings everything together in
·2··trying to make this into not like an employment park, but
·3··really a community.
·4·· · · ··This is and illustrative of that how that might develop
·5··out.··You can see here some small blocks in the residential
·6··areas and then the mixed-use center makes it more walkable.··In
·7··the employment areas, we would allow some larger lots because
·8··if you get larger employers, they may need those kinds of
·9··things.··We're allowing some variety.··We preserve a lot of the
10··open space where we can.··And the important points of features,
11··the slopes.
12·· · · ··The pedestrian and bicycle connections.··We try to have
13··a very intense network, allowing people to get around very
14··easily.··And the idea here -- I believe in the next slide,
15··you'll see the circulation system.··So one of the main things
16··that we try to do with the roads, instead of having a few large
17··roads, such as -- it's not marked here.··But Piilani Highway, a
18··very large, very fast road.··The idea of making every car go
19··onto one large road, we try to get away from that.··We want to
20··try to disperse traffic.··So there are not a lot of
21··connections.··We don't really -- I think we have one cul-de-sac
22··in this area here, that little one.··The idea, though, is that
23··people can get around in multiple directions even if they need
24··to drive.··And there will be a lot of people that drive, of
25··course, that the roads are slower and they have options for
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·1··getting around.
·2·· · · ··Then the street designs themselves.
·3··Counter-intuitively, you know, large wide streets do not make
·4··safer streets.··People tend to speed up on those.··So we try to
·5··keep the streets small and have a variety for use in different
·6··areas even down to the very small local street, which would be
·7··anyone can go through, it's not gated or anything, but really
·8··no one would need to go through very often unless they're going
·9··to one of the local houses.
10·· · · ··Then the conceptual transit routes.··This is a
11··long-term plan over time.··We would hope that the area would be
12··able to support some more transit.··But what we want to do,
13··though, is think about that in advance in order to see where
14··the transit would run.··So we have a couple ideas where it
15··might go, depending on the future growth of the park.
16·· · · ··And about the employment mission about keeping this an
17··employment generator, we've done some calculations based on the
18··areas which would remain almost pretty much exclusively in
19··employment.··And that comes to around a little less than 4,000
20··extra jobs at an assumed jobs per square foot of land.··And so
21··this would be almost ten times the amount of employees
22··currently in the park.··So we believe that there's plenty of
23··capacity remaining in the park for employment, even in these
24··areas.··And there could be employment also in the mixed-use
25··areas.
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·1·· · · ··These are some pictures of how it might look.··We
·2··would, you know, bring the buildings to the street, make it
·3··more of an inviting urban environment.··There would still be
·4··green spaces, of course, but they would be more usable green
·5··spaces, more like park spaces.
·6·· · · ··This is an overall view.··You can see the mixed-use
·7··center and the existing park here and the relationship down to
·8··the rest of Kihei.
·9·· · · ··This is a picture of a traffic circle.··The idea of
10··slowing the traffic down, making it a nice space, using the
11··infrastructure as an amenity as well.
12·· · · ··The business hotel, which we feel would be a good fit
13··for this area, probably here or in other places, but in the
14··mixed-use center is where we would see a lot of different uses.
15··We could see some civic, a variety type of spaces for larger
16··and smaller spaces.··This would be a good space for a kind of
17··an incubator space, and walkable.··Like I said, there's a lot
18··of really great places in Maui already.··So it's not going to
19··be foreign to people.··It will be something they're familiar
20··with and something we know how to deal with.
21·· · · ··This is a rendering of the Village Center with the
22··green in the middle.
23·· · · ··Here's an example of one of our projects in California.
24··Aggie Village, where you allow the restaurants to spill out
25··into the green space.··Different schools.··These would be great
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·1··additions to the park.··They create a civic use there.··Some
·2··excitement, they create activity coming into the park.
·3·· · · ··In talking about different building types, this is from
·4··something that was -- Peter did many years ago before I was at
·5··the firm.··But it's some incubator spaces in Santa Fe.··So it's
·6··an inexpensive building type.··And these are mostly used by
·7··artists, and I think a dance studio here.··But they're an
·8··inexpensive building type.··And then people get them and fit
·9··out the space themselves, based on what they need.··We think
10··this would be a good fit for the park and a way to have some
11··incubator space.
12·· · · ··There is some live/work space already in Kihei, quite
13··attractive.··And this might be another thing that would work in
14··the park.··It's a littler higher-end.··But nonetheless, it has
15··the same idea.
16·· · · ··This is looking at this flex space that I was talking
17··about, based on the Santa Fe model.··So if you start with the
18··low-cost building there, and then try to give it some
19··architectural treatment to make it look of the place and give
20··it actually some good usable work space as well, which makes it
21··look more of Maui.
22·· · · ··The housing opportunities, which we do believe is an
23··actual amenity and a useful thing for the business park itself.
24··You would want to have a community that people may want to be
25··able to live in.··And also housing would support the local
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·1··businesses, such as restaurants and things like that.··It's
·2··hard for a restaurant to survive just on lunch or just on
·3··dinner.··So if you have a mixed-use community, you can have
·4··people going at all times, as well as we'd have a diversity of
·5··housing types.
·6·· · · ··Within that, of course, some amenities, such as parks.
·7··And different types, such as green court housing, which I'll
·8··show a picture of.··Getting into thinking about the implement,
·9··we created a Development Code, which is a basis for Jen's work,
10··which she'll speak with you momentarily about, which we
11··incorporated the design work, as well as some Form Based Code
12··work on the neighborhood and building scale.
13·· · · ··At the neighborhood scale, we talk about the land use,
14··the controlling plan, the street network, the street sections,
15··the designs that I mentioned, et cetera.··This is a controlling
16··plan, so this would then be kind of made more generic in
17··showing only the main street network and the things that would
18··be regulated.
19·· · · ··The building scale, we would come up with a variety of
20··building typologies and treatments, the way they need to treat
21··the street.··So here we have different types, such as office,
22··residential types, the flex-space type that I mentioned.··You
23··come up to the street, parking would be in back.··One can still
24··drive to this building.··But if you arrive on foot, then you
25··have a pleasant way to access the building as well.
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·1·· · · ··The different residential types, including -- so this
·2··is the green court house that I mentioned, which would be a
·3··cluster of smaller houses around a small green.··This actually
·4··has been popular in some of our other projects for young
·5··families, as well as for older people.··Basically, anybody who
·6··doesn't want to have to maintain a large yard.··It's good for
·7··people with kids.··It's a good place to go play.··It's
·8··semi-protected.··And the different residential types as well.
·9·· · · ··In architecture, this is some guidance about how things
10··should look in the park in order to make it an attractive
11··environment.··And then we did some thinking about phasing in
12··consultation with some of the other consultants here.
13·· · · ··Finally, because we are really interested in the
14··environmental effects of any development, we did an analysis
15··based on the LEED-ND system, which rates the planning of new
16··neighborhoods, and exemplary developments can get certified.
17··It's based on prerequisites, and then points.··So in looking at
18··the park in that aspect, unfortunately because -- and this goes
19··back to the idea of our change in the understandings of
20··environmental sustainability, and everything, is that the park
21··does not meet some of the prerequisites for where it's located.
22··So it would not meet LEED-ND because of it being located not
23··adjacent to the current city.
24·· · · ··However, if it passed the prerequisites, then it
25··would -- this is just an estimate.··We would anticipate it
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·1··getting about a silver rating.··However, over time, because
·2··this is a long-term plan, the park could eventually, we
·3··believe, qualify for LEED-ND.··Because as the uses grow up in
·4··the park, then adjacent areas will be adjacent to existing
·5··development and an existing community.··And then they could
·6··qualify for LEED-ND.
·7·· · · ··Basically, what we're dealing with here is kind of a
·8··baked-in sustainability, is what we call it, where we
·9··incorporate the four principles.··And we believe this is good
10··for the economic future of the park.··And as the park develops,
11··it will be more of a community and sustainable walkable, living
12··place.··So that's my presentation.
13·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··All right.··I have about 20 more minutes
14··to go.
15·· · · ··As John mentioned, the project will be implemented in
16··phases.··There are two phases, two ten-year phases.··Phase One
17··is 2014 to 2024.··Phase One includes 189 acres, 750 residential
18··units, and 700,000 square feet of nonresidential build-up area.
19··Phase Two is this upper portion.··And this portion is 2025 to
20··2034.··It includes 212 acres, 500 residential units, and 1.3
21··square feet of -- 1.3 million square feet of new
22··non-residential build-up area.··Now I'll briefly go over the
23··project's anticipated impacts and proposed mitigation measures
24··for infrastructure and public facilities, natural and cultural
25··resources, and the economy and housing.
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·1·· · · ··First, starting with water.··The existing 18 lots are
·2··supplied with drinking water from the county's Department of
·3··Water Supply from the Iao and Waihee Aquifers.··Irrigation
·4··water is from R-1 quality affluent from the Kihei Wastewater
·5··Treatment Facility.··Total demand for the Master Plan Update,
·6··not including the existing 18 lots, is 1.17 million gallons per
·7··day.··The County water system is the preferred source.
·8··However, should the County not be able to commit to providing
·9··potable water for the entire project, an alternative source has
10··been identified to meet the project's water demand.
11·· · · ··This alternative resource is five brackish wells
12··tapping the underlying Kamaole Aquifer with the use of reverse
13··osmosis filtration to meet the drinking demand for the project.
14··The Commission on Water Resource Management has established a
15··sustainable yield for this aquifer at 11 million gallons per
16··day, and existing pumpage of the aquifer is at 5 million
17··gallons per day.··So the project's anticipated use rate of 1.17
18··million gallons per day is well within the state's guidelines
19··for sustainable use.
20·· · · ··Due to proposed pumpage, there will be a potential of
21··an increase in salinity and nutrient concentrations in
22··down-gradient wells.··However, none of these increases are
23··expected to be significant.··And irrigation water will continue
24··to be supplied by R-1 quality affluent from the treatment
25··facility.
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·1·· · · ··Moving on to wastewater.··The existing park is serviced
·2··by a privately owned and maintained wastewater system.··The
·3··collected wastewater is conveyed to the County's treatment
·4··facility for processing.··The total projected design average
·5··flow for the Master Plan Update is .55 million gallons per day.
·6··Improvements to the project's wastewater system will be made to
·7··accommodate the project.··And given the treatment facility's
·8··capacity and current flow, there is sufficient remaining
·9··capacity at the treatment facility to accommodate the entire
10··project.
11·· · · ··The project area is flanked by two significant gulches;
12··Waipuilani Gulch to the north, and Keokea Gulch to the south.
13··Currently, off-site storm water flows across the project site
14··from east to west.··Increase in runoff attributable to the
15··Master Plan Update for the 50-year, one-hour duration storm is
16··estimated at 525 cubic feet per second.
17·· · · ··Drainage retention basins designed to mitigate peak
18··runoff will retain all development and used runoff on-site in
19··accordance with Maui County Drainage Rules.··Development of the
20··project is not anticipated to impact downstream properties or
21··water quality.··Drainage features have been integrated into the
22··Master Plan.··Drainage reserve areas will accommodate safe
23··passage of the off-site runoff through the project area
24··generally following the natural flow path of existing drainage
25··ways.··Vegetated surface drainage facilities, including
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·1··in-street facilities, such as bulb-outs, curb extensions and
·2··tree lawns will treat and infiltrate storm water in order to
·3··control water pollution, reduce peak runoff flows and runoff
·4··volumes and promote groundwater recharge.
·5·· · · ··Moving on to roadways.··The TIR documents the potential
·6··traffic impact of the Master Plan Update and it evaluates
·7··roadway conditions with and without the project.··It's
·8··important to note that the analysis essentially assumes the
·9··worst-case scenario, with all proposed and planned projects in
10··the region accounted for.··Additionally, it's important to keep
11··in mind that the Master Plan Update itself seeks to reduce
12··automobile dependency by incorporating smart growth principles,
13··which John has gone over, into the Land Use Plan, and also
14··proposing transportation demand management measures.··The
15··impact analysis and proposed mitigation are identified for
16··Phase One and Phase Two of the project over the 20-year
17··build-out period.··Substantial roadway improvements are
18··proposed to mitigate the project's impacts.
19·· · · ··Phase One mitigation measures include creating a second
20··access from Piilani Highway to the park at Hookena Street,
21··constructing improvements at the Piilani Highway and Piikea
22··intersection, as well as improvements at Piilani Highway and
23··Lipoa Parkway, and also creating an internal access between the
24··park and the proposed Kihei High School.··Phase Two mitigation
25··includes creating a third access from Piilani Highway to the
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·1··park at the old Welakahao Road, and also constructing the mauka
·2··collector within the park boundary.
·3·· · · ··The mauka collector will be an in-tract mauka
·4··transportation corridor.··The roadway is identified in the Maui
·5··Island Plan.··And it calls for developers to coordinate with
·6··each other and with the state and the county to ensure
·7··contiguous alignment to alleviate traffic off the Piilani
·8··Highway.··The roadway will be developed with each project mauka
·9··of the highway as demand warrants.··It's important to note that
10··the applicant is committed to continue to work with the
11··Department of Transportation on revisions to the Traffic Impact
12··Analysis Report.··As required by the LUC dba condition, the
13··applicant must gain the DOT's approval of the revised TAR and
14··enter an agreement with the DOT regarding committed
15··improvements prior to final subdivision and approval.··So that
16··means that the project cannot move forward without DOT's
17··approval, and the applicant is committed to continue working
18··with the Department of Transportation.
19·· · · ··The project will not adversely impact public facilities
20··and systems.··The applicant will construct improvements to
21··contribute their fair share to mitigate their impacts.··The
22··Master Plan Update provides for an intermediate or elementary
23··school within the Village Center.··And there's also opportunity
24··for addition schools throughout the park.··Additionally, the
25··applicant will comply with all DOE impact fees.··The Master
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·1··Plan provides for neighborhood parks and open space, totaling
·2··over 88 acres.··And, again, the applicant will comply with
·3··County standards for parks and playgrounds.··And there is an
·4··opportunity for police and fire facilities within the project.
·5·· · · ··The project is dominated by nonnative plant and animal
·6··species.··No federal or state listed threatened or endangered
·7··species, animals or plants were identified on the property.
·8··The applicant will incorporate mitigation measures into the
·9··project to minimize potential impact for listed species and
10··native habitat.··Short-term air quality and noise impacts will
11··be mitigated during construction, and there are no significant
12··long-term noise or impacts anticipated.
13·· · · ··The Archeological Inventory Survey of the site yielded
14··a very limited number of sites.··SHPD determined that the
15··survey was acceptable and concluded that no historic properties
16··will be affected by the project.··And per SHPD's
17··recommendation, there is one site which is outside of the
18··project boundary within the Waipuilani Gulch, which will be
19··ordered by orange protective construction fencing prior to
20··ground-altering activities.
21·· · · ··And regarding agricultural, the project area consists
22··of very low poor-quality soil.··Urbanization of these lands
23··will have minimal impact on the island's agricultural land
24··supply.··And the proposed project will have no impact on nearby
25··ag operations.
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·1·· · · ··Development of the project is expected to generate
·2··short-term economic benefits in the form of
·3··construction-related employment, as well as long-term benefits
·4··that include increased permanent employment and tax revenues.
·5··It's estimated the park will generate about $1.4 million in
·6··capital improvements to Maui's economy.··After stabilization,
·7··the project will support some 5,880 permanent jobs on-site, as
·8··well as an additional 1,470 jobs off-site.··The Master Plan
·9··proposed the development of 1,250 residential units, targeted
10··at the full spectrum of potential workers within the park.
11··Approximately 40 percent of the units will be affordable, which
12··exceeds the state and county affordable housing requirements.
13··And the project will comply with the county's affordable
14··housing requirements on-site.
15·· · · ··Kurt went over the environmental review process.··As he
16··mentioned, the final EIS was accept by the Land Use Commission
17··in April of this year.··The dba from Ag to Urban and the order
18··to amend the existing D&O were approved by the LUC in October
19··of this year.··So that brings us to the application for the
20··project before you today for the Community Plan Amendment, the
21··Change in Zoning, and the changes to Title 19.
22·· · · ··The Community Plan Amendment and Change in Zoning both
23··include a total of approximately 400 acres.··The Community Plan
24··Amendment request includes adding text to the Kihei-Makena
25··Community Plan to describe the Maui Research and Technology
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·1··Park District.··This will be verbatim text from the Maui Island
·2··Plan.··The request also includes changing the designation for
·3··359 acres from Project District 6, here in gray, to Maui
·4··Research and Technology Park District; 39 acres from
·5··Public/Quasi-Public here in blue to Maui Research and
·6··Technology Park District; and 7.8 acres -- it's actually not a
·7··different color -- from Ag to Maui Research and Technology Park
·8··District.··And that's just that portion of Lipoa Parkway, makai
·9··of the project.
10·· · · ··The Change in Zoning request includes 260 acres from Ag
11··to Maui Research and Technology Park District -- that's these
12··outlined areas in the spotted green -- and 145 acres from Kihei
13··Research and Technology Park District to the Maui R&D District.
14·· · · ··So now moving on to changes to Title 19.··Development
15··at the park, as Steve described, is governed by its own Zoning
16··Code.··It's 19.33, the Kihei Research and Technology Park
17··District.··As Steve and John explained, the code has presented
18··many challenges over the years and has hindered development at
19··the park.··The code's restrictive list of permitted uses offers
20··little flexibility for adapting to changes in the tech
21··industry, as well as limits supporting business services that
22··can locate within the park.··The development standards,
23··particularly the minimum lot size, the maximum lot coverage,
24··and the setbacks are excessive and result in inefficient use of
25··land and make development at the park quite expensive and,
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·1··ultimately, cost prohibitive for smaller start-up businesses.
·2··To remedy these challenges, a new Zoning Code is proposed.
·3··It's a Form Based Code to implement the park's Master Plan
·4··Update.
·5·· · · ··The purpose of utilizing a Form Based Code is to allow
·6··more flexibility in the land use and focus rather on the
·7··elements of the physical form weaving the buildings, the
·8··streets, the open space, the neighborhoods together into more
·9··of a functional and attractive human-scale place.··The proposed
10··code is included in your packet as Exhibit 21, I believe.··We
11··have undergone quite an extensive review with the Planning
12··Department.··We've made a number of changes to the Code through
13··the drafting process based on their feedback.··And I believe we
14··have gained their support for the proposed Form Based Code.
15·· · · ··Now I'm going to go into an overview of the elements of
16··the Code and how it functions to implement the Master Plan
17··Update.··So this is the controlling plan.··It is the backbone
18··of the Code, and it establishes the layouts of the districts
19··within the park.··There are five districts within the park.
20··The mixed-use district in red; the employment and campus
21··districts in the shades of purple; the residential district in
22··yellow; the civic district in blue; and parks and open space in
23··the green throughout.··Within each district, there are
24··permitted uses identified in the Code.··The permitted uses
25··allow for functional mix of uses within each district, while
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·1··still maintaining the purpose and intent of each district.
·2·· · · ··Let me go back for a second.··What I mean by this is -·3··for example, in the residential district in yellow, it's
·4··primarily going to be residential uses.··However, small
·5··neighborhoods serving retail and services and civic uses will
·6··also be allowed to create a functional mixed-use neighborhood.
·7··Also within the employment district in purple, this will be
·8··primarily knowledge-industry uses.··However, support services
·9··and retail and live/work uses will also be allowed on a limited
10··scale to create a vibrant hub of employment activity.··So there
11··are also permitted lot types identified within each district.
12··The lot types then dictate the development standards, such as a
13··lot area, the height, the setback, et cetera.··The development
14··standards, along with design review, provide the regulation to
15··implement the principles and vision of the Master Plan.
16·· · · ··It's important to note that also included within the
17··Zoning Code are development caps.··The purpose of the
18··development caps are to ensure that the knowledge industry
19··employment base remains as the integral focus of the park.··The
20··development caps prevent the park from becoming dominated by
21··commercial or retail use or residential development.··The
22··development caps are park-wide and encompass the full 410 acres
23··of the park.··The development caps include 2 million square
24··feet of new nonresidential build-up area, excluding the
25··existing build-up area, 100,000 square feet of retail, 1,250
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·1··residential units, and 500 hotel units.··So these caps are
·2··included within the Zoning Code.··And the park association will
·3··be responsible for tracking the development caps and providing
·4··information on current development cap status with development
·5··applications for approval by the Planning Department.
·6·· · · ··Parking regulations within the park.··The park
·7··association will be responsible for developing and
·8··administering parking requirements within the park.··The
·9··development within the park will not be subject to the County's
10··parking code, Chapter 19.36A.··Park compact mixed-use land-use
11··pattern fosters more pedestrian and bicycle trips and less
12··automobile dependence.··Additionally, businesses in the park
13··will be encouraged to implement transportation demand
14··management measures, such as allowing for flexible work
15··schedules, telecommuting, providing shuttles, bike lockers,
16··showers, et cetera, in order to reduce automobile dependence
17··and parking demand.
18·· · · ··The parking strategy that the association will take
19··will be to initially implement parking standards similar to the
20··standards in the County's parking code allowed for residential
21··mixed-use projects.··These standards allow for parking
22··reductions, shared parking, off-site parking in order to reduce
23··the parking footprint because of the mixed-use nature of the
24··development.
25·· · · ··This internal management of parking will allow for
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·1··flexibility to adjust the parking strategy over time as the
·2··park builds out as necessary to respond and adapt to
·3··transportation trends, such as a decrease in vehicle mile
·4··travels, decrease in vehicle ownership and increase in
·5··alternatives modes of transportation.
·6·· · · ··The Planning Department is supportive of this parking
·7··strategy and supportive of the park association managing
·8··parking within the park.··The Department feels that the park is
·9··an excellent test site for implementing reduced parking
10··standards on Maui.
11·· · · ··In your packet as Exhibit 19 is the Development Code
12··designed by Calthorpe Associates and will be used internally by
13··the park to guide future development.··And this was used as the
14··backbone for drafting the proposed Zoning Code.··All
15··construction and site improvements in the park will be reviewed
16··by a design review board.··The design review board will be
17··appointed by the park association and consists of professionals
18··in the field such as planning, architecture, landscape
19··architecture, engineering, sustainability.··The design review
20··board will review all projects before filing an application
21··with the county.··The purpose of the design review process is
22··to ensure that all developments in the park conform to and
23··implement the design standards and themes in the Development
24··Code and, therefore, then adhere to the Zoning Code as well.
25·· · · ··Okay.··That concludes the overview of the zoning
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·1··changes.··And then I just have two more brief slides.··And I'll
·2··be happy to answer questions.
·3·· · · ··The Master Plan Update is consistent with the goals and
·4··policies of the Countywide Policy Plan, Maui Island Plan, and
·5··Kihei-Makena Community Plan.··In particular, the Maui Island
·6··Plan calls for compact, efficient, human-scale communities
·7··which bring jobs and housing together and promote alternative
·8··modes of transportation.··Additionally, the plan calls for
·9··strong support of high technology and employment-based sectors.
10··The entire project is within the Urban Growth Boundary in red.
11·· · · ··And, finally, pursuant to Maui County Code, a Change in
12··Zoning may be granted, provided that the following criteria are
13··met:··The proposed request meets the intent of the General
14··Plan; the proposed request is consistent with the applicable
15··community plan; the proposed request meets the intent and
16··purpose of the district being requested; and if granted, the
17··project would not adversity affect or interfere with public or
18··private schools, parks, playgrounds, water systems, sewage,
19··solid waste, drainage, or roadways and, if granted, would not
20··adversely impact the social, cultural, economic, environmental
21··and ecological character of the area.
22·· · · ··So as demonstrated throughout our project -- throughout
23··our presentation this morning, the Change in Zoning request for
24··the Master Plan Update does successfully meet these criteria,
25··and we respectfully ask for your recommendation for the
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·1··Community Plan Amendment, the Change in Zoning and the changes
·2··to Title 19.··Thank you.
·3·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··At this time, we'll go to public
·4··testimony.··For those of you who haven't testified yet, you can
·5··come up and testify.··If you have testified, only if you have
·6··new information will you be allowed to testify.··You have three
·7··minutes.··And please identify yourselves if you do wish to
·8··testify.
·9·· · · ··Seeing no one, public testimony is closed.
10·· · · ··Commissioners, questions?··Commissioner Wakida.
11·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yes.··I have a question, just a
12··background question for you.··There were two lots -- well, let
13··me start over.··Apparently, we're not getting rid of the old
14··Kihei Code because there are still two pieces of property that
15··are currently in that.··Could you please show us where those
16··pieces of property are located and, if you know, why they don't
17··want to be part of this?
18·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Yes.··Thank you for the question.··Let me
19··pull up a slide that can illustrate that.
20·· · · ··So Commissioner Wakida asked about two lots that are
21··not included within our Change in Zoning and our Community Plan
22··Amendment request.··And she is correct.··I can't remember the
23··lot numbers, 1 and 31, I believe.··This lot right here, which
24··is owned by the US Postal Service; and this lot right here,
25··which is the super-computing lot.··It would make sense to have
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·1··them included.··But in order to include them within our
·2··application for the CIZ and the CPA, we would need to have
·3··their written authorization.··And we did make multiple attempts
·4··to get written authorization.··And we were able to for all the
·5··other lots, but we were not able to get a response from those
·6··two property owners.··So they are not included within our
·7··request.
·8·· · · ··We've discussed this with the Planning Department.
·9··They likely have a strategy that they may take, following our
10··process.··And those lot owners, of course, would have the
11··opportunity to change their zoning to be within the new code,
12··the 19.33A.··So that's why 19.33 will remain as the Kihei
13··Research and Technology Park District and 19.33 -- I'm sorry.
14··Did I say 19.33 will remain Kihei Research, and 19.33A will be
15··the Maui Research and Technology Park District.
16·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Thank you.
17·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners?··Seeing no
18··more -- Commissioner Hedani.
19·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I guess this would be for
20··Calthorpe.··If the project in its ultimate development will
21··generate 5,880 jobs, and you're adding only -- it's not a good
22··question.··And you're adding only 1,450 -- or 1,250 residential
23··units to the project, how does the project become a live/work
24··center?··Why isn't there 5,000 units within the development
25··itself?
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·1·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Yeah, that's a good question.··Really,
·2··though, we would expect that, you know, every place is going to
·3··be -- have some, you know, different focus.··And the park right
·4··now is, of course, all jobs.··And we want to maintain, you
·5··know, some of that focus.··I mean, the focus on the jobs for
·6··the economic diversification.··So we think that's kind of an
·7··evolution of it.··We're adding -- more or less, by adding
·8··residential, we're kind of in a way repairing this extreme
·9··imbalance.··But having a one-to-one parity might, in the grand
10··scheme of things, be great.··But just given the other goals for
11··the project, we didn't feel like we could achieve that here.
12·· · · ··So it will have -- it will have more, you know, a
13··better balance, but it won't be fully balanced one-to-one.··And
14··very few places are.··Of course, most places have some emphasis
15··on employment or residential.··The closer to balance we can
16··get, the better it is.
17·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Wakida.
18·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··On the subject of housing, I'm
19··want to clear up something in the -- it's in this packet that
20··says exhibit list, and it's on page 18.··Maybe Mr. Beutler -21·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··We'll pull it up.
22·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Actually, maybe Mr. Perkins can
23··answer that for me.
24·· · · ··MR. WOLLENHAUPT:··Page 18 what?
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·1·· · · ··MR. WOLLENHAUPT:··Of the Land Use Commissions D&O?
·2·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yeah.··First, 18.··It's number
·3··83, under housing.··Maybe I'm reading the figures wrong, but I
·4··wanted to -·5·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Forty percent.··This one is
·6··20 percent.
·7·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··We have the person that conducted the
·8··market study.
·9·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Well, let me get my question out
10··first.
11·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Okay, sure.
12·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Under Number 83, you said 250
13··multifamily units, 250 townhouses.··Next page says 175 house
14··lots, and 575 finished houses.··And then I'm wondering if -- if
15··I skip down to 85, is that 650 single-family residential units
16··supposed to be the house lot parcels plus the finished houses?
17··And if so, it's 100 units off.··But maybe I'm -18·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··So I think what happened here -- and I'm
19··going to ask for help from the team.··But I think that we're
20··looking at two decisions and orders, and the numbers are
21··probably truncated between the two decision and orders.
22·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··So they're not referring to the
23··same -24·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··The same pieces of land.··I don't think
25··they're referring to -- there was -- so there were two Land Use
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·1··Commission decisions and orders.··And where you're pulling
·2··these things out of the findings of facts from two different
·3··orders that cover two different individual -- or parcels of
·4··land.
·5·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Okay.
·6·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··And I'm going to turn this over to Jen,
·7··and maybe she can get a better look at.
·8·· · · ··Okay.··So the one you're looking at refers to these
·9··three parcels of land, okay.··This parcel here is covered by
10··another decision and order that has on the order, it's 700
11··units assigned to it.··And that's, essentially -- that's a lot
12··of multifamily units.··It trends a lot of more multifamily in
13··this area around the mixed-use center.
14·· · · ··So, I mean -- if you aggregate -- it you take all these
15··together, that adds up to 1250 across the projection.··But
16··there's two land use decision and orders.··One of them, this
17··area here, was an existing urbanized piece of land that
18··urbanized back in the '80s.··And it was incremental to urbanize
19··these over here.··Right?··But what happened was that these were
20··all urbanized in this recent decision.··But we got to look at
21··it in total for the total 1250 units.
22·· · · ··Does that answer your question, ma'am?
23·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yes.··So the number that comes up
24··in number 85, that 650 is referring to a portion of what was
25··referred to up above in 83?
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·1·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Yes.
·2·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yes.··It's a little confusing in
·3··the way these numbers are presented.
·4·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Shibuya.
·5·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··I'm not sure I understand
·6··it.··Because on your presentation, you said 1250 residential
·7··units, of which 40 percent were affordable.··Doing the math, it
·8··comes out to 500 units.··Looking at this number 83, as
·9··Commissioner Wakida mentioned, you say 20 percent of the 1250
10··units.··I believe that's the same number you were talking
11··about.··And you're now talking about 1250 multifamily units.
12··Are there other types of family units that make up the 250
13··remaining amount to come up with your 40 percent affordable.
14·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··We have our market study expert here
15··that's going to speak about that all the affordability
16··calculations.··We're going to comply with the county law on
17··affordable housing, and we're going to comply with it by having
18··our housing on-site.··The indication that 40 percent, I'm going
19··to let Tom speak to that.··They're affordable on their face,
20··when the study was done.··That's well above what the law is.
21··They might fall into the market and be affordable anyway, but
22··I'm going to let Tom Holiday explain that.
23·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Thank you.
24·· · · ··MR. HOLIDAY:··I hope I understand your question
25··correctly.··Tom Holiday with Hallstrom Group.··We performed the
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·1··market study, economic impact analysis, public fiscal
·2··assessment, and the preliminary affordable housing.
·3·· · · ··I think also, to clear up previous confusion, if you
·4··pull that last -- that last slide up there you were showing.
·5··For State Land Use purposes -·6·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Can you speak into the mic.
·7·· · · ··MR. HOLIDAY:··I'm sorry.··For State Land Use purposes,
·8··there was both the petitioned area and the entitled area.··And
·9··the petitioned area, which is shown in Ag there, was to have a
10··certain portion of the units and some were existing entitled.
11··And so it's adding those two together.··And probably when they
12··separated them out on the different orders is why you came up
13··with the different unit counts.
14·· · · ··But on the overall basis of the 1250 units, as they
15··were presented to us, about 250 of them would be considered
16··classic multifamily stacked flats, and whatever.··And those
17··would be presumed to have a price range -- we basically did the
18··report last year -- about $280,000 to $400,000, which would
19··make all of those 250 units meet the affordability criteria, as
20··established by the county.··Two hundred fifty would be
21··townhouses, and they would be attached and probably some
22··detached house, row-type houses.··And there would be 250 of
23··those.··And we estimated the price range, when we did the
24··report, at $400,000 to $560,000 a unit, which would still place
25··them below or meeting the threshold for the county
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·1··affordability standards.
·2·· · · ··So it is those 500 units -- the 250 multifamily, and
·3··the 250 townhouse units -- that total 500 or, 40 percent of the
·4··project, which, when we did it, the market prices would have
·5··placed them under the affordability guideline standards as
·6··established by HUD and the county.··Additionally, there's going
·7··to be 175 total vacant house lots.··Now, County Code is kind of
·8··written strangely.··I'm not sure if a house lot can qualify for
·9··affordability or not.··But based on price alone, then most of
10··those would be anticipated to be affordable, although I'm not
11··sure that's the solution for workforce housing for someone to
12··have to buy a lot and build a home on it.
13·· · · ··But the proposed 40 percent -- 250 multifamily, and 250
14··townhouses -- would meet affordability criteria, based on their
15··current market pricing, which is more than what is required by
16··the county as their median home size.
17·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Mr. Shibuya.
18·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Tom, I didn't get the price
19··range for the townhouse, the row houses.
20·· · · ··MR. HOLIDAY:··I'm sorry.··Two hundred and fifty
21··multifamily units.··And we estimated their current price
22··range -- and this is when we first did the study when it was
23··published -- of $280,000 to $400,000.··And that would make them
24··affordable of 70 percent to 100 percent median household income
25··families.··250 townhouse units, $400,000 to $560,000.··And
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·1··those would be considered affordable to those making 100 to 140
·2··percent of the county median income.··And then the lots is kind
·3··of questionable, like I said.··So we didn't include those as
·4··necessarily being affordable per se, just the finished units
·5··that would meet the qualified numbers.
·6·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Ball.
·7·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··Was there any thought put in for
·8··affordable rentals?
·9·· · · ··MR. HOLIDAY:··You'd have to speak with the developer.
10··But we do know that in the community, they are putting in
11··affordable rentals elsewhere in the community.··And there is a
12··demand for those.··You'd have to speak with the developer.
13·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Rental -14·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Please come up to the microphone and
15··identify yourself.
16·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Steve Perkins.··Rental housing is an
17··acceptable use under our update.··And we'd encourage a mix of
18··rental and, you know, fee simple residential.
19·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··As far as developer, though, is not
20··interested in putting that together, it would be a private?
21·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··It would be like a fall on the developer.
22··We're like the master developer.··And, you know, our intent is
23··to either develop that ourselves at some point in the future,
24··that might be a potential route, or to develop add-on projects.
25·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··As we're doing the rounds in the
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·1··questions, please come up to the mic and identify yourselves
·2··for the record.··Thank you.
·3·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··Keone Ball.
·4·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Wakida.
·5·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··I've read in here someplace -- I
·6··can't put my finger on it right now -- the ohanas are not only
·7··allowed with the single-family homes, but are encouraged.··I'm
·8··wondering how this is going to increase the density and how
·9··that's factored into both traffic studies and water usage.
10·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Yeah.··Go ahead, Jen.
11·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Jennifer Maydan, Chris Hart & Partners.
12··Thank you for that question.··Actually, the 1250 residential
13··unit cap does include ohanas.··So the ohanas will not be in
14··addition to the 1250.··So all of our assessments -- the traffic
15··the water, wastewater -- took into account 1250 units, which
16··includes the opportunity for ohana.
17·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Um, 1250, um, does that come out
18··to one ohana unit per finished house or house lot?
19·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··There is the opportunity for one ohana per
20··lot.
21·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Uh-huh.
22·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··But as I said, it is included within the
23··cap.··We are in a box of 1250 residential units.
24·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Because it says here that you
25··have 750 single-family residential units, if I'm looking at
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·1··these figures correctly.··So if each one gets to have an
·2··ohana -·3·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··That's what you're looking at with the
·4··identified single-family/multifamily was in order to calculate
·5··the affordable housing assessment, et cetera.··If everything
·6··was built out as single -- or as lined out with single-family
·7··and multifamily, then there would be no ohana units.··We are
·8··under a cap of 1250.··Those numbers could be less, and then the
·9··units could have ohana units.··The single-family houses could
10··have ohana units.··But for the purposes of evaluating the
11··impacts of the project -- the traffic, the water, et cetera -12··we evaluated 1250.··And that is our cap.··And the ohanas are a
13··dwelling unit.
14·· · · ··So even though it doesn't specifically call out ohana
15··within what you're reading in the Land Use Commission, D&O, you
16··could consider ohana in that number.
17·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, at this time, we're
18··going to take another break.··We'll reconvene at 11:30.
19·· · · ··(Recess taken.)
20·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Planning Commission is called back to
21··order.··Commissioners, continue with our questioning.
22··Commissioner Ball.
23·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··Maybe this is for Public Works.··As
24··a planner, I look at this and see Piilani Highway.··And as we
25··all know, that highway is getting smaller and smaller.··And
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·1··from the looks of this a development of a new highway, it would
·2··have to cut through this and go around.··And the go-around
·3··route is a couple miles up the hill.··Was there any thought or
·4··anything as to a way through there?
·5·· · · ··MS. DAGDAG-ANDAYA:··Well, one of the things that we had
·6··commented on was the potential for a mauka bypass.··And I think
·7··that -- this was our comment.··"Mauka bypass highway must be
·8··coordinated with this project, alignment and laneage
·9··requirements must be in conformance with South Maui Regional
10··Traffic Study and discussed with engineering staff."
11·· · · ··So the developer did come in and meet with us after
12··they received our comments.··You know, at the time, we didn't
13··have that South Maui Traffic Study completed yet.··In fact, we
14··were just about to go into it because that's one of the
15··necessary requirements for our north-south collector road
16··between Piilani Highway and South Kihei Road.··So we anticipate
17··that after we receive that study, that will give us an
18··indication as to what the mauka bypass alignment would look
19··like, what the requirements are for laneage.··And then from
20··there, we can kind of work with the developer.
21·· · · ··I understand, too, that that portion in their plan that
22··spells out or identifies the mauka bypass connection is in
23··Phase II.··So that's probably in around about 2020/2030.
24··Around that time.··So right now, what they've done is they've
25··went ahead and outlined it, or showed it on their Master Plan.
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·1··And then we can kind of extract information from their plan to
·2··kind of identify where this bypass can go in.
·3·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··It's shown on here?
·4·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners.
·5·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··Is that shown on here?
·6·· · · ··MS. DAGDAG-ANDAYA:··I think so.··I believe they call it
·7··North Minau Street -·8·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Correct.
·9·· · · ··MS. DAGDAG-ANDAYA:··And I believe, too, that there's
10··some -- there's another road kind of that's in the main portion
11··that starts from the Waipuilani Gulch area.··It goes through
12··the existing R&T Park as it is right now, and then heads south
13··down to where the treatment plant is located.··I think that's
14··another connector road that they've identified.··This doesn't
15··go all the way down to the south.··I think it goes and heads
16··toward Piilani Highway.
17·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Jen Maydan, Chris Hart & Partners.··Yes,
18··that is, as you mentioned, Minau Street.··This right here,
19··going through the center of the project.··So far that has been
20··identified as the mauka collector.··Not so much a bypass
21··bypassing the project, but an in-tract mauka collector roadway
22··corridor to provide efficient transportation north and south
23··through mauka of Piilani Highway.··We've identified it within
24··the project boundary.··And as I mentioned, the alignment will
25··be coordinated with adjacent landowners and developers, as well
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·1··as the county and state to ensure efficient -- that it is an
·2··efficient tract corridor to alleviate traffic on Piilani
·3··Highway.
·4·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Ball.
·5·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··I'm looking way into the future,
·6··and maybe not that distant as we know Piilani.··Back to my
·7··original question.··Piilani Highway is very congested.··And all
·8··the projects that we're approving south of this, the testimony
·9··has been when are we going to get this other highway.··Right?
10··And, you know, when I look at this, it's right in the middle of
11··where the highway would go.··So I understand that may be a
12··collector road in there, but -- I don't know, I guess I'm
13··looking at Public Works more on a routing of a new highway that
14··would have to go around this, and the route is not that great.
15··Unless you're going upcountry, then I guess it might be.
16·· · · ··MS. DAGDAG-ANDAYA:··I'd like to mention that we have
17··that South Maui Traffic Study that we still need to complete
18··and use that as a basis for how we plan out the future.··We
19··need to get that in place, also work with State Department of
20··Transportation, because they also have their long-range
21··transportation plans that also identifies any kind of mauka
22··bypass.··So right now I don't think we have information yet,
23··but that's something that's coming.
24·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Yes.··I concur with Commissioner Ball's
25··thoughts on this.··And I would just note there's a lot of time
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·1··in order to discuss this both with the transportation Master
·2··Plan.··And I'm also wondering about the projects that are going
·3··in south because they're going to generate their own traffic.
·4··And a collector -- I have concerns about just a collector.··At
·5··the same time, you know, they're building this entire project
·6··on the concept of new urbanism.··But perhaps the projects on
·7··either side might not be as urbanist.··But, you know, the
·8··county will be working with the landowner.··And they've
·9··expressed a willingness to do so.··So we'll go forward from
10··there.
11·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Shibuya.
12·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··I applaud this project.··But
13··I do want to make sure that Maui can benefit economically from
14··this and that we can resource free energy that we get every day
15··from our sun.··And it's not just related to solar types of
16··energy, but other types of energy like geothermal, as well as
17··coastal, wave-energy type of projects.
18·· · · ··During this project's construction phases, what is the
19··projected relationship between energy demand and energy
20··generation for the proposed R&T Park project during
21··construction and at completion of each phase?
22·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Let me talk first just a little bit about
23··what we have in place as far as -- Steve Perkins, R&T Park
24··manager.··What we have going on in the park currently, we have
25··on the order of 400 solar panels on top of the Maui Economic
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·1··Development Board building.··There's probably 500 solar panels
·2··on top of Premier Place.··There's 100 kw of EMCORE tracking
·3··arrays in a pilot demonstration project for the Air Force
·4··research laboratory in the hopes that they will eventually have
·5··a larger solar array that's tied in with them.
·6·· · · ··For the Park Plaza Building, we're well along in a net
·7··energy metering agreement with the utility.··Some of you might
·8··have heard that utility has kind of changed gears in how they
·9··process that recently.··We may or may not be caught in that.
10··If we're not, we're proposed to and be on the order of 150 kw's
11··of the Park Plaza Building.··I know that the Air Force has
12··rented out for RFP.··And I think it's in the process or has
13··been awarded for the supercomputing center.··A number of PVs
14··there.··And I've had discussions with the executive director at
15··the Research & Technology Center, and they'd like to do
16··anything.
17·· · · ··Given the cost of energy on our island and the way it
18··eats into people's budgets in operating -- and it really gets
19··to the bottom line.··Energy is really market driven.··There's a
20··strong market drive for us to get our energy costs as low as
21··possible.··And it makes good sense.··But right now, we're kind
22··of hamstrung by the abilities of the grids.··We're -- and I
23··can't commit to this, but I'll tell you that we're always
24··thinking creatively about ways that we can lower our energy
25··cost, increase our efficiency, implement distributed
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·1··generation.··I know with the Charter School, that's a future
·2··oncoming site.··We know we have these issues with the net
·3··energy meeting.··So there's serious discussions of whether or
·4··not we'll actually be able to do it.
·5·· · · ··I mean, you probably heard the saying, nobody gets
·6··fired for buying IBM.··Right?··You know, you get a cloudy day,
·7··it's raining for ten days, you take something completely off
·8··the grid, and you're not able to hold school because there's no
·9··power.··Something like that.··But we're real close.··We're
10··trying to push these types of strategies.··And they're
11··certainly encouraged in the park.··And we make allowances for
12··carports, and so forth.
13·· · · ··I think what I'll do is I'll let John talk a little bit
14··about our sustainability study.··We did an intensive
15··sustainability study.··And then I'll ask our engineer to pull
16··up our future energy demand.
17·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Thank you very much.
18·· · · ··MR. BEUTLER:··John Beutler of Calthorpe & Associates.
19·· · · ··Yeah, I think it was maybe on the last slide of my
20··presentation.··But this kind of project and the planning that
21··we do -- I mean, there are things like solar panels and things
22··that are definitely valuable in new technical solutions.··This
23··is really -- the Master Plan is a way of trying to conserve
24··energy and to conserve the environment through like the old
25··school of things by really building things into it, like making
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·1··it walkable, making it bikeable, allowing people to get around
·2··in other ways; mixing the uses, not spreading things out too
·3··far so if people do need to drive, they're able to get there
·4··more quickly.··So this doesn't have to do with like building
·5··energy as much, but it has to do with the total energy
·6··consumption of the project.
·7·· · · ··I can't site the figures, but my understanding is
·8··buildings generally -- there's as much as energy spent getting
·9··to a building as spent in the building for employment.··And so
10··by trying to reduce that, trying to reduce the load and the
11··expenditure of energy in transportation and other things like
12··that, then we're actually making the project much more
13··sustainable.
14·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Yes, I understand that.··And
15··I thank you very much for doing that.··I do want to comment
16··here that there are opportunities because we have to pump
17··water, both potable water, as well as agricultural water for
18··landscaping, but we also need energy to do that.··And I'm sure
19··you have designed someplace some kind of reservoir to ensure
20··that people have the steady supply of water.··And if you do
21··have a reservoir or some storage area for water, then you
22··probably can use and have an opportunity for hydro-generation.
23··So as you use the water, you're generating electricity so you
24··can at least have some benefits from it, having the reservoir.
25·· · · ··I guess the reason why I'm so passionate about
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·1··sustainability is because it's easy to talk about reverse
·2··osmosis, but that takes a lot of pressure.··And in terms of
·3··having this pressurized water going through the filter or the
·4··membrane, you can filter out a lot of the impurities and have
·5··more drinkable water.··It takes energy.··And so if you can use
·6··some of this energy that's already in the reservoir, perhaps
·7··that could help mitigate or minimize the use of energy.
·8·· · · ··I mean, if you're going to be a research and
·9··development type of community, let's demonstrate it with some
10··systems that are integrated that can demonstrate some of these
11··benefits for the occupants, as well as for Maui County and
12··Maui's economy.
13·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Steve Perkins, R&T Park manager.··You
14··know, I don't have it by phase, but the aggregate total demand
15··for the park at full build-out, calculated by our electrical
16··engineer -- who's not here today; we have our civil engineer,
17··the author of preliminary engineering report here -- is 23
18··megawatts, 23.75 megawatts.··And, again, you know, I'd like to
19··emphasize that we're always game to explore any types of ways
20··to mitigate the energy use because it -- it's clearly a
21··competitive issue for Maui in general for business.
22·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Yes.··Thank you very much,
23··Mr. Perkins.
24·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Wakida.
25·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yes.··I just need clarification
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·1··again.··When I look at the proposed Zoning Code 19.33A -- maybe
·2··Jennifer, you can help me with this.··On page 4, I'm looking at
·3··open space here.··It says 28.3 acres.··However, in your
·4··presentation and the Land Use Commission decisions, it was
·5··88.7.
·6·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Jen Maydan, Chris Hart & Partners.··That
·7··Open Space Park District, the 28.3 acres is what's actually in
·8··the district.··In the Master Plan, there are also other parks
·9··that are identified within -- like the residential area, et
10··cetera -- parks would be throughout and open space would be
11··throughout the project that wouldn't necessarily be identified
12··as the Open Space District.
13·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··I see.··So it's its own special
14··district?
15·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Correct, with specific uses and such.··But
16··neighborhood parks, open space, greenways, et cetera will be
17··throughout the project that bring it up to the 88 acre total.
18·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Okay.
19·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Wakida.
20·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··And another question.··Later in
21··this zoning document, you've got the office specifications and
22··retail -- no.··Office as -- maximum height is four stories.
23··Are you using this Form Based Code as the basis for guidelines?
24·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Correct.
25·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··And in here, the retail office is
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·1··giving it three stories.
·2·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··If there's any inconsistency, we will work
·3··that out.··The maximum height throughout the project will be
·4··four stories, 50 feet.··I apologize.··If you have identified an
·5··inconsistency, because the Zoning Code and the Development Code
·6··will mesh perfectly, they are both in still somewhat of a draft
·7··form because we will be going before Council, of course.··But
·8··these documents will work hand-in-hand.··So I apologize if
·9··there's an inconsistency, and we'll correct that.
10·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yes.··It says commercial, three
11··stories, office or retail.··And I really was preferring the
12··three stories.··So what you're going to say is you're going to
13··change this to four?
14·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··So in the Development Code, it says three.
15·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··In the Form Based Code -- yeah.
16·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··It says three.··And in the Zoning Code,
17··it's saying four?
18·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Right.
19·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··We will go with the Development Code
20··because that is the initial formula of what we used for the
21··Zoning Code.
22·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··What do you mean by Development
23··Code?
24·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Development Code is the Form Based Code
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·1·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··This one?
·2·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Correct.
·3·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Okay, thank you.
·4·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Thank you.
·5·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners?··Commissioner Hedani.
·6·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Is there a provision in the plan
·7··for integration of a university into the park?··You know, Oahu
·8··has two universities.··Big Island has two universities.··We
·9··have three quarters of a university on Maui.··And it would be
10··nice, at one point, to be able to attract a university -11··fabulous to the island, especially integrated with something
12··like the Research & Technology Park.
13·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··It would be great.··And we're continually
14··trying to identify opportunities that would bring additional
15··university-type uses.
16·· · · ··Interestingly, our current ordinance doesn't allow
17··education, like a university campus.··So if Stanford University
18··came to us right now and said we want to put a campus in the
19··park, we'd have to go through the process of preparing a report
20··and coming to you folks to ask for that.··This change picks
21··that up and allows us to have university-type campuses.··And,
22··you know, through our partners at the Maui Economic Development
23··Board, the County and the State, they're well aware that
24··university-type functions are welcomed in the park.··Pacific
25··Disaster Center is a project of UH.··Supercomputer is as well
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·1··currently.··And I know that the current interim president of UH
·2··is -- David Lassner is very familiar with the assets in the
·3··park.··So I'm hopeful going forward.
·4·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Also, Commissioners, we have about
·5··ten minutes before we break for lunch.··So if you want to take
·6··care of this before lunch, you might want to think about it
·7··now.
·8·· · · ··Commissioner Shibuya.
·9·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Another part of my
10··sustainability speal is that I know we are having 11 mega -- I
11··guess, million gallons a day type of yield that is available in
12··our Kamaole Aquifer.··We are planning to put in -- at least the
13··developer is planning to put in five Kamaole Wells, which we'd
14··be drawing about 5 million gallons.··Is that what I hear?
15·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Jen Maydan, Chris Hart & Partners.··The
16··aquifer is 11 million gallons sustainable yield.··Current draw
17··on the aquifer is around 5 million gallons per day.··The
18··project demand is 1.17 million gallons per day, which is in the
19··sustainable guidelines.
20·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Thank you.··And I'm
21··interested in terms of that's a lot of water we need to somehow
22··put back if we have straws in the Kamaole Aquifer, where do we
23··get the water from?
24·· · · ··And I'd like to ask Tom Nance if he wouldn't mind
25··commenting on this.··Because the water has got to be recharged
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·1··somehow, somewhere.··Where would be the best places for
·2··residents to water their lawns so that it seeps down and
·3··ensures that Kamaole Well has water?
·4·· · · ··MR. NANCE:··Tom Nance of Tom Nance Water Resource
·5··Engineering.
·6·· · · ··Kamaole Aquifer, the actual source of recharge to the
·7··groundwater totals on the order of 25, 26 to 28 or 29 million
·8··gallons a day.··The Water Commission looked at that and says we
·9··think that you can get 44 percent of it as a sustainable
10··pumpage with an optimally located well.··That cuts down to 11
11··million gallons a day.
12·· · · ··When both of the Makena courses were open and the three
13··Wailea courses, total pumpage was between four and five.··The
14··Makena course is down.··I guess one of them is being
15··refurbished and will reopen, and ultimately the second will.
16··But the current pumpage is probably down at around three.··All
17··of that is located at the south end of the Kamaole Aquifer.
18··And there's very minimal pumpage occurring throughout the
19··remainder, maybe the northern 60 percent of the aquifer.··That
20··comes primarily from rainfall recharge.··But landscape
21··irrigation typically, we talk about 10 or 15 percent of what's
22··applied for landscape irrigation, ultimately being in excess of
23··what the plants use and returns to the groundwater.
24·· · · ··In this project's case, it will produce wastewater that
25··will go to the treatment plant, and it will come back and be
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·1··used for irrigation.··For the ROD desal, depending on which
·2··option we take, about 30 to 35 percent of what's pumped out of
·3··the ground will become concentrate, which is a -- the portion
·4··that's extracted to produce the drinking water side, those
·5··salts are in the concentrate.··That's going to be a brackish
·6··water.··It's going to be somewhat saltier than we can use for
·7··irrigation.··But it will be delivered back down to the
·8··groundwater aquifer at a depth that essentially is matched to
·9··the salinity of the receiving groundwater.··And therefore, it
10··becomes part of the groundwater flow in the aquifer.··So we're
11··returning it, that portion directly with disposal wells.
12·· · · ··As to where people should landscape to have it return,
13··essentially -- if we're going to put wells in at, say, a
14··400-foot elevation, they're going to be accessing recharge
15··which occurs mauka of that.··And people who are down there at
16··the shoreline irrigating don't have a major impact of what's
17··going on in the aquifer.··That pretty much just goes in the
18··ocean right away.
19·· · · ··I don't know if that answers your question or not.
20·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Well, I'm just looking in
21··terms of our slopes at Haleakala, as well as the HC&S acreage
22··that is water.··But it is actually minimally water because it's
23··drip irrigation.··In the old days, we used to flood the
24··furrows, and that definitely did recharge.··But today, I kind
25··of doubt it.··So where are the other opportunities in which the
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·1··county can, perhaps, get some water back into the aquifer?
·2·· · · ··MR. NANCE:··Well, in the Kamaole Aquifer, there's very
·3··little HC&S irrigation that ever took place.··That was further
·4··around the corner in the Paia Aquifer and over in the Kahului
·5··Aquifer here.··And, you're right.··In the furrow days, we used
·6··to use 40, 50 percent of all the water put in the ditches
·7··returning to the groundwater, rather than irrigating the crops.
·8··And with the drip, it's probably down to 10 percent or less.
·9··So it's very efficiently done.··They're using less water, but
10··they're also recharging less.
11·· · · ··Opportunities in Kamaole, it's -- to be honest, it's
12··really quite limited with the slopes and with the land uses
13··that are going on and the area that you would like the recharge
14··to occur, there really aren't that many options.··You just need
15··to be very efficient about the water that you're using.
16·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··So we need to probably
17··consider having water sheds somewhere above on the slopes so
18··that we can capture some of this moisture.
19·· · · ··MR. NANCE:··Absolutely.··That's very helpful to do
20··that.
21·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Thank you.
22·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Wakida.
23·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yes.··Maybe Jennifer or Steve.
24··Can I ask about maintenance of the area.··Who maintains the
25··public areas that are part of the area and how is that paid
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·1··for?
·2·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··It's the owners' association, the R&T
·3··Park owners' association.··And it's through assessment on the
·4··owners.
·5·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··And does that include homeowners
·6··as well?
·7·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Yes.··Well, right now there are no
·8··homeowners in there, so let me back up.··I would imagine that
·9··the way the association will progress going forward when we get
10··to a much larger development is that you'll have
11··sub-associations.··And the sub-associations of, like a
12··residential area, so forth, will contribute a pro-rata share
13··towards the greater improvements.··And then that individual
14··owners' association will be charged with coming up with their
15··own covenants covering their development, as well as aligning
16··with the Master Developer's Code.
17·· · · ··Does that answer your question, ma'am?
18·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yes.··Are you going to allow
19··short-term rentals and B&Bs in the residential areas?
20·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··No.
21·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yes?
22·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··No.
23·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··No?
24·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··No.
25·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··Still no.
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·1·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··I'm sorry.··I couldn't -·2·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··I'm answering in the negative.
·3·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, any more questions?
·4··Commission Wakida.
·5·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yes.··I have a question about
·6··bike paths.··Bike seems to be a buzz word in this project.··By
·7··the way, I think this is an amazing project in -- for me.··The
·8··details.··But all of the renderings I've seen, or most of them,
·9··the bike paths are just signage -- I mean, striping along the
10··side of the road.··I think those are horrible.··I think bike
11··paths should be separate so that they are safe for young
12··people, they are safe for the rest of us.··And I feel that an
13··accommodation needs to be made in the setbacks and in the open
14··space so that those bike paths really are bike paths and not
15··just some striping alongside some busy highways.··Can that be
16··incorporated?
17·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··I'm going to let John talk about our bike
18··paths.
19·· · · ··MR. BEUTLER:··John Beutler.··Yes, so we have a variety
20··of bicycle facilities in the park plan.··There are some paths
21··going through.··And this is one advantage of many of preserving
22··some of these kind of linear features of open space throughout
23··the park so it allows these paths to go through.··There are
24··some bike lanes, not so many.··And the thing is what we try to
25··do with the roads in general is we try to keep them narrow and
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·1··slow.··So we don't want cars going 40 miles an hour through
·2··this development.··And when you have cars and bikes going a
·3··similar speed, it's safe for bikes to actually be in traffic if
·4··it's not a hugely trafficked road.··So we're hoping to have a
·5··very integrated network of streets that are safe for all users.
·6··So we have all different types of facilities.
·7·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Wakida.
·8·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··And along this same line, another
·9··important factor is that things are walkable.··So could you
10··please tell me from the middle of your residential area -- for
11··example, the one up on the top, down to the mixed-use center
12··walking, how far is that?
13·· · · ··MR. BEUTLER:··Off the top of my head, I believe it's
14··around a quarter mile or less.··The park is of a size where the
15··distances are not that great.··There's kind of a north of Lipoa
16··and south of Lipoa area.··And things within there are things of
17··walking speed in terrain and everything.··But most things are
18··about a quarter mile, a little more, a little less.
19·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Thank you.
20·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··At this point, Commissioners, we're
21··going to break for lunch and continue this after lunch.··We'll
22··break for lunch and continue at 1:00.
23·· · · ··(Recess for lunch 12:03 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.)
24·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Planning Commission is now called
25··back to order.
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·1·· · · ··Commissioners, let's try and wrap this up real quickly.
·2··We have a lot of people waiting on board to try to get to our
·3··next agenda items.
·4·· · · ··Commissioner Shibuya.
·5·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Okay, one quick comment
·6··here.··I do support this.··This is an iterative type of process
·7··in which, even though we come up with some clarification here
·8··with this new proposed code, I find that there's other things
·9··that I'm trying to reflect 11 years ago.
10·· · · ··When I retired from the space and missile systems
11··center where we actually did research and development, we had
12··to ensure we had face-to-face contact.··It was a trusting type
13··of relationship that we developed.··It was respectful.··And
14··yet, we had to maintain a high sense of security because not
15··only of national defense, but because of the proprietary patent
16··type of implications that we had.··So much of our discussions
17··here actually were collaborative, but yet it was controlled in
18··a sense that we really didn't reveal all of the information.
19··And so this type of environment does require, perhaps, some
20··secure area where you can meet and collaborate.··You can't talk
21··about some of these things out in the open in the park, even
22··though there's nice park benches, things of this nature.··It's
23··very difficult.··So you have to be in a confined area where you
24··can control the visitors and you can control the resources that
25··you can bring to bear on the problem.
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·1·· · · ··I see this as a very good project, a good start.··As we
·2··live through this experience, I'm sure the codes will change.
·3··And that's why I say, it's going to be an iterative process.
·4··Thank you.
·5·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Thank you.
·6·· · · ··Commissioner Wakida.
·7·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Jennifer, real briefly.··I want
·8··to revisit the park issue that I brought up before.··I'm still
·9··a little concerned because of the Land Use Commission's
10··findings of fact.··It says it will be 88 acres of mini
11··neighborhoods, parks, and open spaces.··And in the Code, it
12··says 28 point something.··So there's about 60 acres unaccounted
13··for.··And I want to see where this is going to be incorporated,
14··either we increase the number of the Park District, or it gets
15··included someplace else.··Because the County has to be able to
16··put the project's feet to the fire when it comes to satisfying
17··the rest of the 60 acres.··So how do you do that if it's not in
18··the Zoning Code?
19·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Director.
20·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Maybe before Jen says anything, I'll just
21··say -- because it's in the Decision and Order of the State Land
22··Use Commission, they've got to do it.··Either that, or go back
23··to the Land Use Commission to amend the D&O (Inaudible) as the
24··project manager.··And the enforcement person on that decision
25··and order is the Planning Director, or whoever comes after me.
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·1·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Okay.··I just want to be sure it
·2··is mini neighborhood, parks and open spaces and doesn't get
·3··eaten up in setbacks and is sort of insignificant of
·4··nondeveloped property.··Is there some reassurance to that?
·5·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Can you repeat the question, please.
·6··Steve Perkins, Maui R&T Park.
·7·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yes.··The question is in the
·8··Zoning Code, you've got listed 28 acres of open space and
·9··parks.··In the Findings of Facts from the Land Use Commission,
10··you have specified 88.7 acres of mini neighborhood, parks and
11··open space.··So there's 60 acres that are not specified in the
12··Zoning Code.··I want to be sure that that 60 acres is
13··encumbered as mini neighborhood, parks and open space.
14·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Yes, we do have the open space network
15··outlined on the slide, on the screen here.
16·· · · ··There's 88 acres of parks and open space.··And on the
17··order of 30 of them is actual parks.··Proper parks.··The rest
18··of it is -- I'm going to have John describe what the remainder
19··is.··It's green space of various types.
20·· · · ··MR. BEUTLER:··Yeah.··There's a variety of things within
21··the open space system.··Some of these are drainage corridors,
22··which are -- serve as a natural, you know, function, as well as
23··serving ways to get the trail network, which is marked in this
24··map as well.··Some of them are areas of very steep topography,
25··which will provide -- I mean, that will be open space.··You
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·1··know, habitat for birds, and whatnot; but are, more or less,
·2··undevelopable, in any case, without major earth work.··So
·3··there's a variety of things in there.··They're certainly not
·4··all grassy green parks, many of them are much more natural open
·5··spaces.··And some are really determined, or have been
·6··determined in the plan by the topography and the existing
·7··conditions on the site as well.
·8·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··I have just three more areas that
·9··I want to cover.··Three questions.··May I?
10·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Okay, go ahead.··Commissioner Wakida.
11·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Jennifer, on the parking lots,
12··you said they're going to reduce the standards.··Does that
13··reduce standard include less trees?··Trees are one of my pet
14··projects.
15·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Jennifer Maydan, Chris Hart & Partners.
16·· · · ··No.··Reduce standard meant reduce number of parking
17··stalls.
18·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Okay, second question.··I want
19··to -- since we're going to vote on this code, I want to be sure
20··it's something we can enforce.··Can you please look on page 9,
21··and help me understand what that means on the right-hand column
22··under notes and exceptions, dwelling and single family.··It
23··says provided that such buildings are associated with the
24··permitted educational institution.··I'm not clear what that
25··means.
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·1·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··Jennifer Maydan, Chris Hart & Partners.
·2·· · · ··So that note is on a number of the uses within the
·3··table.··And that is specifying that the housing for schools
·4··within the park will be allowed.··Like, for example -- let's
·5··see.··Within the Employment and Campus District, you can have a
·6··dormitory in association with a school, and it's permitted that
·7··you can have the -- you can have residential, but it would have
·8··to be tied to the school.··That's what that note is applying
·9··to.··In that note, it does identify the Campus -- within the
10··Campus and Civic Districts.··That's what it applies to.
11·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Well, this is under residential
12··uses.
13·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··But in the note and exception, if you read
14··the full text in there, it says provided in such buildings in
15··the Employment, Campus and Civic Districts are associated with
16··the permitted educational institution at the MRTP and used to
17··house staff, et cetera.··That does not apply to housing within,
18··say, the Residential District or Single Family/Multifamily.
19··That note only applies to Employment, Campus and Civic District
20··to allow for dormitories and such, housing for schools.
21·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Okay.··And since we're on this,
22··one other.··On page 7, on the eating and drinking
23··establishments, excluding fast food restaurants.··How do you
24··determine what a fast food restaurant is?
25·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··I believe the County does have a
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·1··definition for fast food restaurants in the Code.
·2·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··I don't believe so.··And that
·3··is -- I think that might be a point of -·4·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··That actually is language that comes from
·5··existing County Code.··There are a number of listed uses in
·6··County Code that say except for fast food restaurants.··So
·7··that's where we took that language from.
·8·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Okay, okay.··As long as it's
·9··defined.··I'm concerned -10·· · · ··MS. MAYDAN:··-- the implementations, yes, I understand.
11·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Is that your third question?
12·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··No, that's my second question.
13··My third question is for Mr. Buffer -- Beutler.··I'm sorry, I
14··didn't get your last name.
15·· · · ··MR. BEUTLER:··Beutler.
16·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Beutler.··On your -- you show a
17··lot of Commercial Districts that have no setbacks.··And that
18··was a -- and then you use Lahaina Town as an example.··Those
19··parts of Lahaina are very unique.··You only have to walk down
20··two blocks to a Lahaina Center and see a total disaster, where
21··they have it smack up against the sidewalk, and it's not
22··working at all.
23·· · · ··I hope that you folks take a look at that project in
24··Lahaina and figure out what's wrong and don't duplicate it,
25··because it didn't work there.··And while it works down by the
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·1··banyan tree, you've got a bunch of other wonderful things going
·2··on.··You've got the pacific ocean.··You've got the banyan tree.
·3··You've got the harbor.··So please take -- note that when you're
·4··looking at putting buildings right on the sidewalk and see -·5··so we don't duplicate that mistake.··That's it.
·6·· · · ··MR. BEUTLER:··Okay.
·7·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, any more questions?
·8·· · · ··Seeing none, can we get the Department's
·9··recommendation.
10·· · · ··MR. WOLLENHAUPT:··Good afternoon, Members of the Maui
11··Planning Commission.
12·· · · ··There are two items today to be reviewed.··One would be
13··the Community Plan Amendment, and second would be the Change in
14··Zoning.··The Planning Department does recommend approval of the
15··Community Plan Amendment and inclusion of the new designation,
16··entitled Maui Research and Technology Park, 406.009 acres in
17··the current Kihei-Makena Community Plan, along with updated
18··exhibits and maps, reflecting this new community plan
19··designation.··The Community Plan Amendment will change the
20··community plan designation from Project District 6,
21··public/quasi-public, and Agricultural on the 406.009 acre
22··parcel to a new designation, Maui Research and Technology Park.
23··The new designation will be described as shown in the
24··recommendation report from staff for inclusion into the
25··Kihei-Makena Community Plan.
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·1·· · · ··In the consideration of the foregoing, the Department
·2··recommends that the Maui Planning Commission adopt the Planning
·3··Department's report and recommendation prepared at the December
·4··10th, 2013 meeting, as its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
·5··Law, and Decision and Order, and to authorize the Planning
·6··Director to transmit said recommendation to the Community Plan
·7··Amendment to the Maui County Council on behalf of the Maui
·8··Planning Commission.
·9·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Tsai.
10·· · · ··COMMISSIONER TSAI:··I move to approve the Community
11··Plan Amendment and the Change in Zoning under one motion.··I
12··guess we have -- yeah, I was separating them -13·· · · ··(Inaudible.)
14·· · · ··COMMISSIONER TSAI:··And then we're going to make a
15··second motion to approve -- or change the Title 19 for Maui
16··County Code.
17·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Moved by Commissioner Tsai.··Do we
18··have a second?
19·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··Yes.
20·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Ball.
21·· · · ··Any discussion on the motion on the floor?
22·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Repeat the motion.
23·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··So the first motion is to recommend
24··approval of the Community Plan Amendment.
25·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··We're voting on two motions or
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·1··one?
·2·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··On one at a time.··Two motions have
·3··been made, but we'll -·4·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Second one is for Change in Zoning.··So
·5··vote first one on the Community Plan Amendment.
·6·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Any discussion on that motion, first
·7··motion?
·8·· · · ··Seeing none -- repeat that motion.
·9·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··To recommend to the County Council that
10··the Community Plan Amendment be amended as recommended.
11·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Call for the vote.··All those in
12··favor?
13·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··That's seven ayes.··Motion is carried.
14·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··And our second motion on the floor,
15··any discussion on that?
16·· · · ··Commissioner Wakida.
17·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Does that include the Zoning
18··Code?
19·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Yeah.
20·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Okay.··It was implied by the
21··presenter that they would change the story heights from four to
22··three in here to match what the other document had said -23·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··-- the Building Code.
24·· · · ··MR. WOLLENHAUPT:··It's the Development Code, the
25··165-page Development Code.
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·1·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··This Form Based Code -·2·· · · ··MR. WOLLENHAUPT:··Right.
·3·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··-- which I had mentioned.
·4·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Can we get a nodding head on the record.
·5·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··We'll stipulate to that.
·6·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··In all places where it says four,
·7··you'll change it to three?
·8·· · · ··MR. PERKINS:··Yes, ma'am.
·9·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Thank you.
10·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Any more discussion on the motion?
11·· · · ··Commissioner Hedani.
12·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Is there an advantage from going
13··from four stories to three -14·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Yeah.
15·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- besides losing density?
16·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Losing density, you have to put
17··in the elevators, and I just think it's a more pleasing
18··environment.··And it was what they came up with in this huge
19··document, to begin with.··It says three.
20·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Hedani.
21·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··What we're doing today is
22··recommending to the County Council?
23·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Correct.
24·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··So it's not approving or
25··disapproving, it's making a recommendation for the County
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·1··Council?
·2·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Right.
·3·· · · ··MR. WOLLENHAUPT:··There's a clarification point I think
·4··we're working on.
·5·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Hedani.
·6·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Just to get it on the record.··I
·7··participated in the original financial and economic panel that
·8··worked on the Maui Research & Technology Park way back in the
·9··'80s.··And the intent of the concept and idea that Colin
10··Cameron and Don Malcolm and those guys had was to create a new
11··industry for Maui that would stand as a third leg besides
12··agricultural and the visitor industry.··To some degree, I'm a
13··little concerned because what I heard was concerns about
14··setbacks, focusing on little things that make the Research &
15··Technology Park special compared to anyplace else.··If you
16··drive up Lipoa Parkway, it's not like driving down South Kihei
17··Road.··The setbacks add something to the development and were
18··intended to be supportive of the entire development.
19·· · · ··That being aside, good, bad and indifferent, quirks and
20··all, I'm supportive of the project because I think the vision
21··is still alive and the concept is still alive to create a
22··better future for the children of Maui that choose to work in
23··the high-tech industry.··My only concern with discussions that
24··I've heard today is that, to some degree, it appears like we're
25··just treating the land as real estate and we're just looking at
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·1··it from a real estate perspective, without trying to create or
·2··to implement a vision.
·3·· · · ··The brew pub, I guess, would be a perfect example, you
·4··know.··My justification would be some of the best ideas in the
·5··high-tech industry come when you're having a beer with somebody
·6··over a table.
·7·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Yes.
·8·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··But be that as it may, it doesn't
·9··quite match up with the Research & Technology Park concept that
10··I had in my mind and a lot of people had in their mind when
11··they came up with the idea of a research and technology park.
12··But I think it has to be flexible, to some degree, to
13··incorporate some of those changes that are required from an
14··economic standpoint.··So from that perspective, I'll support
15··the project from that perspective.
16·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Kurt.
17·· · · ··MR. WOLLENHAUPT:··This is a point of clarification on
18··the height, I think the Applicant may want.··I think the point
19··was if there's a discrepancy in the Development Code from that
20··which was put into 19.33A, the Development Code -- that would
21··be the overriding precedent.··So the Development Code, if it
22··specifically says three stories, that will be incorporated into
23··those specific typologies that may have inadvertently been
24··spoken as four stories.··So as the Development Code -- so
25··that's what you want.··Right?
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·1·· · · ··Okay.··So I just want to clarify that's what we're
·2··moving towards.
·3·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Any more discussion on the second
·4··motion.
·5·· · · ··Seeing none, can I have the Director repeat the motion.
·6·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··To recommend approval to the County
·7··Council of the Change in Zoning, including the adoption of the
·8··Form Based Code.
·9·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Calls for the vote.··All those in
10··favor?
11·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··That's seven aye's.··Motion is carried.
12·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Congratulations.
13·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Thank you.
14·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··As this point, Commissioners, we're
15··going to go out of order from what we have.··Our next agenda
16··item is Verizon, but we're going to jump to -17·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Special Management Appeals.
18·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Special Management Appeals.
19·· · · ··COMMISSIONER TSAI:··So moved.
20·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··Second.
21·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··All those in favor?
22·· · · ··(Round of "ayes.")
23·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Those opposed?
24·· · · ··(Silence.)
25·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Okay.··So, Commissioners, next agenda item
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·1··that's voted to take an agenda item out of order will be D,
·2··Special Management Area Appeals.··Number 1(a) and 1(b) is Isaac
·3··Hall, attorney for Maui Tomorrow Foundation, Lance Holter, et
·4··cetera, appealing the SMA Minor Permit for the Rock & Brews
·5··Restaurant.··There's a long list of documents that have been
·6··submitted.··Those have been transmitted to you.
·7·· · · ··Mr. -·8·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··Okay.··We're going to have public
·9··testimony for those who didn't testify at the beginning of the
10··meeting.··But, again, a caveat is this is going to be a
11··contested case, and so your testimony is not going to be part
12··of the record, but being taken as part of the decision-making.
13··So, again, we're not going to be asking questions of the
14··testifiers who do testify because all of the decision-making
15··has to be made on the record as produced during the contested
16··case.
17·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··So we're now open for public
18··testimony.··If anyone wishes to testify please step up to the
19··mic and identify yourself.
20·· · · ··MR. GUARD:··Good afternoon, Chairperson, Planning
21··Director, Commission Members.··My name is JB Guard.··On -22··well, not on behalf.··I'm just here to testify my thoughts.
23··Just got back from the mainland, so a little short processing
24··of all of this.··As a previous commission member -- all you
25··guys look like you're getting younger.··I'm the only one
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·1··getting older.··I can empathize with you on these kinds of
·2··projects.··And as a Paia resident, this seems to be the tip of
·3··the iceberg with this case, whether it's the SMA, the actual
·4··dollar amount and whatnot, and people being told what kind of
·5··construction materials or who can be your contractor to come
·6··with a price to see if this even needs to be here.··This seems
·7··to be the tip of the iceberg.
·8·· · · ··I've been off of Maui for a couple months now.··Coming
·9··back and seeing these kind of these small issues in the big
10··picture that affect your day-to-day lives, when you have bigger
11··issues on the plate.··And when, ideally, you can end this at
12··A&B, consolidate it, and get it thrown out, and worry about
13··bigger ones.··I mean, who knows, if this might have been my
14··restaurant or one of your restaurants, there might not be a
15··problem.··Maybe a lot of people don't like me.··Maybe they'd be
16··in the same position now.··But as a mom and pop restaurant, you
17··might not have these same issues.··I may go out of business in
18··a year, and someone else can take over.··And all of this time
19··wasted, would have been for nothing.··This isn't a multimillion
20··dollar mansion on the beach or a 12-story apartment building in
21··Lahaina or Kihei, where that was -- when I took the job -- or
22··not the job, volunteered for it.
23·· · · ··Wayne, I don't know how you're doing it.··You seem to
24··be on every commission there was.··And, Commissioner Ball, I
25··should have took the police commission when I was in line with
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·1··you for Planning Commission.
·2·· · · ··But, again, I think you have bigger issues at hand that
·3··you're in charge of.··And these ones, hopefully, you can keep
·4··Maui moving.··A lot of them came up with Paia Town Center when
·5··we went through the traffic, and mitigating all those
·6··circumstances then.··And it seemed to be okay then.··And,
·7··hopefully, the Commission, the Planning Department, and the
·8··County okayed all those improvements then.··And we can kind of
·9··keep everything moving and get another venue in Paia open for
10··the general public.··So it won't be on the record, so that's
11··good, too.··Thank you.··Good luck.
12·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Thank you.··Does anyone else wish to
13··testify at this time?··Please identify yourself.··And you have
14··three minutes.
15·· · · ··MR. TANIGUCHI:··Good afternoon, everyone.··My name is
16··Eric Taniguchi.··I'm an architect.··I've been practicing here
17··on Maui for almost 25 years.··I worked for (Unintelligible) for
18··about ten years before I went on my own.··And I specialize in
19··commercial architecture, anywhere from $50,000 to -- I'd like
20··to say $5 million is probably my max.··I do tenant
21··improvements.··I've done restaurants.··I just completed a small
22··sushi restaurant in Haiku called Nuka.··And I just wanted to
23··discuss the construction costs of Rocks and Brews, as I look at
24··it.
25·· · · ··The number one thing that, I guess, keeps the price
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·1··down for a certain type of building as opposed to a
·2··free-standing building is the site work.··This project has no
·3··site work at all.··It has no grading, grubbing.··It has no
·4··drainage.··It has no parking.··It has no landscape, no
·5··irrigation system it has to deal with, no utilities.··It has no
·6··waterline to connect up to a water meter, no laterals off to
·7··the streets.··It has no sewer line.··It's already in there.
·8··They have their own grease trap that's already installed.··All
·9··they need to do is connect up to it.··The pipe's already there
10··for them to do that.··There's no fire line (Unintelligible)
11··box.··That constitutes about 30 percent of your construction
12··costs alone.
13·· · · ··I do free-standing buildings.··My specialty is like
14··pre-engineered, prefab buildings.··So it's about 30 percent.
15··So if a guy comes in here and says, you know, I got a budget of
16··about $700,000, you know, about $300,000 is going to be -17··easily $300,000.··I just did a building up in Waikapu Baseyard,
18··and $300,000 was the site work alone.··And the building was
19··about 7,000 square feet.··It was a printing shop.··So if you
20··just run the numbers, that comes out to about $100 a square
21··foot.
22·· · · ··This Rock & Brews, I just looked at it.··It's just a
23··big open space with, I think, some picnic tables inside for
24··dining space, and they have a kitchen.··So that's the two
25··components of a free-standing restaurant.··So if you look at
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·1··it, the pre-engineered building for this works well.··Because
·2··it's just like a big open bar.··There's no interior walls.··I
·3··don't think there was any compaction, no earth brought in.··It
·4··was already done.··So that in itself, you can see where -- for
·5··a 3500 square foot building, yeah, they can keep it under
·6··$500,000 if he keeps it on budget.
·7·· · · ··You might hear some contractors say it's going to be a
·8··million or $1,000 a square foot, $500 a square foot.
·9··Obviously, the owners have a budget.··Those guys won't get the
10··bid, okay.··It's the guy who's going to be in budget who's
11··going to the get the project.··So they already got a contract,
12··they're already building, so if they stay within the budget.
13··So -- you know.··And with that, the other one was that it
14··didn't have AC.··It's all open.··I want to say air-conditioning
15··systems are expensive also.··That's a big cost factor in
16··itself.··So with a pre-engineered building, you can keep costs
17··down to about -18·· · · ··MS. TAKAYAMA-CORDEN:··Three minutes.
19·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Please conclude.
20·· · · ··MR. TANIGUCHI:··Okay, thank you very much.
21·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Thank you.
22·· · · ··Does anyone else wish to testify at this time?··Seeing
23··no one, public testimony is now closed -- oh, go ahead.
24·· · · ··MR. BLITZ:··My name is Mike Blitz.··I'm an -- I own an
25··orchid farm in Haiku.··I'm one of the investors, local
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·1··investigators in Rock & Brews.··I just hope you guys let this
·2··go forward and everything.
·3·· · · ··My wife is from Maui.··She's from Kula, in carnation
·4··farms.··We've invested in all the other restaurants that we're
·5··part of the family.··So this will be our fifth restaurant.
·6··They're all really good.··They're all family orientated.
·7··They're all run right.··No problems.··I just hope you guys will
·8··go forward with this.··Thank you.
·9·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Thank you.
10·· · · ··Does anyone else -- please step forward to the mic, and
11··identify yourself.
12·· · · ··MR. BRUEDER:··Hi.··I'm John Brueder, and I live in
13··Haiku.··And I've been renting a house from Bill Blietz for
14··about six years, seven years now.··And he's been very attentive
15··to my needs the whole time that I've been there.··And I can't
16··advocate more for his new business proposition.··I'm very
17··confident that he'll be responsive to customers, just like he's
18··been responsive to me.··He's always been very easy to deal
19··with, very accommodating, and attentive to any problems that
20··we've had.··I've never had a single problem for him.
21·· · · ··So I want to just advocate for Mark and his family, who
22··will be running the restaurant.··And I think that Paia could
23··really use some diversity in terms of the restaurants there,
24··and that this restaurant brings some of that diversity to that
25··community.··Thanks.
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·1·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Thank you.
·2·· · · ··MALE SPEAKER:··(Unintelligible) I'm an artist with Rock
·3··and Brew.··I'm from Maui.··I have been on Maui for a long time.
·4··I've worked with Lokahi Pacific before.··Some of my work with
·5··McDonald's has gone up in the Lahaina area, and some of the
·6··images were used by, I think, Ulalena.··So to see how the arts
·7··attract developers and attract people, this is my concern.
·8·· · · ··I have worked for -- at the request of my tutu lady to
·9··come home because we don't have -- we have problems with the
10··land.··So as I came home and I began to see that we were
11··disappearing as a people, my work as a Hawaiian was to try to
12··improve situations so that people know that Hawaiians are
13··resilient, that we're still here.··But more and more, I see
14··that we are disappearing.
15·· · · ··If you look at Channel 7 or Channel 1, and you see the
16··Maui Visitor Channel.··I see very few Hawaiians.··I think I
17··only saw Archie Kalepa and another Hawaiian on that film
18··representing Maui.··So if you look around, you will see that
19··our music has disappeared from the hotels.··There are many
20··different things that cause us to disappear.··As Hawaiian, we
21··don't like to make big body and come forth.··We just like to
22··get the work and get it done so that other people can enjoy
23··what we have.
24·· · · ··You know, when I listen to the radio and I like listen
25··to the DJs going, oh, in Kahului, we have so and so.··You know,
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·1··(Unintelligible ) is a fishing technique.··It's the hukilau.
·2··It's when you tie the leaves to the rope.··And you use that to
·3··bring in the fish.··Kahului remembers Kahului.··My manao for
·4··this restaurant is to take the north shore images, all of those
·5··things that were a part of us as we came in, in the migrations.
·6··And then the migrations are added to -- you know, it's a
·7··typical story.··You hear it all the time.··But a lot of the
·8··stuff doesn't get in front of your face.··You hear it, and it
·9··disappears.··It's in a magazine, and it disappears.··Rock and
10··Brew brings in the possibility of a gateway restaurant to
11··inform visitors and our people about the many different things
12··that we have that we've just taken for granted.
13·· · · ··If you'll allow me, I'll just do a little sharing here.
14··This is a black and white stencil piece that's going to go down
15··the middle of the tables.··This request was for tattoos and
16··tapa designs, and those kinds of things.··But those are so
17··popular now that they seem to not have any kind of narrative
18··lines.··So I put in a narrative line so that people can
19··remember here this (Unintelligible) action, the ti leaves.··The
20··fish is (Unintelligible).··It's a fish for forgiveness -21·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Please conclude.
22·· · · ··MALE SPEAKER:··Okay, thank you.
23·· · · ··One of my relatives was a champion surfer.··Well,
24··several of them.··And in this piece, it looks like a tatao or,
25··you know, some of the -- what you call it?··You know, body art.
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·1··But here's a windsurfer.··The windsurfer is taking a turn on a
·2··wave.··And here are some other kinds of things that have to do
·3··with the tatao or -- I don't even know.··Tatao.··Like this.
·4··But it goes on.··And no matter what happens with these things,
·5··because I'm dealing with the mainland -·6·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Okay, thank you very much.
·7·· · · ··MALE SPEAKER:··Yeah.··However, you put it together it
·8··comes -- so it's to remember us.··Mahalo for your attention.
·9·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Thank you.
10·· · · ··Does anyone else wish to testify at this time?··Seeing
11··none, we're closing -12·· · · ··MR. NIESS:··Aloha.··My name is Jim Niess, Maui
13··Architectural Group -14·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Please speak up.
15·· · · ··MR. NIESS:··Jim Niess, Maui Architectural Group.··We
16··are project architects here.··And Eric testified earlier, he's
17··been around 25 years.··Well, it's 40 years for us.··We've
18··worked with Wayne before either of us both had gray hair.··So
19··our work is well-known here.··But I do have a few words to say
20··on this project.
21·· · · ··You know, those complaining about this project feel
22··like they're preserving Paia from an unwanted change.··However,
23··Paia has changed.··We've seen it over the last few decades.
24··It's no longer the Paia of (Unintelligible), Nagata's,
25··Kobayashi's, or Ikeda's.··It's a sought after resort town,
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·1··largely populated by a younger visitor drawn by the wind and
·2··the waves nearby.··Now, Paia is not the same as it was.··And
·3··this should be respected.··However, one group's vision of what
·4··Paia should be holds little validity.··These are the facts
·5··surrounding this project.
·6·· · · ··This is an open-air restaurant, replacing a former
·7··open-are restaurant.··It clearly conforms to the zoning.··Its
·8··design substantially conforms to the Paia Design Guidelines and
·9··reviewed and approved by the Urban Design Review Board and the
10··Planning Department.··The permitting process has been respected
11··and complete in a fair and competent manner.··What is obvious
12··here is that the core that's being complained of is the user,
13··not the use, not the design, not the project's value.··This
14··sort of sums it all up in a nutshell, if I can pass it around.
15·· · · ··You know, as architects, we're out there where the
16··rubber meets the road.··These old wooden buildings built in the
17··'20s and '30s have reached the end of their life span.··And
18··we've climbed under, around, over and through these buildings.
19··We know there's significant life safety issues at stake here.
20··In 1933, the entire west side of Paia burned in an evening.
21··There's nothing to prevent this from happening again.··In the
22··near term, all these buildings will eventually be replaced with
23··safer conforming buildings.··Architecturally similar, but much
24··safer.··Here we have a group willing to improve the building
25··inventory.··And this is on leased land.··They don't even own
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·1··the property.··We should be welcoming an investment of this
·2··nature.··This is an opportunity to bring one of these buildings
·3··to the 21st century.
·4·· · · ··Again, there's the simple facts surrounding this
·5··project.··It's an open-air restaurant, replacing a former
·6··open-air restaurant, clearly conforms to the zoning ordinance,
·7··the design substantially conforms to the Paia Design
·8··Guidelines.··It's been reviewed and approved by the Urban
·9··Design Review Board, Planning Department, Building, Department
10··of Water, Engineering, Fire, Wastewater Division, Health
11··Departments -12·· · · ··MS. TAKAYAMA-CORDEN:··Three minutes.
13·· · · ··MR. NIESS:··And, as was mentioned, the entire Paia Town
14··Center properties has been clearly reviewed with a restaurant
15··at this very location and approved recently by this commission.
16·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Please conclude.
17·· · · ··MR. NIESS:··Why we're having this discussion?··I mean,
18··these complainers are attempting to use this forum, this
19··commission to enforce their particular vision of Paia.··It has
20··nothing to do with this process.··It's an abuse of the
21··commission.··It's an abuse of your time and mine.··I urge you
22··to dismission these frivolous appeals today and put this behind
23··us.
24·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Thank you very much.
25·· · · ··And, Commissioners, don't forget that all these
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·1··testimonies before us and what's been shown to you is not to be
·2··taken into consideration on what's coming up.
·3·· · · ··Anyone else wish to testify at this time?··Seeing none,
·4··we're closing public testimony.
·5·· · · ··Moving on.··And if you can please identify yourselves
·6··an who you represent.
·7·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··Good afternoon.··My name is Peter
·8··Horowitz.··I'm the attorney for Rock & Brews.
·9·· · · ··MR. HOPPER:··Michael Hopper with corporation counsel,
10··representing the Maui County Department of Planning.
11·· · · ··MR. HALL:··Good afternoon, Chairperson Lay and Members
12··of the Maui Planning Commission.··My name is Isaac Hall,
13··representing the Appellants Maui Tomorrow Foundation, Inc.,
14··Lance Holter, the Luna Place Road Association, Teri Larronde
15··and Michael Newbro.
16·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··Can we have the Planning Department read
17··in all of the documents that have been filed.··And if you can
18··keep some of them short because -19·· · · ··MS. WADE:··I can do that.
20·· · · ··Good afternoon, Commissioners.··I'd just like to take a
21··moment to bring to your attention the fact that a few documents
22··have been filed since the creation of the agenda.··The County
23··of Maui filed a joinder to the motion to dismiss, submitted by
24··the Applicant.··The Applicant also submitted a memorandum to
25··the motion to dismission, correcting an exhibit of the original
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·1··motion.··And then on December 6th, Attorney Hall, representing
·2··the Appellant, filed the following:··Appellant's Memorandum
·3··regarding the Motion to Consolidate; the Appellant's Memorandum
·4··in Opposition to the Motion to Dismiss; or, in the alternative,
·5··Summary Judgment regarding the two appeals; and, finally, the
·6··Appellant's Memorandum in Opposition of the County's Joinder.
·7··You should have received these all via e-mail.
·8·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··I think at this point, the first thing
·9··that we want to dispose of is the motion to consolidate.··So
10··can the parties who filed the motion speak to that, and we'll
11··let the other attorneys speak to their position.
12·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··Thank you.··Good afternoon,
13··Mr. Chairman, Members of the Commission and Staff.··Again, my
14··name is Peter Horowitz.··I'm the attorney for the Applicant.
15·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··One second.
16·· · · ··Commissioner Hedani.
17·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I just have a question in terms
18··of what we're doing.··Is there an alternative to the process
19··that we're about to embark on?
20·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··Because we're in a contested case, we're
21··going to have to dispose of the motions as basically and
22··logically as we can.··The history of this is that there was an
23··application, a permit, and then an appeal.··There was an
24··amendment to that application.··The permit was then granted,
25··and then an appeal of that.··So right now, we have two docket
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·1··numbers.··And your rules state that the Board, or any party,
·2··can move to consolidate the -- you know, a proceeding that
·3··appears to be connected or that can be disposed of
·4··concurrently.
·5·· · · ··So what we want to do -- because if we go forward, we
·6··want to know what we're -- we have on the table.··We want to
·7··know if we can go forward with the docket numbers put together,
·8··instead of treating them as two separate cases.
·9·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Jim, is this something that the
10··Commission has to do, or can we appoint a hearings officer to
11··handle this on behalf of the Commission?
12·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··I think some of these motions can be
13··disposed of today by the Commission.··I think as we go through
14··each motion, you can bring that up as an issue of whether or
15··not you want to have that taken up by a hearings officer.··But
16··the first thing that has to be dealt with, I think, is the
17··consolidation.··And then maybe once we get through that, we can
18··pick up that conversation.
19·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Thank you.
20·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··Thank you, Mr. Chair.··Again, we filed
21··the motion to consolidate these two cases.··And as counsel
22··stated, what occurred here is we had an original SMA
23··application that was approved by the Department.··There was an
24··appeal on that.··There was some additional work that needed to
25··be done.··We amended the SMA.··And then there was an appeal on
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·1··that.··So the facts of both cases -- or the situation is
·2··exactly the same.··There's really -- I would be wasting
·3··everyone's time if we tried to handle these separately.
·4·· · · ··I don't believe there's any opposition from Mr. Hall in
·5··terms of it going forward as a consolidated matter from an
·6··evidentiary standpoint if we go forward beyond today or not.
·7··The only points that Mr. Hall seems to raise really are that we
·8··neglected to include both docket numbers on our pleadings.··And
·9··I can say that none of the pleadings that have been filed
10··before the Commission have docket numbers in them; not mine,
11··not the County's, not Mr. Hall's.··It's not like we go over to
12··court on that day, we get a stamped docket number.··In fact,
13··the first time I saw docket numbers is when the agenda came
14··out.··If we had both of them, I would have listed them both,
15··but we had no idea what they were.
16·· · · ··But, be that as it may, the Commission rules and the
17··rules of a contested case state very clearly that we're
18··entitled to file motions; one of those being a motion to
19··consolidate.··And in our motion what we have to do is ask for
20··what we want and what we'd like.··We explained the fact that
21··these two appeals come from literally the same project, same
22··work.··And it would just be simply duplicate.··We'd all be
23··burning more trees, more time if we handled them separate.··So
24··there's really no reason why these should be kept separate.
25·· · · ··And that's all I have to say at this point on that.··If
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·1··there are some questions, I'd happily entertain them.
·2··Depending on what other counsel say, I'd might need to respond,
·3··but I don't want to belabor the point.
·4·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Mr. Hall.
·5·· · · ··MR. HOPPER:··Just a note that the Planning Department
·6··supports the motion for consolidation.
·7·· · · ··MR. HALL:··The Appellants support consolidation of the
·8··contested case evidentiary hearing.··We think we're entitled to
·9··a contested case hearing.··So for hearing purposes, we support
10··it.··Basically, we put two caveats in there.··And that is that
11··the motions that were filed were filed in the first appeal.
12··And consolidation, if it takes place today, would not obviate
13··the fact that they only filed with respect to the first appeal
14··and would not -- we want to preserve our objections to the
15··delay of processing the appeal.··Our appeal was filed in July,
16··and nothing has taken place until today.
17·· · · ··Other than that, we support consolidation.
18·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··You'd like to respond?
19·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··If I might briefly respond to that.··We
20··can deal with the issue of the underlying -- the motion to
21··dismiss, whether it's on one or two, at the next item.··I don't
22··think that's for this particular motion.··Our position on it is
23··that we filed the motion for -- on both appeals, to dismiss
24··both of them.··That's what noticed on our motion.··I explained
25··the issue about the docket.··Frankly, if Mr. Hall wants to get
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·1··overly technical about it, his first appeal should be dismissed
·2··outright since the original SMA has been supplanted by an
·3··amended SMA.··So we can go that route, but I don't think that's
·4··the point.
·5·· · · ··The point is we have one set of facts, one project that
·6··we're trying to deal with through this process.··I think it
·7··makes sense to consolidate them.··We can go forward.··We
·8··disagree with him that we filed an appeal -- or a motion to
·9··dismiss on only one.··It's noticed in the agenda that we indeed
10··filed on both.··Thank you.
11·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Is there a motion?··Commissioner
12··Shibuya.
13·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Are you asking for a motion?
14·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Yes.
15·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Okay.··I move that we accept
16··this consolidation for the efficiency for having the
17··information heard by the Commission.
18·· · · ··COMMISSIONER TSAI:··Second.
19·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Seconded by Commissioner Tsai.
20··Discussion on the motion?
21·· · · ··Seeing none, repeat the motion.
22·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··The motion is for consolidation.
23·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Call for the vote.··All those in
24··favor?
25·· · · ··(Round of "ayes.")
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·1·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··That's seven ayes.
·2·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Motion carried.
·3·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··My only question for the Department is are
·4··we going to have a separate docket number, or are we just going
·5··to continue to use two docket numbers and place them on the
·6··same docket.
·7·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··We'll continue to use the same
·8··Docket Numbers 5 and 10.
·9·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Moving on for the next -- motion to
10··dismiss.
11·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··Thank you again.··Peter Horowitz on
12··behalf of Rock & Brews.··We filed a motion to dismiss or for a
13··summary judgment on both of the appeals.··I'm not certain if
14··the Commission has had a chance to go only through Mr. Hall's
15··briefing, but let me summarize.··I don't want to reread our
16··brief or reread his, but let me point out some of the areas
17··where we disagree with Mr. Hall.
18·· · · ··The first, he spends quite a bit of time arguing the
19··point that we don't even have a right to file a motion and that
20··we haven't cited the rules, the Commission rules that give rise
21··to the right for us to file a motion and for you to hear it.
22··Well, that's not quite true.··I think it's the first page of
23··our motion, we site the Planning Commission rules, Rules of
24··Practice and Procedure for the Maui Planning Commission,
25··12-201-66 that says motions may be made before, during or after
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·1··a contested case.··That seems pretty simple to me.··It means we
·2··can file a motion at any point in time after he's filed his
·3··appeal.
·4·· · · ··That same rule goes on to state that motions -- again,
·5··very simply, that motions can state what we're asking for and
·6··the law that supports our request.··We've done that.··We've
·7··spent a bit of our facts section outlining the history of this,
·8··the fact that there were two different appeals being taken, and
·9··that we ask that they both be dismissed.··Again, nothing overly
10··technical.··The problem seems to be that Mr. Hall believes that
11··once he's filed an appeal, he's entitled to certain processes,
12··but we're not entitled to defend ourselves.··I respectfully
13··disagree with that proposition.··There are a number of other
14··things on the agenda that we might or might not get to,
15··depending on the disposition of this motion.··Our belief is
16··that we shouldn't even get to them because we should be able to
17··dismiss this or grant this on summary judgment at this time.
18·· · · ··And then going back to the statutes, a point that
19··Mr. Hall raises, Hawaii Revised Statutes 91-9(e) states that
20··the in contested cases, the record includes all pleadings,
21··motions and rulings.··Again, that says to me that this process
22··contemplates the hearing, not just of the testimony, or
23··whatnot, but motions themselves.··And that's exactly what we're
24··availing ourselves of today.
25·· · · ··And, finally, as the County points out, the Commission
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·1··has a long history of hearing and deciding motions.··It is
·2··fully within your power to do so.··So you're not blazing new
·3··ground by doing this.··I believe, attached it the County's
·4··brief, was a finding in the matter of Ludmila Guterman-Reeves,
·5··SM5-2008/0061.··I don't believe that was submitted for the
·6··purpose of saying that the law and the underlying facts are the
·7··same, or whatnot.··It's submitted for the purpose of showing
·8··that this commission does, indeed, have the power to do what
·9··we're asking you to do today, and we hope you exercise that
10··power.
11·· · · ··There are a lot of issues raised with whether or not
12··we've complied with both the permit process, the SMA Permit
13··process, but also of chatter about us hiding the ball and not
14··engaging the public and not be open in what we're doing, and
15··that's very far from the truth.··First, with regard to the SMA
16··process, we have complied with all of the SMA regulations.
17··We've submitted what was needed to be submitted.··We've gone
18··through the review that needed to be reviewed.··The County
19··agreed with us that our evaluation was substantially correct,
20··and that we were entitled to the permit that we were issued.
21··Beyond that, there have been numerous opportunities for public
22··engagement in this.
23·· · · ··As you've heard earlier today, there are -- the local
24··components in this project are very, very strong.··The manager
25··is going to be living here, has lived there for 36-odd years.
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·1··There's local investors.··We have local architects.··And, you
·2··know, we all care about the location we're building.··We don't
·3··want to see, you know, it downgraded at all.··It doesn't help
·4··Paia.··It doesn't help business, for that matter.
·5·· · · ··We have been before the Liquor Department on a number
·6··of occasions.··That was a public process.··Our office mailed
·7··out physical letters to every single owner within 500 feet.
·8··They were all invited to attend the Liquor Department hearings.
·9··We addressed a lot of concerns at that, which are valid
10··concerns, about traffic and noise and things you would normally
11··hear about or be concerned about with any establishment that
12··serves alcohol, and we addressed those.··We voluntarily put
13··restrictions on our liquor license so that live music, for
14··example, stops at 9:00.··The law doesn't do that.··We did that.
15··And we were willing to meet the concerns of the residents and
16··the neighbors where we felt we could because it's in everyone's
17··interest to do that.
18·· · · ··This project has gone before the UDRB.··They are the
19··ones who are charged with determining whether or not we are
20··complying with the design guidelines that all businesses within
21··certain zones have to comply with, Paia being one of them.··And
22··we do.··They did require changes to our plans.··Those changes
23··increased the cost.··I think in the submissions you'll see that
24··way back it September of last year or so, we were originally
25··anticipating that this was going to be about $60,000 less than
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·1··what was ultimately approved.··And those were direct results of
·2··the Urban Design Review Board saying, well, we'd like this or
·3··we'd like you to consider that.··Okay, it's affecting the
·4··bottom line.··But at the end of the day, it was the right thing
·5··to do, and we did it.
·6·· · · ··And then we have had voluntary public meetings.··We
·7··included information about those in the packet that I
·8··submitted.··We noticed them.··We got a signed permit to hang up
·9··saying, hey, we're going to have a public meeting.··A lot of
10··people came.··Three out of the four people who are suing us
11··today were at that meeting.··And they had the opportunity to
12··listen.··They had the opportunity to speak.··We didn't hide the
13··ball.··Again, if people would like to participate, we welcomed
14··it.
15·· · · ··What they're asking for here, I think, is the right to
16··participate where one doesn't exist.··There are SMA rules.··We
17··followed them.··We expect those who challenge an SMA to follow
18··them too.··And, in this case, the SMA rules say that if a
19··project is under a certain value and meets certain other
20··criteria, that you get a Minor; you don't have to go before the
21··Planning Commission.··As you all know, recently, within the
22··last couple of years, the dollar limit for that was raised from
23··$125,000 to $500,000.··Whether you agree with that or disagree
24··with that, that's the law.··And if we're under -- and if what
25··we're doing is under that, then we're entitled to the SMA Minor
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·1··process.··And we avail ourselves of that.
·2·· · · ··There are two major areas where the SMA -- they kick
·3··you into the SMA that Mr. Hall and his clients point out.··The
·4··first is the historical nature of what you're doing.··Now,
·5··their complaints were very specific.··They stated, "The town of
·6··Paia, including the Mercantile Building, is listed on the State
·7··Inventory of Historic Places by the SHPD.··That's not true.
·8··It's not listed by them.··And we've submitted, as part of our
·9··submissions, the registry of all buildings in Maui that are
10··listed by the State on the SHPD.··It's not there.··There's two
11··of them, neither of them are the Mercantile Building.
12·· · · ··So, okay, they back-off of that.··Then they change
13··their tune.··They say, well, it's old enough to be listed.
14··Again, not quite true.··For one, age is not an automatic
15··trigger, okay.··It's not an automatic trigger.··You can ask for
16··something to be listed and reviewed.··They may accept it.··They
17··may not.··Again, this isn't on the list.··The County's part, in
18··its process, looked into the building and determined that the
19··structural components of this building weren't old enough.
20··There wasn't enough left, okay.··So we heard there was a fire
21··back in the '30s.··It destroyed a lot of Paia.··This area's
22··been rebuilt a number of times.··Jacque's definitely was not 50
23··years old.··We're not dealing with a building that's listed or
24··eligible to be listed.
25·· · · ··And, frankly, as we submitted, one of the alterations
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·1··about a decade ago on this building was the restrooms and some
·2··foundation work that was performed at least under the
·3··supervision of one of the people that is suing us, Mr. Holter.
·4··Frankly, if this buildings was historic, he would have had to
·5··have gone before this Planning Commission back on the same
·6··rules, and he didn't.··So I think it's a little bit
·7··disingenuous to say it's not historic for me, it's historic for
·8··you.··And that's essentially what we're doing with this.
·9·· · · ··The second is valuation.··We're confident of it.··We're
10··spending money on it.··We've got contractors who are willing to
11··sign, you know, their name and say I will do this work for that
12··amount of money, and I've got to feed my family on it.··So
13··we're very confident on our valuation.··And, as you've heard,
14··we're pretty far into the building at this time.
15·· · · ··We've submitted our valuations to the Department as
16··part of the SMA process.··The SMA process required it.··We did
17··it.··They were reviewed.··And they came to the same conclusion
18··that we did.··What we have in the opposition is the statement
19··from a California based contractor who, by my research, has
20··never done a project in Hawaii, saying that I think this thing
21··should be at 850-odd thousand dollars.··And we had another
22··California contractor this morning who does work in San
23··Francisco and the wine country in California saying, oh, a
24··million three.··Well, the SMA rules are pretty strict.··It's
25··part of your valuation, you have to submit a statement by a
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·1··contractor, architect or an engineer who is licensed in the
·2··state of Hawaii attesting to the value.··We did that.··They
·3··didn't.
·4·· · · ··Now, there's two other problems.··Well, actually,
·5··that's the biggest problem, I'd say, with it.··Say, even if
·6··that was established properly before you, it couldn't even be
·7··considered by the Department and it can't be considered by you
·8··because the man holds no license to do any work in the state of
·9··Hawaii.··I really don't care what he'd charge someone in San
10··Francisco to do the work.··My concern is what you'd charge
11··someone here.··And we're in a different world here.
12·· · · ··The second issue is they couldn't even get that
13··contractor to stand behind his own statement.··If you noticed,
14··they've attached this contractor's bid, or whatever you want to
15··call it.··That was, you know, done based on one viewing of the
16··property and, I assume, a review of the plans.··They attached
17··it to an affidavit of Mike Newbro.··Well, you can't do that.
18··It's hearsay.··You can stand behind your own statements.··You
19··can't say what someone else is going to say.··So, again, two
20··problems with what they've submitted as furtherance of their
21··claim on valuation.··One, it's hearsay.··It's not admissible.
22··The second, even if it wasn't, it can't be used to support an
23··SMA application, let alone an opposition to it.
24·· · · ··And then a final thing I'd like to mention -- a couple
25··things, I'm sorry.··I'll try to be brief and wrap it up because
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·1··I appreciate your time.
·2·· · · ··There was a lot of talk about the attending concerns of
·3··traffic and parking and all of that, which those are concerns
·4··of ours, too.··It doesn't help if your customers are stuck in
·5··traffic and can't find a place to park, they'll just go
·6··somewhere else.··The Paia Town Center was part of a Master
·7··Plan.··It went before the Commission as an SMA Major -- I think
·8··it was back in '04 or '06 or so.··Quite a lot of review.··And
·9··this is one of those buildings and structures within that
10··Master Plan.
11·· · · ··It would be kind of like saying that Kaahumanu Center
12··has to reevaluate their parking needs every time they swap out
13··a store.··Not the case.··You got your space.··You know what
14··you've got.··You've got your parking and planning of traffic to
15··meet the needs, the maximum needs of the space of the Master
16··Plan, and then you can go ahead and fill it.··And that's what
17··we're doing.
18·· · · ··And then the final point -- I promise this is the final
19··point for now -- just to distinguish one of the cases that
20··Mr. Hall and his clients rely on fairly heavily.··They bring up
21··this case from the Big Island, the Curtis case, about how a
22··projects snuck in under the SMA rules at $90,000, when it's
23··really $170,000.··There's a footnote in his brief that says
24··there's some factual differences between that case and this.
25··Well, the factual differences are major.··That was a case where
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·1··someone was building a cell tower.··And the actual permit
·2··applications that they submitted to different departments
·3··within the County had different valuations.··They had $90,000
·4··for this department.··They had $170,000 for this department.
·5··This wasn't something that was discovered later on that came up
·6··at the end of some contested case.··This was something that
·7··they were actually saying, all right, for this department,
·8··here's your number; for that department, here's your number.
·9··We don't have that here.··All of our valuations are the same,
10··and we're staying with them.
11·· · · ··So in this instance, the Commission has the authority
12··to grant our motions to dismiss or for summary judgment on the
13··motions.··It has the precedent.··It's done it before.··And it's
14··frankly the right thing to do.··So I appreciate your time.
15··Thank you.
16·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··County.
17·· · · ··MR. HOPPER:··Thank you, Mr. Chair and Members of the
18··Commission.
19·· · · ··The County of Maui Department of Planning respectfully
20··requests that you grant the motion to dismiss consistent with
21··the County's joinder and the supplemental argument that was
22··filed in this case.··The Commission's hearing of this motion to
23··dismiss, as your counsel has already advised you, is a
24··contested case.··It satisfies the requirements under your rules
25··to hold a contested case hearing on appeal.··The Commission has
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·1··the substantial degree of flexibility in the procedures that it
·2··utilizes to decide and dispose of appeals.
·3·· · · ··Unlike the example that was given by Appellants of a
·4··court case where a commission was overturned when it considered
·5··a motion for injunction, this is a different case.··Because,
·6··clearly, this commission has the right and, in fact, the duty
·7··to determine this appeal.··The method by which it decides to
·8··determine the appeal is flexible and can be decided by the
·9··Commission under its rules.··And, in fact, a motion to dismiss,
10··as the Applicants have already referenced, has been used in an
11··SMA appeal case before in this commission to dismiss the case.
12··That was the Nulton case, attached to the County's joinder.
13·· · · ··The purpose of attaching that case was not to show
14··identical facts from this case because, admittedly, the facts
15··are different.··But in that case, an appeal was brought of a
16··Director decision under the SMA Permitting rules, and this
17··commission decided that case by a motion to dismiss.··It didn't
18··send it to a hearings officer.··It didn't have discovery or
19··lengthy testimony.··It decided the case by motion to dismiss.
20··And the County believes that is one example of what you are
21··authorized to do under your rules.··Again, the facts of that
22··case are different, but the procedural posture -- meaning how
23··it got to the Commission and the rules under which that appeal
24··was filed -- are identical to this case.··And there are some
25··compelling reasons for deciding this case by motion today, in
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·1··the County's view.··The concern of having in lengthy hearing
·2··and discovery process is that it may undermine the SMA Minor
·3··Permit process.
·4·· · · ··Now, the Hawaii State Legislature has prescribed, and
·5··the Commission in its rules prescribe, two different types of
·6··SMA Permits; one is the SMA Minor Permit, and the other is the
·7··SMA Major or Use Permit.··The Minor Permit exists for minor
·8··projects valued at under $500,000.··It can be approved
·9··administratively.··And unlike the SMA Minor -- sorry, the SMA
10··Major or Use permits are required to go before Commission for a
11··hearing.··They also allow the potential for interventions to be
12··granted and require notice for people within 500 feet of the
13··property and various other issues that the legislature
14··determined minor projects did not have to go through.··That was
15··the basis of the legislature.··And some of the legislative
16··history is provided in the motion to dismiss.
17·· · · ··In this current project is the prime example of the
18··type of projects that the legislature intended to qualify for
19··an SMA Minor Permit.··This is not a massive hotel renovation.
20··This is not the project like the project you just reviewed of
21··the substantial size.··This is not the Superferry project.
22··This is a restaurant and bar replacing a restaurant and bar.
23··It is not a new use.··It's not something that has never been
24··there before.··That's what's happening here.··And along those
25··lines, it's the type of project the legislature intended to
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·1··exempt under those rules.
·2·· · · ··Now, under the Commission's rules, it's the Planning
·3··Director, not the Commission, that determines valuation for
·4··projects and whether or not a Minor or Major Permit is
·5··required.··That is under your rules.··And the County's concern
·6··is that in this appeal proceeding, the Commission allows the
·7··multiple depositions that Appellants have requested.··They've
·8··already noticed they want to take the depositions of four
·9··separate people.··And if you allow that -- the lengthy
10··discovery, oral testimony, et cetera -- it would essentially
11··allow for a backdoor SMA Major permit hearing before this
12··Commission, where one is not allowed by law.
13·· · · ··In fact, that process would be more akin to an SMA
14··Major permit process where an intervention is granted.··And
15··that would essentially render the purpose of the SMA Minor
16··process meaningless because you could, essentially, jump into
17··the same process as a Major Permit hearing.··SMA Minor Permit
18··holders would be subject to costly and lengthy hearing
19··processes, and minor projects may be killed, as attorney's fees
20··and hearing costs increase all before the Commission makes any
21··determination on the appeal.
22·· · · ··I think the Commissioners can imagine a scenario where
23··you apply for your SMA assessment; your contractor provides a
24··valuation to the Planning Director; the Director reviews that,
25··along with a description of the project; issues your SMA Minor
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·1··Permit; and then your project is appealed.··In that case, that
·2··may be a neighbor, it may not be a neighbor, it may be an
·3··organization files an appeal and provides their own valuation
·4··of your project and says this is a better valuation; Planning
·5··Commission, you should accept this and not our valuation.··But
·6··I think there are very clear problems with this approach.··The
·7··issue of this appeal is not whether other estimates of
·8··valuation can be provided.··The issue is whether the valuation
·9··that the Director accepted was so flawed as to constitute an
10··abusive of discretion.··It was not.··The standard of review in
11··this appeal is very important, and I want to talk about that
12··briefly.
13·· · · ··In deciding that this appeal, the Commission's role is
14··not to substitute its own judgement of that of the Planning
15··Director.··The Commission, in most cases, sits and reviews a
16··permit application and determines whether to grant or to deny a
17··permit based on the criteria of the law and the application.
18··That's not the case here.··The Planning Director, again, has
19··the exclusive decision-making power under your SMA rules to
20··make valuation determinations and to decide whether or not
21··there's an SMA Minor or Major Permit required.··That's not a
22··Commission power, it's a Director power.··As such, the
23··Commission may only overturn the Director's issuance of the SMA
24··Minor Permit in accordance with your rules, which Rule 12-22-32
25··of your rules states the standard of review.
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·1·· · · ··The Commission is not permitted to reverse the
·2··Director's decision to issue the permit unless it finds the
·3··substantial rights of the Appellants have been prejudiced,
·4··because the issuance of the permit was based on clearly
·5··erroneous findings of material fact or erroneous application of
·6··the law, arbitrary or capricious in its application, or a
·7··clearly unwarranted abuse of discretion.··And it is this third
·8··standard that is applicable in this case, abuse of discretion.
·9··Because the Planning Director, under your rules, has the
10··discretion to determine the valuation and to determine whether
11··or not a Minor or Major Permit is required.
12·· · · ··Now, despite Appellant's assertions that the Director
13··is not entitled to deference in this case, the Commission's
14··rules state otherwise by providing the standard of review.··And
15··even in the Curtis case that the Appellant cites, the Court
16··states, quote, the agency's decision carries a presumption of
17··validity and Appellant has a heavy burden of making a
18··convincing showing that the decision is invalid because it is
19··unjust or unreasonable in its consequences.
20·· · · ··With that in mind, you can clearly see it's not a case
21··where the Commission decides whether or not they would have
22··granted the SMA Minor Permit or what valuation they would have
23··accepted; rather, you're reviewing the Director's decision in
24··determining whether or not it was an abuse of the Director's
25··discretion granted under your rules.··And in this case,
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·1··required by your rules, the Applicant submitted a valuation
·2··consistent with the rules that's estimated by the project
·3··architect and contractor.··The valuations are attached as
·4··Exhibits E and P to the Motion to Dismiss.··The application, as
·5··well as the supplemental information provided, and the amended
·6··application give a description of the work, the various
·7··elements involved in the work, and also includes various
·8··cost-saving elements that the project incorporated in it.··This
·9··information clearly satisfies the requirements of your rules.
10··It has also been consistently accepted by the Department as a
11··method of determining valuation for permitting purposes.
12·· · · ··Now, should the Commission wish to require a specific
13··form to be used in submitting valuation estimates or specific
14··additional information, the correct action would be to amend
15··your rules and require that of all applicants.··The correct
16··action would not be to reverse the Director's decision in this
17··case.··That would be a violation of the Commission's rules.··In
18··this case, the Planning Director determined, as authorized by
19··the rules, that these valuations were accepted, determined the
20··valuation consistent with the information provided, and
21··properly issued the SMA Minor Permit.
22·· · · ··And I wanted to just make a note about the discovery
23··requested by Appellants.··They said they plan to take at least
24··four depositions, perhaps more, in the future.··Discovery under
25··Rule 12-201-61 is permissive by this Commission.··It's not
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·1··mandatory.··The process maybe be utilized where the hearing
·2··officer finds that it's appropriate and will not unreasonably
·3··delay the proceeding.··There's no requirement for this
·4··Commission to hold discovery prior to determining this motion
·5··to dismiss.··It is discretionary.
·6·· · · ··In addition, the Department will want to note that the
·7··Appellant had requested documents from the Department earlier
·8··this year.··The Department provided notice to the Appellants
·9··that the documents were available and could be picked up after
10··paying for copy costs and various administrative fees for
11··providing the documents.··Since that letter, the Department
12··hasn't heard anything.··And the request under the Uniform
13··Information Practices Act is deemed abandoned at this point.
14··So there has been time in this case for discovery or document
15··requests as well.
16·· · · ··And to conclude, in this case, because the Director
17··acted within the clear scope of his authority in issuing the
18··SMA Minor Permit, the Department respectfully requests that the
19··Commission grant the motion to dismiss.··Thank you.
20·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··At this time, I'd like to take a
21··ten-minute break.··We've been sitting here for a while.··Thank
22··you.
23·· · · ··(Recess taken.)
24·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Planning Commission is now called
25··back in session.
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·1·· · · ··Mr. Hall.
·2·· · · ··MR. HALL:··I'd ask Corporation Counsel if I could try
·3··to assess when the Commissioners (Inaudible) to determine
·4··whether you had a chance to read it or not yet.··It has some
·5··impact on how much detail I have to go through the motion, if
·6··that's possible.
·7·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Anyone not get a chance to read
·8··through that, Commissioners?
·9·· · · ··No, we all had a chance.
10·· · · ··MR. HALL:··Okay, thank you very much.··I appreciate
11··that you had a chance to.
12·· · · ··I'd like to start off, the Applicant, Rock & Brews, had
13··its expert architect stand up and circulate to the
14··Commissioners only what I think is an insult to the Appellants.
15··A cynical insult.··He was the architect, supposedly.··He's a
16··professional.··And for him to circulate to all of you this
17··little -18·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Is relevant to the motion to dismiss?
19·· · · ··MR. HALL:··Yes, it is.··That's not where we're coming
20··from at all.
21·· · · ··The legislature, in enacting the Coastal Zone
22··Management Act, made a primary goal and objective of public
23··participation.··The County, unfortunately, and the Applicant,
24··unfortunately, have reversed this whole thing.··They're saying,
25··oh, primarily everybody gets to get out of it; they get to be
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·1··exempt, or they get to do an SMA Minor where there's no public
·2··participation unless we show -- and we have to accept the blind
·3··deference that the Planning Director has, and we have no right
·4··to appeal; whereas, they got it totally reversed.··The
·5··legislature said we are empowering the public to have a right
·6··of public participation in this process, and you can only
·7··subvert that right under two conditions:··One, the valuation is
·8··less than $500,000; and, two, it is established in the Planning
·9··Director's mind that there will be no substantial adverse,
10··environmental, or ecological affects of the project.··Only
11··under those two conditions can the Planning Director subvert
12··our rights to participate in the SMA Permit process.
13·· · · ··We don't have to accept that.··You folks have provided
14··a process to appeal.··It's not as if there's nothing we can do
15··about it.··We can appeal if we feel that it was undervalued,
16··which we feel this was; and, number two, if there was no proper
17··assessment of whether this project had a significant adverse
18··affect on environmental impacts or not.
19·· · · ··Now, these motions that have been filed present complex
20··legal arguments that are typically presented and decided by
21··experienced circuit court judges.··This is a difficult matter
22··for you folks to decide.··There are no attorneys on your Board.
23··I would suggest that these motions either be referred to a
24··hearings officer, who is a lawyer, who can make a
25··recommendation to you on what to do with these motions; or,
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·1··that the Commission have a written opinion from Corporation
·2··Counsel, presented in public before any decision is made.
·3·· · · ··What's very important to us is that the Commission, in
·4··reviewing and deciding these motions, can only consider the
·5··pleadings that it has:··The motion and the attachments to it;
·6··the joinder, it had one attachment; and our memorandum in
·7··opposition in the attachments that were -- they did.
·8··Everything that the Commission has heard this morning from the
·9··public testimony it has to put out of its mind.··Everything
10··that it heard this afternoon that it heard during public
11··testimony, it cannot consider.··In addition, Mr. Horowitz has
12··added things to the record in his oral argument that aren't
13··supported by the documents that he filed with you.··You can't
14··consider those statements.··And the same with Mr. Hopper, he's
15··made some arguments that weren't included in his motions
16··either.
17·· · · ··The motion to dismiss cannot be granted.··Basically, in
18··a motion to dismiss, the standard of review is you have to only
19··look at the two notices of appeal, look at them alone.··You
20··have to assume that all of the facts in those notices of appeal
21··are true.··And if you do both of those things, we clearly have
22··alleged in those notices of appeal sufficient facts to prevail
23··on the appeal, and you would have to deny that motion to
24··dismiss.
25·· · · ··Secondly, when documents are attached to a motion to
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·1··dismiss, it can't be granted anyway.··And, as you know, the
·2··Applicant attached lots of documents to its motion to dismiss.
·3··The law with regard to motions to dismiss is if you choose to
·4··attach documents to your motion to dismiss, it becomes
·5··transformed into a motion for summary judgment.··In other
·6··words, your motion to dismiss has gone out the window; it's no
·7··longer applicable; it cannot be granted; you can only consider
·8··it as a motion for summary judgment.··But the motion for
·9··summary judgment can't be granted either.··When the facts are
10··in dispute in a motion for summary judgment, the motion for
11··summary judgment must be denied.
12·· · · ··And one of the principle matters in this whole -- what
13··we presented to you is we have been denied public participation
14··already through the SMA Minor Permit process.··We have not been
15··allowed to participate.··And now, once again, through this
16··motion for summary judgment, the Applicant, and now the County
17··for the Planning Director, are trying to deprive us our right
18··to have a contested case evidentiary hearing through a summary
19··motion with skimpy facts, trying to uphold the decision of the
20··Planning Director, which you cannot do.··These appeals should
21··proceed to mediation and then a contested case hearing.··The
22··issues raised by the parties in the pleadings today can be
23··appropriately considered and resolved in the context of a
24··contested case evidentiary hearing, not summarily here.··You're
25··in no position to try all of these facts and decide that the
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·1··Planning Director made a correct decision.
·2·· · · ··The Applicant has continually misrepresented the facts
·3··and the law in the case.··This project, the Rock & Brews
·4··project, is not part of a Master Plan Project that has already
·5··been reviewed by you.··Rock & Brews did not exist at the time
·6··the Master Plan was reviewed.··Some other plan existed.··You
·7··have never reviewed it.··Otherwise, they wouldn't be applying
·8··for an SMA Permit now, they would be relying on some other SMA
·9··Permit.
10·· · · ··Throughout this process, the Applicant has been
11··representing that this is the refurbishment and renovation of
12··an existing building.··It's actually the demolition and
13··construction of a new two-story high building.··I have taken
14··the trouble to give you copies of color photographs of
15··construction that has taken place.··These are our exhibits.
16··Yours are black and white.··The color helps you out.··The first
17··shows the demolition taking place.··And, by the way, that's the
18··Mercantile Building in the back there if you think it wasn't
19··touched.··It was.··Exhibit 2 shows all the existing foundations
20··that were pulled up during the demolition.··And it wasn't just
21··the bathroom that was demolished, by the way.
22·· · · ··If any of you are familiar are Jacque's, Jacque's had
23··an outdoor courtyard.··That was it.··An outdoor courtyard with
24··a fence around it, some tables, and some umbrellas.··There was
25··no roof over it.··There were no walls.··There were no locked
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·1··doors.··There was nothing there.··They have replaced what was
·2··truly an outdoor courtyard with a building that has four sides
·3··and is two-stories high.··And they have called that a
·4··refurbishment and a renovation.··That is a huge
·5··misrepresentation of the scope of this project and limited in
·6··its review.
·7·· · · ··The Applicant represented that the project was within
·8··an existing commercial building and did not involve any
·9··digging.··You're required to file with your application a form
10··that describes your project.··The Applicant has submitted this
11··form to you.··It's Exhibit A, page 10.··On Section A of that,
12··it says effects natural or cultural resources, historic site.
13··No significant impact.··Is there anything to support that?··No,
14··there's nothing to support that.··What they say is the project
15··site is to be within -- within in an already existing
16··commercial building.··That's not what this is.··They totally
17··demolished the outdoor courtyard and the bathroom and built a
18··totally new building.
19·· · · ··Then K.··Does it alter natural land forms?··The project
20··does not involve any digging or grading.··Please look with me
21··at Exhibit 1, Exhibit 2, Exhibit 3.··Exhibit 3, we're right
22··down to the dirt.··Right down to the dirt.··No digging.··No
23··grading.
24·· · · ··They say they met the concerns of the neighbors.··Every
25··time the neighbors met with them, they refused to provide us
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·1··the cost documents, their written evaluation.··They said, oh,
·2··we'll talk to you about everything; but if you want to try to
·3··verify our figures, forget it, you'll have to go to a contested
·4··case hearing to find those out.··That's why we're here.
·5·· · · ··The Rock & Brews people decided to construct their own
·6··risk.··We filed a timely appeal, they started construction, and
·7··they rushed their construction.··The case law on that is that
·8··they have proceeded at their own risk that, at some point in
·9··time, they're going to lose and their permits are going to get
10··pulled.··But they're at their own risk.
11·· · · ··The Curtis case is similar to this case and should
12··dictate the outcome of this case.··Curtis was about a US
13··Cellular tower on the Big Island.··The Planning Director -14··just like what happened here -- at the time the maximum was
15··$125,000, estimated that it was $63,000.··The neighbors around
16··there said, no way, that tower was much more than that.··So
17··they filed an appeal.··The Planning Director similarly
18··dismissed the appeal as being untimely.··The neighbors went to
19··circuit court.··The circuit court said, sorry, those neighbors
20··are entitled to a contested case; sent it back to the Big
21··Island.··There was a Board of Variances appeal there, I think.
22··That may be -- but it was an appeals body.··That appeals body
23··held a contested case hearing.
24·· · · ··Now, this is important.··Because at that contested case
25··hearing, what Mr. Hopper told you turned out to be -- what he
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·1··told you was false and what the Applicant told you was false.
·2··Because what happened at that contested case hearing is the
·3··Planning Director testified, the tax people testified about
·4··values, and the Applicants -- the person that constructed the
·5··tower.··Because, like here, the Applicant went ahead and
·6··constructed the tower anyway.··So they had the representative
·7··of US Cellular testified at the contested case hearing and
·8··said, you know what, it actually cost us $170,000 to construct
·9··that tower.··And the dba there, whatever -- they ruled against
10··the neighbors.··The neighbors appealed to circuit court.··The
11··circuit court agreed with the neighbors.··The circuit court
12··invalidating the SMA Minor Permit, they required an SMA Major
13··Permit, and they voided all of the building permits that were
14··issued for that project because the SMA Minor Permit should not
15··have been issued.
16·· · · ··Then US Cellular appealed to the Hawaii Supreme Court.
17··Went to the Hawaii Supreme Court.··And the Hawaii Supreme Court
18··looked at it; looked the set of standards for what valuation
19··is; and said, you know, the test for structures is replacement
20··cost and replacement cost in -- when you do appraisals is the
21··equivalent of actual cost.··And they said one of the major
22··factors in affirming what the circuit court did was finding -23··relying on how much the actual cost exceeded all the other
24··prior estimates.··They're saying the fact that it actually cost
25··$170,000 to build it, and that exceeded $125,000 by so much,
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·1··we're invalidating the SMA Minor.··And so it's wrong that in
·2··this contested case hearing, we don't get any evidence.··The
·3··Hawaii Supreme Court found it very significant of what the
·4··actual costs are.··And we intend to find out what those actual
·5··costs are.··They've gone ahead.··They're constructing.··And we
·6··want to know.··We want to find out what those costs are.
·7·· · · ··Now, when Mr. Hopper says we want to do all these
·8··depositions, there's nothing in our documents that said we
·9··wanted to do depositions.··There's not a single thing saying we
10··want to do depositions.··I said we wanted to do subpoenas so we
11··could get witnesses to attend a hearing and testify; do a
12··subpoena duces tecum, which means get the witnesses to bring
13··documents with them.··So what we would want to do is get the
14··actual costs that are being incurred right now as they build
15··brought to the contested case hearing.··Because that's what the
16··Hawaii Supreme Court said is supremely relevant; how much are
17··they really actually spending, actual costs.··So that's
18··important.
19·· · · ··Now, the Planning Commission has to deny these motions.
20··There is no Commission authority for a motion for summary
21··judgment or a motion to dismiss.··When I say that, I'm saying
22··for those particular types of motions, you won't find anything
23··in your rules that say we authorize you to file a motion for
24··summary judgment to try to shorten or short-circuit an appeal
25··or a contested case, we authorize you to file a motion to
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·1··dismiss to short-circuit a contested case, there is no
·2··authority.··And in the cases I cited say any authority you have
·3··has to come from the legislature or your rules.··And it's not
·4··in any of your rules that you have that.
·5·· · · ··Mr. Horowitz got up here and argued and said, hey, a
·6··motion, Rule 12-201-66 says you can file a motion.··That must
·7··mean any motion I can think of.··That authorizes me to file
·8··whatever I can think of.··And so he's saying those are allowed
·9··in circuit court, so I must be able to file them here.··But
10··that's not true.··There's nothing in the Circuit Court Rules
11··that says the motions you can file in the circuit court can be
12··filed in the Planning Commission.··And there's nothing in the
13··Planning Commission Rules that says anything you can file in
14··the circuit court, you can file in the Planning Commission.
15·· · · ··And there is a case that Mr. Hopper agrees that there
16··was, you can file motions for injunctive relief in the circuit
17··court.··And that's one issue that the Hawaii Supreme Court did
18··take up in the Morgan case.··The Kauai Planning Commission
19··tried to grant injunctive relief, and the Hawaii Supreme Court
20··looked at the statute and said there's no authority for the
21··Commission to grant injunctive relief.··And then they
22··looked and said if the Planning Commission didn't give you
23··authority -- I mean, excuse me.··If the legislature did not
24··give you the authority to file a motion for injunctive relief,
25··you don't have the authority to file a motion for injunctive
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·1··relief.··So it is not at all clear.··I think it's more clear on
·2··my side that you don't have the authority to hear or decide a
·3··motion for summary judgment or a motion to dismiss.
·4·· · · ··Certainly, just by saying you can file any motion that
·5··you can think of -- that's Mr. Horowitz' argument.··That
·6··doesn't go very far.··The Nulton case is not a precedent.··We
·7··were not parties to that case.··The facts are totally
·8··different.··And that case dealt with an eight-foot high
·9··wall -- not an eight-foot high wall, but an eight-foot long
10··wall; three temporary storage sheds; and a garden structure.
11··It's got nothing to do with what we're talking about here.··In
12··the findings and conclusions that got issued, it says the
13··dispute was a private matter, having nothing to do with the
14··goals and objectives of the CZMA.··That's not our case.··This
15··case does have to do with the goals and objectives of the CZMA,
16··our right to public participation.
17·· · · ··It also says Nulton was attempting to enforce the
18··agricultural setback zoning law in SMA proceedings.··They said,
19··well, you know, you can't do that with an SMA Permit, so we're
20··not going to let you.··It also said Nulton was complaining that
21··the wall impaired access when the wall was built for drainage
22··purposes.··Okay, so something else.
23·· · · ··In addition, it's not clear from the one document that
24··he attached whether Nulton's attorney ever objected to the
25··procedure.··If Nulton's attorney ever objected to the
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·1··procedure, then, you know, it's a whole different situation.··I
·2··couldn't tell from the pleading whether he objected or not.
·3··I'm certainly objecting.··And when Mr. Horowitz said you've
·4··done this on numerous occasions, there's only one that's on the
·5··record, Nulton.··And we don't agree that you can do it here.
·6·· · · ··The Applicant is asking you to apply the wrong
·7··standards of law.··I think I've gone into them a bit already
·8··here.··On a motion to dismiss, if you apply the correct
·9··standards of law, you'd have to deny the motion to dismiss.··On
10··a motion for summary judgment, it cannot be used to deprive a
11··private party of its right to appeal on disputed facts, as
12··here.··The Movant has a burden of demonstrating that the
13··material facts are not in dispute.··Movant hasn't done that.
14··That Movant has to show it's entitled to judgment as a matter
15··of law.··And the Movant has to do that based on admissible
16··evidence.··The Movant has not done that.··Both the Applicant
17··and the Planning Director have failed to do that.
18·· · · ··Now, in the decision of the Planning Director, the
19··Planning Director only now has come forward and cited the
20··proper standard review of the Planning Director's decisions.
21··It's in your own rules, 12-202-32.··The decision can be
22··reversed or invalidated if it's based on clearly erroneous
23··findings of fact, material fact, or erroneous application of
24··the law, arbitrary and capricious in its application, or
25··clearly unwarranted abuse of discretion.
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·1·· · · ··Now, throughout, their only argument -- the Applicant
·2··and the Planning Director -- is that we have to show an abuse
·3··of discretion.··That is totally wrong.··Your rules allow us to
·4··show that it was based on clearly erroneous findings of
·5··material fact.··We intend to do that.··And we allege that in
·6··our notices of appeal, the rules allow us to show that it was
·7··based on an erroneous application of the law.··We plan -·8··intend to do that.··We intend to show that it was arbitrary,
·9··capricious in its application.··Again, they focused only on
10··abuse of discretion.··They did not even consider that we are
11··going to prove that the decision was erroneous for the other
12··reasons.··And for that reason, these motions have to be denied.
13·· · · ··Even with the abuse of discretion standard, the
14··Applicant and the Planning Director have given you the wrong
15··standard of review.··And I'm going to quote this, because the
16··Applicant claims on page 6 of its memorandum that it is well
17··established that an agency's decision carries a presumption of
18··validity, and a party seeking to appeal the decision has a
19··heavy burden of making a convincing showing that the decision
20··is invalid because it is unjust and unreasonable in its
21··consequences.··The Planning Director repeats the same standard.
22··But then the Planning Director adds on something additional,
23··saying we've got to prove that it's egregiously flawed, which
24··comes out of nowhere.··The Applicant and Planning Director
25··repeat this over and over again, that this is a standard that
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·1··we have to meet.··And they allege that we can't do to.
·2·· · · ··But what both the Applicant -- well, the Applicant and
·3··the Planning Director rely on a 1999 case for this standard, a
·4··1998 case for this standard, and a 1993 case for this standard.
·5··But what both of them neglected to do was to realize that this
·6··standard of review was rejected by the Hawaii Supreme Court in
·7··2004, in Paul's Electric Service, Inc., v. Bifatel (Phonetic).
·8··The court goes through that standard of review that they both
·9··say is applicable and that you should apply in our case and
10··says, no, that's not the proper standard of review.··They say
11··deference is flexible.··It depends on what kind of deference
12··the legislature gave to the Planning Director.
13·· · · ··You've got to look and see what kind of deference the
14··legislature gave.··And you've also got to look at the rules and
15··regulations and your own rules and regulations to look and see
16··what the Planning Director is supposed to do when he made his
17··decision.··And what he was supposed to do is he was supposed to
18··look at a written evaluation of the project.··The whole
19··project.··Not just some of the project, the whole project.··And
20··he was supposed to have evidence before him of the
21··environmental consequences of the action so that he could make
22··for himself a determination about whether this project would or
23··would not have significant adverse impacts on the environment.
24··The Appellant's public participation rights pertain to the SMA
25··Permit process, not some other permit processes.
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·1·· · · ··The Costal Zone Management Act is primary.··And it was
·2··passed as a special control.··Even at the time when we had
·3··zoning ordinances, we had liquor commissions, we had all sorts
·4··of things, legislature said this is not enough, we need more.
·5··So they created the SMA Permit process and -- for major permits
·6··allowed -- required that there be notices of public hearing,
·7··notice to neighbors within 500 feet, opportunity to intervene,
·8··and the right to have the Maui Planning Commission be the body
·9··that issues, passes on SMA Permits.
10·· · · ··The facile exemption, issuance of exemption from permit
11··processes like these, has been rejected by the Hawaii Supreme
12··Court over and over again because it deprives our citizens of
13··their public participation rights.··Kahana Sunset is a Maui
14··Planning Commission case.··Not with the SMA, but the SMA Permit
15··did get invalidated where the Maui Planning Commission exempted
16··the Kahana Sunset project -- not the Kahana Sunset, the Napili
17··Villages project from the EIS process.··And the Supreme Court
18··said this undercut the ability of the public to participate in
19··the environmental review process.··And that was very important
20··because the legislature wanted the public to be able to
21··participate.
22·· · · ··In the Superferry case, same thing.··Hawaii Supreme
23··Court said contrary to the expressly stated purpose and intent
24··of EPA, the public was prevented from participating in an
25··environmental review process.··And it said all parties involved
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·1··in society as a whole would have benefited had the public been
·2··allowed to participate in a review process of the Superferry
·3··process, as envisioned by the legislature, when it enacted the
·4··Environmental Policy Act.
·5·· · · ··The same is equally true here with respect to Chapter
·6··205A and this case.··The Planning Director's overly facile
·7··exemption of the Rock & Brews project from the SMA Major Permit
·8··process to the issuance of SMA Minor permit prevented members
·9··of the public from participating in the SMA Major Permit
10··process contrary to the stated purpose and intent of Chapter
11··205A.··That's our claim.
12·· · · ··The fact that other permit processes were available
13··cannot be substituted for public hearing and decision-making by
14··the Maui Planning Commission, assured by Chapter 205A.··It
15··doesn't matter that the Liquor Commission held hearings on a
16··liquor control permit.··They have nothing to do with SMA
17··Permits.··They can't issue SMA Permits.··They're not required
18··to follow the objectives and guidelines.··It has nothing to do
19··with it.··The Urban Design Review Board can't issue SMA
20··Permits.··They have no power to review permits.··They don't
21··provide notice of SMA Permits.··The community meeting conducted
22··by R&B, your rules ask all developers to hold their own
23··voluntary meetings.··That's what they did.··That's not a
24··substitute for the SMA Major Permit process.··And even the
25··testimony you received today, that's not a substitute for the
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·1··SMA Major Permit process.
·2·· · · ··The Applicant has not demonstrated that the Planning
·3··Director did not err on the valuation.··The standard for
·4··valuation, I just said, has to do with if there's structures
·5··involved, its replacement value or actual cost.··If there's not
·6··structures involved, it's fair market value.··You have to look
·7··at the development as a whole, including demolition.··And here
·8··the Applicant, as they say, was not hiding the ball.··No, the
·9··Applicant was hiding the ball that demolition was a large
10··component for this project.··And under the Hawaii's Thousand
11··Friends case, that's a legal err reversible.
12·· · · ··The Applicant has not presented facts relied upon by
13··the Planning Director in determining a valuation of less than
14··$500,000.··There's no testimony under oath by the Planning
15··Director presented to you stating what he even did in this
16··case.··It doesn't say what he relied on.··It doesn't even -- no
17··written evaluation, as required by your rules, has been
18··presented to you.··They haven't met their burden of showing
19··what the Planning Director did to review this project; and,
20··particularly, the dollar amount.
21·· · · ··The documents presented by the Applicant are not
22··competent evidence in the value of the project.··Now they're
23··coming forward with these proposals and they have the gull to
24··call them construction contracts.··And I know that many of you
25··on this Commission are in the construction industry or are
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·1··familiar with the construction industry.··If you look at those
·2··proposals, I know you know they're not construction contracts.
·3··But that's what they're alleging to you are construction
·4··contracts.··But they're not.··Do you have construction
·5··contracts that are undated?··No.··There's no evidence -- they
·6··are unauthenticated as well.··There' no proof that the Planning
·7··Director even relied on those documents.··They totally lack in
·8··necessary detail.··They leave out important costs.
·9·· · · ··If you look at the proposal itself, right at the top it
10··says limited to the shell and core of the building.··They've
11··left out everything else.··It's just the shell and core of the
12··building.··It doesn't include demolition, site work, fire
13··system, underground work.··None of the finished work is
14··indicated on those proposals.··No drywall work.··No painting
15··work.··No fixtures.··So it isn't even complete.··It's not a
16··complete assessment valuation of all the costs involved.
17·· · · ··We didn't have to -- since the Applicant and the
18··Planning Director have not even met their own burden of proof,
19··we didn't have to present something to show that the evidence
20··was in conflict.··But we did.··We attached our own valuation,
21··which is, if you look at it, I think you will agree -22··particularly, those of you who are in the construction
23··industry; that is, our Exhibit 7 is a much, much more detailed
24··valuation of the costs involved in this project.
25·· · · ··We had Mark Brader (Phonetic).··He looked at the plans
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·1··and specifications, 58 pages worth, for this project.··This
·2··isn't a cursory review.··He looked at the 58 sheets that were
·3··approved by Maui County for this project, and he assessed the
·4··value of that at $866,247.··Mr. Brader is going to come and
·5··testify at the contested case hearing.··And you can hear how
·6··all that was done.··And he can be cross-examined by the
·7··Applicant and the County if they want.
·8·· · · ··We had Eric Taniguchi, who didn't present anything.··He
·9··can't be considered.··And we have Jim Niess, who we don't have
10··anything from him.··He can't be considered.
11·· · · ··Now, Mr. Horowitz complains, oh, this is hearsay.
12··Hearsay is not a problem with your evidentiary rules.··We're
13··offering to prove this in the contested case evidentiary
14··hearing.··He said it can't be considered by you because he's
15··not a Hawaii licensed architect or contractor.··That's not what
16··the Curtis case said.··If you look at Curtis, by the Hawaii
17··Supreme Court, they affirm, based on a contested case hearing,
18··that the Planning Department Director testified, people from
19··the tax office testified.··And the representative from US
20··Cellular testified, and she was from the mainland.··So it's not
21··limited in that way, as Mr. Horowitz said.
22·· · · ··The issues raised by the Appellants are within the
23··scope of protection of the CZMA and require the Major SMA
24··Permit.··The Planning Director did not have any basis for
25··finding there would be no adverse impacts.··Applicant submitted
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·1··a one-page document.··Again, Exhibit A, page 10.··All there are
·2··is these conclusory statements; no significant impact.··Affects
·3··natural or cultural resource, historical sites; no significant
·4··impact.··Curtails -- of beneficial uses; no significant impact.
·5··Traffic impact; no significant impact.··On and on.··There's no
·6··evidence to support any of those findings.··Appellants, on the
·7··other hand, only need to show that they may have impacts.··And
·8··if you look at the two notices of appeal, we've clearly showed
·9··that this project may have significant adverse impacts.
10·· · · ··The Applicant says, oh, traffic impacts, they can't
11··even be considered.··And, actually, the TAPAS case allows them
12··in a CZMA proceeding.··Unite Here case clearly indicates that
13··these are environmental impacts.··And, actually, it's
14··interesting that this form says by -- this is, again, page 10,
15··of Applicant's Exhibit A.··By itself; i.e., increased traffic
16··and deficiencies in services.··So the Planning Department here
17··thinks traffic impacts need to be addressed.
18·· · · ··There isn't any analysis of the traffic impacts of this
19··project and there's no analysis of the traffic impacts of the
20··Jacque's Restaurant.··There's no basis for finding there won't
21··be any adverse traffic impact.··In fact, all this developer did
22··was say we're grandfathered for parking requirements, we don't
23··have to provide any parking; we don't have to provide any
24··stalls.··That's all they did.··We're grandfathered.
25·· · · ··What's that do for Paia, I ask you, if you're concerned
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·1··for Paia?··That means all their people are just left to find a
·2··place to park.··They don't have any stalls for them.··They're
·3··not providing any stalls for all these people.··That's an
·4··adverse impact.··It's going to exacerbate the traffic problems
·5··we already have in Paia and the parking problems we already
·6··have in Paia, and they have been totally addressed.··So there
·7··was no basis for finding there weren't any adverse traffic
·8··impacts.
·9·· · · ··Adverse impacts of historic properties.··Mr. Horowitz
10··has butchered our historic preservation law.··Historic
11··properties are within the protection of -- the scope and
12··protection of the CZMA.··Actually, HRS 6E defines historic
13··property, in part, as any building over 50 years old.··That's
14··the bottom line.··And the Mercantile Building is over 50 years
15··old.
16·· · · ··And if you look at Exhibit 1 again, you're going to be
17··looking at the Paia Mercantile Building, and you're going to be
18··looking at a whole new wall that was constructed there by Rock
19··& Brews.··All that has to be happening here is that they are
20··affecting a historic building, and that triggers the Historic
21··Preservation Review process.··No indication anywhere in here
22··that they undertook Historic Preservation Review process at
23··all.··In fact, back to their assessment, which is what the
24··Planning Director relied on to find there would be no adverse
25··impacts, Exhibit A, page 10, A, affects natural and cultural
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·1··resources, historic site.··No significant impact.··Why?··The
·2··project site is to be within an already existing commercial
·3··building.··Hello.··That you demolished.··That you totally
·4··demolished down to the dirt.··That's within a building?
·5·· · · ··Now, Appellants are entitled to a continuation of this
·6··hearing.··Even if you could hear a motion for summary judgment,
·7··there is a Rule 56(f) that allows -- if we need to do discovery
·8··to defeat this motion, we're allowed to do it under Rule 56(f).
·9··But there hasn't been any opportunity to do discovery.··We're
10··allowed to do it.
11·· · · ··Now, Mr. Hopper has kind of mischaracterized the kind
12··of discovery we want to do.··The kind of discovery we want to
13··do, as I said in here, is to get the actual record of what
14··they're spending on this.··We think that's going to be the
15··beginning and end of this; that they're spending well over
16··$500,000 on this project.··And we agree the hearings officer
17··has to allow us to do that.··We agree that has to be the
18··hearings officer's discretion.··But your rules do allow for
19··discovery in a contested case process.··We're not trying to
20··slow anything down or delay anything, but we do want to
21··subpoena those records and make sure they get in.··The Hawaii
22··Supreme Court said you're entitled to that.
23·· · · ··I'll conclude.··I can see you're ready.
24·· · · ··This review has to be based on the record that you have
25··in front of you -- excuse me if I've taken so much time, but I
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·1··want to make sure you get it -- is based on the review of the
·2··record and the motions that are filed, the joinder and the
·3··opposition, nothing else.··And based on those, you must deny
·4··the motions.··Thank you.
·5·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··We're going to take a ten-minute
·6··break.··Be back at 3:15.
·7·· · · ··(Recess taken.)
·8·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··At this time, we turn over to
·9··Mr. Horowitz and Mr. Hopper.··But I want to remind everyone
10··that we're going to lose quorum soon.··So if we can move this
11··along quickly, thank you.
12·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··Thank you, Mr. Chair.··I'll be very
13··brief.
14·· · · ··I just wanted to respond to a few things that were
15··brought up by Mr. Hall.··The first is the motion to dismiss or
16··motion for summary judgment.··Summary judgement allows you to
17··consider all the evidence and documents and everything that
18··both I submitted and Mr. Hall submitted and the County
19··submitted.··We've actually given you both options in our
20··motion, so you can pick either/or.··On the summary judgment,
21··once we've proven our case, it's up to him to come forward with
22··actual evidence that refutes it, not just saying, oh, I'll
23··prove it later.··And he hasn't done that, as I pointed out.
24·· · · ··And that leads into the purpose of these motions -- of
25··even filing a complaint.··You're not allowed to shoot first,
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·1··and ask questions later.··You just can't do it.··You have to
·2··have some good faith basis for what you're doing.··And what he
·3··says is, oh, I'll prove it later, I'll prove it later.··We'll
·4··it's clear from what he submitted, he didn't even have anyone
·5··go out there until well after they filed their appeal.··He shot
·6··first, and then he asked questions later.··He raised a lot of
·7··issues about us going down to the dirt.
·8·· · · ··Well, two things.··Our application -- our original SMA
·9··did say we were going to be putting up a new steel-framed
10··building and what the size was.··That was approved by the UDRB.
11··That was never him.··It was entirely our intent to leave the
12··floor and to leave the restrooms that were actually constructed
13··by Mr. Holter, one of the Appellants.··When we got to those
14··restrooms, we found out they weren't built with treated lumber.
15··They were termite-ridden.··They were rotten.··And they weren't
16··attached to the foundation.··That's a safety violation.··We
17··can't do it.··We can't open a restaurant with those things.
18··They had to go.··And, frankly, it's not that difficult to take
19··something like that down.
20·· · · ··We also found out that the concrete had -- it was all
21··wavy.··We all know that.··But it was also -- it had no rebar or
22··structural support.··Again, a code violation.··Can't stay.··We
23··pulled it out.··We also find an old car under there.··So you've
24··got a lot of issues.··And, yes, it had to go back down to the
25··dirt.··We made that part of our amended application.··We stated
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·1··this is why we had to do what we did.··We were fined because
·2··the restrooms came down before we could get a permit.··But
·3··that's kind of what happens when you have something built as
·4··shoddily as that.··Again, these weren't built by us.··This is
·5··what we found.
·6·· · · ··The Curtis case, Mr. Hall says, hey, let's rely on
·7··that.··Well, fine, let's rely on that.··And, again, that was
·8··not a where an Appellant discovered something.··That was a case
·9··where the Applicant themselves had stated different values of
10··different departments.··And I'll quote from that.··US Cellular
11··reported the value of the tower structure as $170,700 on their
12··building permit application.··This is after they stated to
13··another commission that it was only $70,000.··That was their
14··own stuff.··We don't have that here.··We have our value.··We're
15··good with it.··We were consistent with it across the board.
16·· · · ··This is not an EIS situation.··We're not dealing with
17··Superferry.··We're dealing with a restaurant that is going into
18··an existing restaurant space.··Now, if you want to get into
19··environmental impact, you should also consider that our
20··restaurant is smaller than Jacque's.··Our occupancy is less.
21··Our square footage is less.··That, to me, means you're going to
22··have less of an impact.··So if you want to truly evaluate it,
23··they should be applauding us for decreasing the traffic in
24··Paia.··But they, obviously, are not.
25·· · · ··And then the final is just really an equitable
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·1··consideration.··What they're trying to do here find a way to
·2··challenge essentially any permit application, whether it's a
·3··Minor or Major -- you know, would normally come before the
·4··Planning Commission.··That's not allowed.··There are certain
·5··things that come before you, and there are certain things that
·6··aren't.··You guys know your rules better than probably anyone
·7··here testifying today.··But what this really does is just runs
·8··up costs.
·9·· · · ··You know, I've been a lawyer for about 16 years.··We're
10··not cheap.··Running litigation is not cheap for clients.··And
11··you're going to have a situation where, just because someone
12··wants to shoot first and ask questions later, they're going to
13··run someone out of business.··And that's just not right.··If
14··there's a legal reason why this has to be an SMA Major, under
15··the SMA Rules -- which is valuation and historical issues, this
16··is not -- then we wouldn't be here.··But we're not.··They're
17··trying to get this in for reasons that are not acceptable.··And
18··I'd ask that you grant the motion to dismiss or grant the
19··motion for summary judgment, both of which are before you.
20··Thank you.
21·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Does Mr. Hopper wish to say anything?
22·· · · ··MR. HOPPER:··If there's questioning, I have one
23··brief point -24·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Tsai.
25·· · · ··COMMISSIONER TSAI:··I'd like to make a motion to grant
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·1··the dismissal.
·2·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··A motion from Commissioner Tsai for
·3··dismissal and seconded by Commissioner Freitas.··Any discussion
·4··on the floor?
·5·· · · ··Commissioner Wakida.
·6·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··I'm wondering if there are legal
·7··concerns that we need to be in Executive Session to -- if our
·8··corporate counsel feels we need to have some advice on this?
·9·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··You have the right to ask for Executive
10··Session.··It takes a motion, a second, and two-thirds of the
11··people here if you want to go into Executive Session to discuss
12··those issues as far as rights, duties and liabilities.
13·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Do I have a motion and a second?
14·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··Did you motion that?
15·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Well, don't we have a motion on
16··the floor?
17·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··Yeah.··Yeah, your motion would
18··supersede -19·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Your motion would supersede it.
20·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··If that's a motion.
21·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Is that a motion for Executive
22··Session?
23·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··No, I hadn't made one.··I was
24··just asking if it was appropriate.
25·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··Motion to move into Executive
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·1··Session.
·2·· · · ··COMMISSIONER WAKIDA:··Second.
·3·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··At this time, we would like to go
·4··into Executive Session.··If we could -- oh, we have to vote.
·5·· · · ··All those in favor of Executive Session, raise your
·6··hand.··Raise your hand again, please.
·7·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Okay, seven.
·8·· · · ··MR. HALL:··The Planning Director is a party, he
·9··shouldn't be in the -10·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Yeah, I -11·· · · ··MR. HALL:··Thank you.
12·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··County, did you waive your rebuttal -13·· · · ··MR. HOPPER:··Yeah.
14·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··-- we'll take it as a yes.··Okay.
15·· · · ··(Recessed into Executive Session.)
16·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Planning Commission is back in order.
17·· · · ··Okay.··We already indicated that we're back in session.
18··At this time, we have a motion on the floor.··Any discussion on
19··the motion?
20·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··And advice of counsel, we need discussion.
21·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Shibuya.
22·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··And this is part of the
23··discussion.··The SMA process is a planning process.··And in
24··this particular case, it was alleged that the Director used his
25··power nondiscretionary and came up with the ruling of the
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·1··approving of the SMA for the Rock & Brews.
·2·· · · ··This body, this Commission has the authority to address
·3··contested cases.··And this is exactly what this is.··The
·4··Commission has the jurisdiction to address these issues.··Also,
·5··because it is a planning type of procedure that the Applicant
·6··provided a bid with the SMA request, or they actually have
·7··numbers which designated or demonstrated a value of less than
·8··$500,000, which is well within the threshold for the Director
·9··to make the appropriate decision, any other speculative type of
10··inputs after the fact.··Because it's really speculative unless
11··you come in with a comparable bid or, perhaps, submitted a bid
12··to the owner, then you have a comparison of two bids or three
13··bids.··But in this case, you just have one bid that's been
14··accepted and that's the lowest bid and that's very
15··understandable.
16·· · · ··The other aspect is there was discussion in terms of a
17··lack of public opportunity to provide inputs.··Well, there was
18··public opportunity.··The Liquor Commission and the Urban Design
19··Review Board did provide -- and I'm sure that there is a
20··sign-in sheet on both occasions, which identifies members of
21··the community providing or having an opportunity and providing
22··inputs to these boards.
23·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioners, any more discussion?
24·· · · ··Commissioner Tsai.
25·· · · ··COMMISSIONER TSAI:··Yeah.··As the maker of this motion,
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·1··I believe that it has to be overwhelming evidence that the
·2··Appellants stories is true and the SMA assess -- or that was
·3··issued was wrong.··I didn't find that.··And that's the reason
·4··why I'm offering the dismissal.
·5·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Freitas.
·6·· · · ··COMMISSIONER FREITAS:··As the seconder of the motion, I
·7··just bid a job, and I was 25 percent higher than the next bid.
·8··Bids vary.··I believe this building can be built on the
·9··$500,000.··I think they're well within the scope.··I think the
10··demo work that was done was necessary.··I used to visit
11··Jacque's.··I understand the property.··The concrete that is
12··shown, it's two-inches thick, no rebar.··It's just -- what do
13··you call -- a material that you could actually take up with a
14··pick.··I believe they're well within the SMA.
15·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Any more discussion, Commissioners?
16·· · · ··Director, can you repeat the motion.
17·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··I don't think I was in the room.··It's a
18··motion to dismiss.
19·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··And for summary judgment, or in the
20··alternative.
21·· · · ··COMMISSIONER BALL:··Yes, for summary judgment as well.
22·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Okay.··So it was for a motion to dismiss
23··and for summary judgment.
24·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··Right.
25·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Okay.
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·1·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Call for the vote.··All those in
·2··favor?
·3·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··That's seven "ayes."
·4·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Motion carries.
·5·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··We're going to have to have a findings of
·6··fact, conclusions of law drafted and circulated and returned
·7··back to the Board for approval.
·8·· · · ··Can we get a time line, present a time line.
·9·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Next month?
10·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··I assume you want us to draft those
11··findings and circulate them?
12·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··Yes, that's correct.··We need to know what
13··kind of time you're looking at for that?
14·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··I can have them drafted within a couple
15··of weeks, and then I can circulate them at that point.··I can't
16··speak, you know, for how long Mr. Hall would like to take.
17·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··Yeah.··We'd like them served on Mr. Hall
18··and give him a chance to file exceptions to those findings, and
19··then we will have a hearing in front of this Commission to
20··adopt those findings.
21·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··Just so I understand the process.··You'd
22··like me to go ahead and draft them, submit them to the
23··Commission, serve them also to Mr. Hall, and he can file
24··objections to it.··So it's not I'm seeking his approval -25·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··No.
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·1·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··It's simply he can file the objections,
·2··and the Commission will decide which way they want to go?
·3·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··That's correct.
·4·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··Okay.··I can have our findings drafted,
·5··let's say, within two weeks.
·6·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··Do we have a hearing date?
·7·· · · ··MS. WADE:··The parties aren't available all again until
·8··February.
·9·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··Okay.··I guess Mr. Hall will have a long
10··time to do exceptions and objections to your findings.
11·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··I'm also on vacation February 12th to
12··the 23rd, I believe.··So that might be the second meeting in
13··February.··But whatever the Commission needs, we'll make
14··happen.
15·· · · ··MR. GIROUX:··As long as you guys have time to draft and
16··file your objections, and then we will have the hearing date
17··set.
18·· · · ··MS. WADE:··Okay.
19·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··Okay.
20·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Okay, thank you.
21·· · · ··MR. HOROWITZ:··Thank you.
22·· · · ··MR. HALL:··This decision is obviously wrong, and we
23··will contemplate the appeal to the circuit court, as the
24··Coastal Zone Management Act means a lot more than what you
25··folks have done to it today.
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·1·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Okay.··Back for the agenda, we're
·2··going back to C1, Verizon Wireless.
·3·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Commissioners, Item C1 is Verizon
·4··Wireless/Crown Castle requesting an amendment to a County
·5··Special Use Permit in order to mount a ten-foot diameter
·6··microwave dish antenna on an existing monopole in Hana.··And
·7··our staff Planner is Mr. Paul Fasi.
·8·· · · ··MR. FASI:··Good afternoon, Commissioners.··Thank you,
·9··I'll be very brief.··We do have a representative from Verizon
10··Wireless with us if you have any questions.
11·· · · ··The Applicant received its original County Special Use
12··Permit from the Planning Commission on April 12th, 2011, for
13··this tower.··It was a 40-foot telecommunications monopole
14··within a ray of 12 cellular antennas.··This particular monopole
15··sits on Hana Ranch.··It sits on 933 acres.··The actual
16··footprint is 1500 square feet, or a 30-by-50 foot square-foot
17··footprint.··The Special Use Permit is valid until February
18··28th, 2026.··The Applicant wants to install a ten-foot diameter
19··microwave dish at about the 20-foot height level.··And this
20··microwave dish is going to shoot a telecommunications signal to
21··Hawi on the Big Island.··So it's going to go across the channel
22··and carry much of their traffic.··Also on this pole is Maui
23··Police Department 800 MHz antenna and their supported ground
24··equipment (Inaudible).
25·· · · ··So the Department, in its analysis, the proposed action
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·1··by the Applicant is consistent with the Countywide Policy Plan
·2··goals and objectives.··It's consistent with the State Ag
·3··designation of the property.··It is in conformance with the
·4··Maui Island Plan goals.··And it is in harmony with the Hana
·5··Community Plan.··As I said, it's an existing monopole, and
·6··they're just adding an antenna to it.··Thank you.
·7·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··At this time, I'm going to open up
·8··the public testimony.··If anyone wishes to testify at this
·9··time, step forward.
10·· · · ··Seeing none, public testimony is closed.
11·· · · ··Commissioner, any questions?··Commissioner Shibuya.
12·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Paul, can you tell me why
13··this Commission is reviewing this matter?
14·· · · ··MR. FASI:··It's in front of this body because it's kind
15··of a use determination.··And it's basically an amendment to
16··their existing County Special Use Permit.··It's a
17··telecommunications facility, and they're just adding equipment
18··to it.··So we thought it might be the right thing to bring
19··before this body since it is a County Special Use Permit.
20·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Another follow-up question.
21·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Shibuya.
22·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Are there other agencies,
23··emergency responding agencies, such as the ambulance, as well
24··as Coast Guard, as well as others that provide assistance to
25··individuals, especially in the geographic area of Hana?
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·1·· · · ··MR. FASI:··I'm sure that's an affirmative.
·2·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Okay.··Because this is an
·3··LMR, a Land Mobile Radio system.··And they have their own
·4··mono/omni-directional antenna.
·5·· · · ··MR. FASI:··You're getting too scientific on me,
·6··Commissioner Shibuya.··I can't answer that.
·7·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··Yeah, I'm speculating.··By
·8··looking at the picture, it appears that they have several
·9··mono/omni-directional antennas.
10·· · · ··MR. FASI:··That is correct.
11·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Commissioner Freitas.
12·· · · ··COMMISSIONER FREITAS:··I'd like to move to approve -13··oh, no.··That's it.
14·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Any other questions, Commissioners?
15·· · · ··Seeing none, can we get the Department's
16··recommendation.
17·· · · ··MR. FASI:··The Planning Department recommends approval
18··for the amendment for the Special Use Permit for the Applicant
19··for the microwave dish.
20·· · · ··COMMISSIONER FREITAS:··Move to approve.
21·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Second.
22·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Moved by Commissioner Freitas,
23··seconded by Commissioner Hedani.··Any discussion on the motion?
24·· · · ··Seeing none, can we have the Director repeat the
25··motion.
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·1·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··The motion is to approve as recommended by
·2··Staff.
·3·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Call for the vote.··All those in
·4··favor?
·5·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Six ayes.
·6·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Motion cares.
·7·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Commissioners, Item E, Action Minutes and
·8··Regular Minutes.··Motion to approve.
·9·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Okay.··All those in favor of
10··approving our minutes, say "aye."
11·· · · ··(Round of "ayes.")
12·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Those opposed?
13·· · · ··(Silence.)
14·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Minutes approve.
15·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··You have to have a quorum.
16··Right?
17·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Yeah, we have a quorum.
18·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··We got five.
19·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Okay.··Item F.··Notifying the Commission
20··of SMA approval of SMA Use transfers.··One is for Maui Beach
21··Place to MBP Texas Realty.··The other is from Kapalua Bay to
22··Island Acquisitions Kapalua.··Just acknowledging -23·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··We're going to acknowledge this SMA
24··Use Permit transfer.··All those in favor, say "aye."
25·· · · ··(Round of "ayes.")
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·1·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Those opposed?
·2·· · · ··(Silence.)
·3·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Okay, received.
·4·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Let's see, there's nothing under
·5··Commission Projects/Issues or the EA/EIS Report.··You have the
·6··SMA Minor and the SMA Exemptions Report in front of you.
·7·· · · ··VICE-CHAIRPERSON SHIBUYA:··No comment.
·8·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Any questions, Commissioners?
·9·· · · ··Commissioner Hedani.
10·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··We just spent the last three
11··hours of the equivalent of one of the line items on this
12··report.
13·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Yes.··And I was going to say, if the
14··question came up -- you know, we processed like 150 Minor
15··Permits, and I don't know how many exemptions.··There really is
16··a reason for separating them out.
17·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··And there is a public process for
18··appeal?
19·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Yes, there is.··And this is how they
20··appeal -21·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Right.
22·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Because they were aware of enough of it -23·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··To -24·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Yes, when this comes out.
25·· · · ··COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Move to accept.
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·1·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Move to accept.··All those in favor?
·2·· · · ··(Round of "ayes.")
·3·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Those opposed?
·4·· · · ··(Silence.)
·5·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Acceptance of our SMA Minor.
·6·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Okay.··So the next Regular Meeting,
·7··January 14th.··There's two public hearings.··Both of them are
·8··short-term rentals.··They're both coming before the Commission
·9··because they are within the -- they're either within 500 feet
10··of another or they are -- more than just a couple of neighbors
11··are protesting.
12·· · · ··Ands then, New Business.··Mr. White, Mike White of KBH,
13··LLC, requesting draft environmental assessment -- requesting
14··comments on an assessment in support of an SMA Permit for
15··Plantation Inn.
16·· · · ··Then Communications.··Scott Madel of Haleakala Ranch,
17··requesting a plan extension for a Land Use Commission Special
18··Use Permit in order to construct and operate the Haleakala
19··Ranch Visitor's Center.··And then the second Communication Item
20··is Ms. Linda Paul, AOAO secretary of the Kahale Makai Board of
21··Director's, requesting amendments to a Conditional Permit.
22·· · · ··Then there's one other item that you will choose either
23··to waive or review Mr. Hiroshi -- from Elleair Maui for a
24··two-year time extension on an SMA Permit.··That's it.
25·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··At this time, I'd like to thank all
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·1··you Commissioners for your volunteer work this year.··And we'll
·2··see each other next year.··And we wish you guys all a happy and
·3··joyous and safe New Year's and Christmas.
·4·· · · ··MR. SPENCE:··Do we want to say Merry Christmas and
·5··Happy Holidays to everybody on Akaku.
·6·· · · ··MEMBER DUVAUCHELLE:··Merry Christmas.
·7·· · · ··CHAIRPERSON LAY:··Meeting adjourned.
·8·· · · ··(Meeting adjourned 3:55 p.m.)
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